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Autographed Baseball Cards

431 1934 Goudey Johnny Allen
9..................... 300
Rare signed card, Johnny Allen died in 1959 at age 54. Pictured as a Yankee, this is signed in dark fountain pen and
dated January 21 1937. This has damage from being
removed from a scrapbook. Who wants to add a very scarce
signed card to their signed 1930s card collection?
JSA LOA (full).
433 1954 Topps 1 Ted Williams
9..................... 250
Lower grade card has lots of corner wear but hardly any
creasing. The color and images look good, this has a solid
blue sharpie ink signature in a very good spot. These are
very scarce cards to find with original signatures.
JSA LOA (full).
434 1958 Topps 1 Ted Williams
9..................... 250
Mid-grade card has no creases and a nice look. Signed in
blue sharpie ink by the bottom border, this pricey #1 card is
hardly ever found with an original autograph. Desirable key
signed cards like this are white-hot in this market.
JSA LOA (full).

432 Better Vintage Red Sox Signed Card Collection
w/1958 Ted Williams (226 pcs)
9..................... 200
Ranging from 1957 to 1990, this substantial lot has 65 pre1970 signed cards that go back to 1953 Topps, 25 signed
cards from the 1970s and 132 signed cards from 1980
through the present. The older cards show typical condition
variations, the autographs tend to be very solid throughout
the lot. Content includes 53T (9 w/D. DiMaggio, Kell), 55T
Parnell, 57T (22 w/Jensen, Malzone, Mauch RC), 58T Williams AS, 59T (3 w/Jensen), 60T (12 w/Malzone), 69T (7 w/2
different Yazs), 73T Evans RC, 86T (4 w/Boggs, Buckner),
89T (6 w/Clemens, Boggs), 76/78T Lynn, 79T Yaz and some
HOFers and better cards from the 1980s onward w/Dawson, Rice, Wakefield, Vaughn etc. Solid lot should have a
substantial breakdown value if desired, especially with how
hot vintage signed cards are right now. There are eight HOF
signed cards in this lot. JSA LOA.
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435 1958 Topps New York Yankees
Signed Team Set w/Mantle & Howard 9.................. 300
One of the coolest signed card runs we have seen in some
time, offered is a wonderfully presented lot of 25 different
vintage 1958 Topps Yankee cards. Each card is signed, this
is smartly presented in a 17x20 frame. Content includes
Mickey Mantle (All Star card, has full JSA LOA), Yogi Berra,
Whitey Ford, Elston Howard, Sal Maglie, Harry Simpson
(scarce), Kubek, Richardson and Larsen. The autographs
vary in darkness, most are very strong. A World Championship team, this is something we have never seen before.
JSA LOA.

436 1961 Topps 478 Roger Maris MVP 9.5.................. 150
Colorful card has no creases but is heavily centered to the
right border. Signed in spotless bold blue sharpie ink, the
autograph contrasts very nicely against the clean card.
High quality Roger Maris signed card from the best possible
year, very nice. JSA LOA (full).
437 1967 Topps Pinup Complete Set w/23 signed cards
including Mantle, Mays & Aaron
9..................... 200
Terrific little lot, this small binder contains a complete set of
1967 Topps Pinups (32 pcs). Our consignor did some fine
work here, missing only nine cards for a fully signed set
(something that we have never seen or heard of). The cards
are clean overall, the autographs are a mix of vintage and
sharpie. Keys include: Aaron (vintage, Beckett LOA card),
Cepeda, Drysdale (PSA card), Mantle (full PSA LOA),
Marichal, Mays (Beckett LOA card), McCovey, Morgan,
F. Robinson (PSA card) and Santo. Also included are
13 unsigned doubles, with Mantle, Mays and Aaron.
This is a fairly unique and fine lot. JSA LOA.
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438 1978 Grand Slam
Near-Set (184 different w/40 HOFers) 9................. 600
Quality lot of this very popular set among signed card collectors, the autographs are almost invariably in consistently
bold black and blue ink. These are great looking signatures
that contrast very well against the sharp and clean cards.
With an amazing 40 HOFers, this very robust lot includes
some tougher signed cards of people who died in the early to
mid 1980s. Better autographs in this lot include: D. Alexander, Alston, Averill, Bell, Camilli, Coveleski, Cronin, Dickey,
Durocher, Fitzsimmons (D’79, rare), Garcia, Gehringer,
Goodman, Grimes, Grimm, Hoyt, Hubbell, J. Johnson,
Keller, Kelly, Kuenn, Lindstrom, Maglie, Moses, Musial,
Reese, Stephenson, Terry and Wertz. This lot is an absolutely ideal combination of signature and card. The price to
assemble these as singles is likely to be in the $4,000 range in
today’s market, if it could even be done. JSA LOA.

439		
Greenberg, Hank
9.................. 150
Tough piece, the market is beginning to realize the value
here. Signed in clean and flowing blue sharpie ink, this is
unusual as most of these were signed in black sharpie ink.
This displays very well and will fill an important hole in
any signed Perez Steele collection. JSA LOA (full).
440		
Hoyt, Waite				
PSA 10........ 250
Key signed Perez Steele, 1927 Yankee HOFer Waite Hoyt
died in 1984 and did not have very long to sign these. The
offered postcard looks terrific, it has a spotless blue sharpie
ink signature that is impeccable. Signed in a perfect spot,
this is graded Gem Mint 10 by PSA DNA.
441		
Puckett, Kirby			
9.5............... 250
Sadly now one of the keys to the set, these are missing from
almost all sets. Signed in flowing Mint blue sharpie ink in
a perfect spot in the top margin, this will very ably fill this
vital hole in your signed Perez Steele set. JSA LOA (full).
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Perez Steele Postcards

442 Complete Set w/62 signed cards incl.
		
DiMaggio, Mantle & Williams
9.5............... 600
Quality lot of Perez Steeles, there are 62 different signed
cards, these will all be listed on our web site. With most of
the unsigned cards as well, these are in 4-pocket sheets and
come with the original boxes. The condition is very strong
overall, these keys come with the lot: Carew, Chandler,
Dickey, DiMaggio, Gehringer, Gomez, Tr. Jackson, Travis,
Johnson, Koufax, Lopez, Mantle, Mathews, Mays, Reese,
Ted Williams and Yaz. The value of just the signed cards
(remember hundreds of unsigned cards including Ruth,
Gehrig etc. come in the lot too) approaches $3,000.
JSA LOA.

443 1989 Perez Steele Celebration
Complete Set w/39 signed cards
9.5............... 375
Extremely attractive issue, this lot contains almost all of the
attainable signed cards. All are numbered 1070/10000 and
this is in the original box as issued. The condition is spotless
throughout, these are fine blue sharpie ink signatures. Loaded with value, a full listing will be on our web site.
Keys here include Aaron, Bell, Bench, Berra, Lopez, Mantle
(PSA slabbed Authentic), Musial, Reese, Williams and Yaz.
Please note as singles these can run over $1,500. JSA LOA.
444
Black/White HOF Plaque
		
Walsh, Ed (double-signed)
9.................. 300
Good piece, this top deadball era HOF pitcher died in 1959.
Clean plaque, this is signed in flowing blue ballpoint ink on
the bottom of the front and the back is signed Ed A. Walsh
Hall of Fame Cooperstown N.Y. PSA slabbed, very nice.
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3x5s, Cuts, GPCs & Related

445
Yellow HOF Plaque
		
Lot of 5 w/Mantle & Mays
9.5............... 100
Spotless lot of five HOF plaques, each is signed in bold blue
sharpie at the top. Content is as follows: Berra, Gibson,
Mantle, Mays and Musial. How is that for some star power?
JSA LOA.

446 Yellow HOF Plaque Collection of
		
60 different w/Koufax
9.................. 300
Clean and consistent lot of signed plaques, this is an excellent base for a set. These better pieces come in the lot:
Banks, Berra, Brock, Dickey, Ford, Gibson, Grimes, Koufax
(has creasing away from the signature), Killebrew, Mathews,
Musial, Newhouser, Reese and F. Robinson. The signatures
are in varying color and style inks. JSA LOA.

447 Yellow HOF Plaque
Collection of 72 different
9.................. 450
Fine collection of Yellow HOF Plaques, these are neatly
presented in a binder with the examples that cannot be
found with signatures. All of these were obtained in person
by someone who worked with a New York show promoter,
the overall quality is terrific. A very substantial start on
a full run, these better pieces are included in the lot: Bell,
Berra, Bunning, Carew, Dickey, Ford, Gehringer, Grimes,
Hubbell, Kaline, Killebrew, LaSorda, MacPhail, Mathews,
McCovey, Morgan, Musial, Perez, Rizzuto, Stargell and
Sutton. JSA LOA.

448 1930s Cut Collection (100 pcs)
.................... 400
Clean lot of vintage cut signatures, we believe these were all
signed in the 1930s. The autographs are in fountain pen and
pencil, nearly all are neatly mounted to 3x5s and in individual holders for protection. There is very slight duplication,
content includes: Moe Arnovich (D’1959 at age 48), Max
Butcher (2: D’1957 at age 46), Dolph Camilli, Lou Chiozza,
Watson Clark (D’72), Vince DiMaggio (2), Wes Ferrell, Lefty
Gomez (huge), Hank Greenberg, Burleigh Grimes, Waite
Hoyt, Hans Lobert, Al Lopez (2), Earl Moore (D’61), Wally
Moses, Bill Swift (D’69), Bill Terry, Lon Warneke, Jimmie
Wilson (D’1947 at age 46) and Pep Young (D’62). The autographs vary in darkness, some are light, others look great.
Many are identified on the back, there were a few JSA could
not identify, so they might be rare. JSA LOA.

449 1934 Cubs Autograph Album (25 sigs)
		
w/3 HOFers
9.................. 250
Smartly bound 4 3/4 x 7 1/4 autograph album has single
pages signed by 25 members of the 1934 Cubs. The content
is strong, with note to scarce HOF signature Kiki Cuyler
(D’1950), Gabby Hartnett, Billy Herman, Babe Herman,
Dolph Camilli, Pat Malone (D’1943 at age 40), Dick Ward
(D’66), Lon Warneke and Stan Hack. The autographs are in
period fountain pen ink and look terrific. JSA LOA (full).
450 GPC 1937 Giants
9.................. 300
Desirable item, this is a clean 1937 GPC signed by 19 members of the 1937 New York Giants. The autographs are in
matching bold fountain pen ink and look terrific. An NL
Championship team, they could not beat the mighty Yankees in the World Series. Content includes a terrific Mel Ott,
Carl Hubbell, Bill Terry, Jimmy Ripple (D’59), Dick Bartell
and Dick Coffman. JSA LOA.
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451 GPC 1937 Reds
9.................. 200
Good piece, offered is a 1937 GPC signed by 18 members of
the 1937 Reds. The autographs are in matching bold fountain pen ink and look terrific. The content is really solid,
with note to HOFers Kiki Cuyler (D’1950), Chick Hafey
(sec) and Ernie Lombardi. The other signatures include
Jake Mooty (D’70), Lew Riggs and Virgil Davis. JSA LOA.
452 Album Page 1956 Indianapolis Indians
w/Roger Maris
9.................. 125
Nice item, this is an original team album page from
Roger Maris’s 1956 Minor League team. There are eight
solid pencil signatures on either side of the piece. The Maris
autograph is near the top, and perfectly bold and clean.
PSA DNA (full).

456 GPC Brown, Mordecai (world class!) 9.5............. 1000
Absolutely stunning piece, this is by far the nicest Mordecai
Three Finger Brown autograph that we have ever seen or
handled. Signed on a 1937 GPC, I love the Mordecai Brown
Service Station return address. Signed in remarkably fine
black fountain pen ink, this is a truly world class autograph.
Signed Mordecai Brown A Cub, this will be an upgrade
for anyone. Brown, one of the more charismatic early 20th
century HOFers, died in 1948 and is missing from even the
most advanced autographed collections. JSA LOA (full).

453 GPC Baker, Home Run
9.5............... 200
Earlier than most Baker GPCs that trade, this is from 1937.
Signed in fountain pen, this has a huge full signature, and
is inscribed 3rd Base Philadelphia American League B.B.C.
This is really nice. JSA LOA.

457 GPC Clarke, Fred
PSA 10........ 150
Mint black fountain pen signature, PSA rated the autograph
a Gem Mint 10. Postmarked in 1950, this deadball era HOF
player-manager died in 1960 and is always a popular autograph.

454 GPC Bender, Chief
8.................. 200
Postmarked in 1949, this has a solid flowing blue ink signature. The cancellation marks just peek through to the front,
it is also dated 11/21/49 on the front. PSA-slabbed, this is a
clean and pleasing example of a popular and elusive GPC.
D’54.

455 Cut Bottomley, Jim
9.5............... 200
Large and fine cut, this looks terrific. Signed in very large
and fine black ink, the autograph contrasts neatly against
the clean background. Scarcer HOF signature, Bottomley
died in 1959, and is not easy to find on single items.
JSA LOA.

458 GPC Cobb, Ty (1937)
9.................. 500
Ty Cobb autographs have been really hot in recent years,
this one is especially nice. Offered is a 1937 postmarked
GPC, this is signed in flowing black fountain pen, which is
very unusual. The autograph contrasts nicely against the
reasonably clean GPC, this looks great. Most Cobb autographs that trade are from the 1950s in green ballpoint ink,
the offered piece is somewhat special. JSA LOA (full).
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459 Cut Gehrig w/Grabowski
9................ 1000
Very good piece, offered is a perfectly composed framed
display with a fine 6x7 b/w image of Gehrig from 1939. The
key here is Gehrig’s signature in fountain pen, he is bracketed by the extremely rare 1927 Yankee Johnny Grabowski
(D’1946 at age 46) above and Cedric Durst below. Grabowski is missing from almost all 1927 Yankee autograph collections. This is likely one of the most unique and interesting
1927 Yankee autograph combinations one is likely to find.
Obtained by our consignor decades ago, this is matted and
framed very nicely to 12 x 15. JSA LOA (full).

461 Johnson, Walter Signed/Framed Display 9............. 500
Handsome 15x12 framed display, this consists of a 5x7 b/w
photo of Johnson pitching and an autograph. High quality
signature, this might be a 3x5. Signed Best Wishes Always Walter Johnson in clean fountain pen, the autograph
presents very well. Very elusive and vital HOF autograph,
Johnson died in 1946 and is missing from many collections.
JSA LOA (full).

465 GPC Mays, Willie (1951)
PSA 7.......... 400
Extremely desirable GPC, this is a verifiable Rookie Willie
Mays autograph. Postmarked August 27, 1951, this is signed
Willie Mays New York Giants in fountain pen. Slabbed Near
Mint 7 by PSA, the cancellation marks are the only distraction. This is a large and classic Rookie Willie Mays signature. JSA LOA (full).
462 GPC Klein, Chuck
7.................. 200
Desirable GPC, HOFer Chuck Klein died in 1958 at age 53.
Offered is a light but presentable GPC from 1937, signed as
a player. This has wear by one corner and is a tough light but
this is still a large and presentable fountain pen signature.
JSA LOA.

463 3 x 5 Maris, Roger
9.................. 125
Clean color page, this is nice as it is singly signed by Roger
Maris. The autograph is in very attractive and large vintage
blue ballpoint ink and looks great. Most examples that trade
were signed in sharpie ink in the late 1970s or 1980s.
JSA LOA.
464 3 x 5 Mays, Willie (vintage)
9.................. 100
Rare vintage Willie Mays 3x5, this looks to be a 1950s era
signature. Signed on a clean 3x5, the autograph is in strong
blue ballpoint ink and looks great. Vintage Mays single
signed items are much scarcer than Mantle, Williams,
DiMaggio etc. SGC slabbed.

466 GPC Ott, Mel
PSA 8.......... 300
Vital GPC from this revered 500 home run hitter, Ott sadly
died in 1958 at only age 49. Missing from many collections,
the offered example is a real gem. Postmarked in 1951, this
has a stunning quality blue ink signature that looks especially good as the postcard itself is perfectly clean. This will be
an upgrade for many of you.

467 Cut Robinson, Jackie
9.................. 250
Fine Jackie cut, this is signed in bold black ballpoint ink.
Neatly mounted to a 3x5, we believe this to be from early in
Jackie’s playing career, circa 1949. A white-hot autograph,
now is probably a very good time to pick one up if you do
not have one. JSA LOA (full).
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468 3 x 5 Robinson, Jackie
9.5............... 500
Spotless Jackie 3x5, this has a perfect Best Wishes Jackie
Robinson blue ballpoint ink signature. Jackie 3x5s are super
hot right now. JSA LOA (full).

469 GPC Speaker, Tris
PSA 9.......... 200
Desirable GPC of a vital HOFer, this one is not postmarked.
Perfect quality, this is signed in flawless dark fountain pen
ink. The postcard is spotless, providing for excellent contrast with the signature. D’59.

472 Substantial Boston Red Sox GPC
		
& 3x5 Collection (132 pcs)
9.................. 500
Gorgeous album, these are all carefully mounted onto custom black pages. Many are mounted with a reproduction
color 8x10, the presentation here is simply terrific. Condition is very clean overall, there are approximately 105 GPCs
in this very substantial lot; the balance are 3x5s, cuts and
related size flats. Covering Red Sox from the 1930s through
the end of the 1950s, content includes: Alexander, Carey
(D’70), Cronin, Daly (D’46, scarce), DiMaggio, Doerr,
Pete Fox (D’67), Glenn, Goodman, Grove, Higgins, Newsome (D’65), Peacock, Pesky, Piersall (1953), Scarborough,
Stephens (D’68) and Trout. JSA LOA.

470 GPC Vance, Dazzy
9.................. 150
GPC from 1949, this is one that you do not see every day.
Popular Brooklyn Dodger HOFer, he died in 1963. This is
signed with best wishes A.C. Dazzy Vance in fountain pen in
the top portion of the postcard. PSA slabbed, very nice.

473 GPC Cleveland Indians (59 pcs)
9.................. 150
Offered is a very well collected and presented collection of
GPCs, 3x5s and related flats. Neatly presented in a binder
on custom pages, these look terrific. There is little to no
duplication. Content includes 47 GPCs. Condition is very
clean, autographs include: Boudreau, Easter, Feller, Garcia
(trimmed), Jim Hegan, Lemon (2), Lopez, Simpson, Trosky,
VanderMeer, Wambsganss and Wynn. JSA LOA.
471 3 x 5 Vintage Boston Collection
		
w/scarcities (171 pcs)
9.................. 200
Interesting collection of 3x5s, mounted cuts and related
sized flats. These are fresh to the hobby, from an extremely
advanced Boston Brave/Red Sox autograph collection. Players range from the entire 20th century. There may well be
some buried treasure here, these were better autographs that
we spotted: , Ed Brandt (D’1944 at age 39), Eddie Farrell
(D’66), Joe Foy, Norwood Gibson (D’59), Ralph Glaze (D’68,
2), Lefty Grove (mounted 61 GP card), Bump Hadley, Fred
Haney (2), Andy High (signed 1927), Frank Hogan (D’67),
Tommy Holmes (fountain pen), Bill James (great inscription), Al Javery (D’77), Sam Jethroe (vintage fountain pen),
Buck Jordan, John Kroner (D’68), Bill Urbanski (fountain
pen in 1951), Joe Vosmik (2), Larry Woodall (D’63).
JSA LOA.
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474 GPC Detroit Tigers w/Hutchinson (75 pcs) 9........ 200
Offered is a very well collected and presented collection of
GPCs, 3x5s and related flats (these are nearly all GPCs).
Neatly presented in a binder on custom pages, these look
terrific. There is little to no duplication. Anchored by a
superb Fred Hutchinson (D’64), the condition is very clean,
autographs include: Bartell, Ferrell, Kell, Keller, Kuenn,
Rogell, Trout, Wertz and Jo Jo White. JSA LOA.
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475 GPC Collection of 48 different Philadelphia A’s
					
9.................. 250
Fresh lot of GPCs, these are mainly from the 1940s and
1950s. Condition is very strong overall. There is little to
no duplication. Content includes the underrated Jimmie
Dykes, Wally Moses, Fain, Suder, Brucker, Cerv, Kucab
(D’77), Vic Power, Finigan (D’81) and K. Wahl. JSA LOA.

476 GPC Washington Senators
Autograph Collection (73 pcs)
9.................. 175
Offered is a very well collected and presented collection of
GPCs, 3x5s and related flats. Neatly presented in a binder on
custom pages, these look terrific. There is little to no duplication. Content includes 50 GPCs. Condition is very clean,
autographs include: Jimmie DeShong, Bucky Harris, Jackie
Jensen, Dutch Leonard, Camilo Pascual, Bob Porterfield,
Pete Runnels, Ray Scarborough, Bert Shepard and Ed Yost.
JSA LOA.

477 3 x 5 Collection of 151 w/90 HOFers 9.................. 150
Substantial lot of 3x5s, just about everything should be a
star or a HOFer. There is moderate duplication. The
condition is clean, some are 4x6s, others mounted cuts
and related but the vast majority are clean 3x5s. There is
nothing rare here, but the content is very strong, with many
better autographs included that hardly ever come in these
types of lots. Better pieces include: Aaron (cut), Bench,
Bobby Bonds, Carew, Dickey, Doby, Drysdale, Flood, Giles,
Greenberg, Hooper, B. Martin, Mays (2), McCarthy, Murcer,
Musial, Ryan, Stengel (superb), Veeck, Wheat and Joe Wood.
JSA LOA.
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478 Nice HOF 3x5 & Related Collection
		
(34 different)
9.................. 200
Clean lot of 3x5s and related flats, all neatly presented in
sheets in a binder. Content includes Carey, Cronin, Flick
(dated 1970), Frick, Giles, Goslin, Grove, Hooper, Lombardi, Manush, McCarthy and Rice. The signatures are very
strong overall, mainly in ballpoint ink. JSA LOA.

479 3 x 5 Lot of 700+ Autographs 1920s-1970s 9......... 200
The offered lot is a binder of 3x5s, GPCs, postcards and
related size photos. These are neatly presented in alphabetical order, everything is clearly identified. The content goes
back to the 1920s and has some oddball items, there is mild
duplication (we did not count the extras for most of the
autographs where present). The end of the book has a nice
run of umpire signatures. Please note these have not been
authenticated by JSA but they are from an old time collection and we do not anticipate any problems. The condition
is quite clean overall. A tremendous value lot if someone
wants to put the work in, these autographs come with the
lot: Tommy Aaron (D’84, 3), Dale Alexander (D’79), Nick
Altrock (D’65), Joe Beggs (D’83), Steve Bilko (D’78), Dick
Brown (D’70), Phil Cavaretta (1951 GPC), John Cooney
(1954 GPC), Dom DiMaggio (vintage SP), Fred Fitzsimmons, Harvey Haddix, Pinky Higgins (D’69), Jim Honochick, Harvey Kuenn (vintage), Charlie Lau (vintage), Bill Lee
(D’77), Earle Mack, Frank McCormick, Denny McLain (vintage pc), Babe Pinelli, Pete Rose, Riggs Stephenson (signed
1930s), Herb Score (vintage pc) and Hank Soar.
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480 3 x 5 Collection of 176 different
1930 - 1950 Boston Red Sox Autographs 9.............. 250
Fine collection of Boston Red Sox autographs. Presented in
chronological order in three binders, these are very well
presented. The person who spent countless hours on this
project left spaces for everything he did not have, so this is
very manageable and completely organized if one decides to
finish his very hard work. Lots of value of course, condition
is clean overall. Mainly 3x5s, there are also many mounted
cuts, small photos, GPCs, checks and related items that
are almost all postcard size or smaller. There is little to no
duplication, the condition is clean overall. Please some have
JSA or PSA cards or are slabbed. Mainly secondary players,
content includes: Tom Carey (D’70), Pete Fox (slabbed cut,
D’67), Bernie Friberg (Cut, D’59),, Johnny Gooch (1938
check), Ellis Kinder (cut mounted to photo), Marty McManus (ANS, D’66), Oscar Melillo (D’63, mounted cut), Bing
Miller (D’66, GPC), Wally Moses (1978 Grand Slam card),
Fritz Ostermueller (slabbed cut, D’57), George Pipgras,
Gordon Rhodes (cut, D’52), Merv Shea (mounted cut, D’52),
Joe Vosmik (D’62), Hal Wagner (photo) and Rabbit Warstler
(signed small cut, D’64). JSA LOA.

481 3 x 5 Collection of 600+ 3x5s
9.................. 300
Spotless collection of 3x5s, everything is neatly labeled in its
own envelope. There is duplication; please note these have
not been authenticated by JSA but they are from an old time
collection and we do not anticipate any problems. The condition is quite clean, these are signatures from 1920s-1970s
players. Neatly presented in alphabetical order in a manageable single box, content is mainly from letters M-Z but
includes an endless number of obscurities and autographs
for advanced team collectors, including the following: Bob
Allison, Turner Barber (D’68), Herman Bronkie (D’68),
Louis Bruce (D’68), Bruce Caldwell (D’59), Ben Cantwell
(D’62), Eddie Dyer (D’64), Luke Easter (D’79), Mike Gazella, Mike Gonzalez, Fred Haney, Clay Hopper, Dixie Howell,
Johnny Keane, Mark Koenig (1940s fountain pen cut), Jim
Konstanty (1944 GPC), Jim McGlothlin (D’75), Johnny
Murphy (D’70, cut), John Niggeling (GPC, D’63), Jake Pitler
(D’68, cut), Hal Rice (partial album page), Bill Sarni, Bob
Shawkey and Danny Thompson. This substantive lot offers
a tremendous value, and can be a real money making lot
if someone wants to put the work in as these do not come
around every day in anything approaching this size, especially neatly organized and identified by name.
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482 GPC Collection of 152 different w/HOFers 9....... 500
Quality lot of GPCs from the 1950s, the condition is clean
overall. There are 11 HOFers. Signatures are mainly in ink,
some are in pencil. The better pieces are as follows: Dickey,
Dykes, Fitzsimmons, Sid Gordon (D’75), Grimm, Hack,
Harridge, Hubbell, J. Jensen (D’82), Kluszewski, Konstanty
(D’76), Lollar, Medwick, Billy Meyer (D’57, scarce), Mize,
Moses, Post, Reiser and Rolfe (D’68). JSA LOA.

Signed Photos
483 Postcard Foxx, Jimmie
9.................. 350
Perfectly sharp and clean, this is a bright and spotless b/w
postcard of the legendary Jimmie Foxx. Signed Sincerely
Jimmie Foxx in flawless blue ink, the autograph contrasts
perfectly against the pristine white background. These are
not rare but these seem like an awfully good buy right now,
especially in the quality of the offered lot. JSA LOA (full).
484 8 x 10 Jeter, Derek (lot of 3)
9.5............... 150
Terrific trio of Derek Jeter signed 8x10s, these do not come
around like this very often. One is The Dive image, they all
have perfect sharpie ink signatures. Each has a Steiner LOA
but no paperwork. Three unsigned Jeter S.I. issues come
with the lot if someone wants to make framed displays.
485 8 x 10 Jeter, Derek (lot of 3)
9.5............... 150
Terrific trio of Derek Jeter signed 8x10s, these do not come
around like this very often. One is black and white, the other
two are color; they all have perfect sharpie ink signatures.
Each has a Steiner LOA but no paperwork.
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486 8 x 10 Mantle, Mickey - Lot 3, mainly vintage,
		
new to the hobby!
9.................. 150
Interesting tro of signed 8x10s, these came from someone
who was friendly with Mickey Mantle back in the day.
Completely fresh to the hobby, many of these were most
likely signed in the 1960s. Content includes: 1960s Rawlings
signed premium, fine Mantle image with Yankees on deck
circle and an 8x10 display, all are inscribed. JSA LOA.

488 8 x 10 Ruth, Babe Signed Original Photo 4............. 600
Fine looking Babe Ruth signed photo, this is a classic 9 x 9
1/2 (as matted) black and white image of a hatless Ruth.
Babe is batting in uniform, the picture looks great. We do
not know if this is a type 1 image or not, it has to be fairly
early as it has an original signature. The autograph is very
light but legible, the Babe is especially light. The condition
of the photo makes this a very attractive display. Handsomely matted and framed, total size 14x17. JSA LOA (full).

487 Photo Maranville, Rabbit (superb)
9.................. 450
Gorgeous signed photo, this is an outstanding 6 1/2 x 8 1/2
wire photo. A great image of HOFer Rabbit Maranville in a
Boston Braves uniform, this is signed and inscribed in green
fountain pen ink. Maranville died in 1954 and is utterly
unheard of on such a large and nice signed photo. JSA LOA
(full).

489 8 x 10 Notarized 8x10 Collection w/Mantle
		
& Williams (9 pcs)
9.................. 135
Clean lot of these popular 8x10 prints with notarized signature of HOFers. These were produced starting in 1984.
Anchored by keys Mantle and Williams, also included are:
Feller, Ford, Gomez, Reese, Roberts, Shantz and Snider. The
Mantle comes with a full JSA LOA. JSA LOA.
490 8 x 10 Collection of 25 signed photos w/great content,
many signed in the 1960s!
9.................... 75
Very, very interesting and special lot of signed 8x10 photos,
these came from someone who was friendly with Mickey Mantle back in the day. Fresh to the hobby, these are
mainly 8x10s and were mainly signed in the 1960s. Content
includes: Berra, Cronin, Dressen (D’66, inscribed, really
nice), Ford (2), Herzog (signed in 1950s, rare), Kuenn, B.
Martin, Musial (two from 1960s), Ryan, OJ Simpson (early)
and Spahn (signed in 1960s. Also included are three vintage
Yankee pubs w/2 Mantle covers. JSA LOA.
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493 8 x 10 81 different w/Banks, Berra & Yaz 9............ 400
(picured to lower left)
Terrific collection of signed 8x10s, these are all neatly presented in sheets in a binder. Please note these all were
obtained in person by someone who worked for a New York
show promoter. Content includes: Banks, Berra, Boggs,
Brock, Bunning, Cepeda, Carlton, Carter, Dawson, Dickey,
Drysdale, Eckersley, Gehringer, Gibson, Gomez, Gwynn,
Harvey (HOF), Hubbell, Hunter, Johnson, Killebrew, LaSorda, Mathews, McCovey, Musial, Newhouser, Perez, Reese,
Rice, Rizzuto, F. Robinson, Stargell, Sutter & Yaz. JSA LOA.

491 8 x 10 Substantial 8x10 Collection
from the Late 1980s (99 pcs)
9.5............... 300
Fine collection of signed 8x10s, there is hardly any duplication. These were signed in person at shows in the late 1980s,
the quality is outstanding. The signatures are in uniformly
superb blue sharpie ink, many of these have unusual images.
The players are from the 1940s through the 1980s, mainly
vintage. This was from the Philadelphia area, so there are
a fair number of Phillies. A veritable tour through baseball
history from this era, better pieces here include: R. Allen,
Black, Blair, Bruton, Buhl, Burdette, Canseco, W. Clark,
E. Davis, Erskine, Dw. Evans, Gooden, Haddix, Jethroe,
Alex Johnson, McGwire, Pendleton, Pierce, Rose, Sauer,
Score, Stanky, Thomson and Wills. This is a fresh and fun
lot to peruse. JSA LOA.
492 8 x 10 Collection of 49 different HOFers
w/Aaron & Mays
9.5............... 300
Terrific collection of HOFer signed 8x10s, there is no duplication. These were signed in person at shows in the late
1980s, the quality is outstanding, some are dated on the
reverse from when they were signed. The signatures are in
uniformly superb blue sharpie ink, many of these have unusual images. Better content includes: Aaron, Banks, Bench,
Berra, Brock, Bunning, Carew, Carlton, Carter, Cepeda,
Dawson, Dickey, Gibson, Gomez, Gwynn, Hubbell, R. Jackson, Kaline, Killebrew, Mathews, Mays, McCovey, Murray,
Musial, Newhouser, Reese, F. Robinson, Schmidt and
O. Smith. This is a fresh and fun lot to peruse. JSA LOA.
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493.2 Terrific Fully Comprehensive
HOF Induction Card Collection (87 pcs)
9.5............ 1000
Desirable and very uncommon collectible, offered is an
outstanding collection of 8x10 size HOF Induction cards.
Printed on better stock, these are always very popular
among collectors. As these only came out after someone
became a HOFer, some of these will sadly be very scarce
signed as the player may have died the same year or within
a few short years of HOF Induction. Very heavy hitting lot
with serious star power, the condition overall is impeccable.
Highlights here start with DiMaggio, Mantle and Williams.
Other better pieces include: Aaron (755 inscription, JSA
card), Ashburn (scarce), Bagwell, Banks, Berra, Biggio,
Brett, Carter (scarce), Doby (scarce), Drysdale (full name,
scarce), Fisk, Glavine, R. Henderson, Jackson, R. Johnson,
Larkin, Mays (JSA card), Murray, Musial, P. Martinez,
Perez, Ripken, Rizzuto (scarce), Ryan (JSA card), Sandberg,
Schmidt (great inscription), Seaver, Smoltz, Stargell, Thomas, Trammell, Yaz and Yount. Please one one DiMaggio,
Mantle and Williams come with full JSA or PSA DNA LOAs
and many of these have JSA stickers and/or LOA cards. The
telephone numbers being charged these days for autographs
make collections of this nature almost impossible to assemble. Our consignor worked tirelessly for years to assemble
this terrific run. Almost needless to say, the breakdown
value here is huge but we hope this ends up in the hands of
a collector who sees the amazing value here. Please note the
large number of contemporary HOF signed pieces in this lot
is extremely unusual and desirable, as again these could only
have been signed after getting inducted into the HOF.
Great lot. JSA LOA.
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Signed Books

494 Robinson, Jackie Signed Early 1st Edition 9........... 540
Very desirable first edition from 1948, Jackie Robinson My
Own Story. This comes with a reproduction dust jacket.
This is signed by Jackie on the 1st page, a flawless blue
ballpoint ink signature. Some restoration was done to the
bottom of the page for preservation purposes, the signature
of Jackie is not affected in any way. We believe this to be the
hardest Jackie book to find in a signed first edition. Jackie
items have been white-hot in recent years, this is a great
early Jackie signed item. JSA LOA (full).

495 100 Greatest Players All Time w/33 sigs 9.5............ 250
Fine book from 1981, this has the original dust jacket and
looks great. Loaded with 33 different signatures, the quality
is impeccable. Consisting of mainly HOFers, starting with
the trio of DiMaggio, Mantle and Williams; other autographs include Koufax, Mays, Berra, Gibson, Seaver, Brock,
Gehringer, Banks, Musial, Yaz and Carlton. Books like this
just cannot be done anymore between the many deceased
players and current autograph pricing. JSA LOA.

496 Charming Baseball Legends Signed Book Set
(12 pcs) w/DiMaggio & Mantle
9.5............... 200
Utterly charming lot, this lot contains perfectly matched 7.5
x 9.5 Baseball Legends hardcover books from 1990. The
player selection is terrific: Aaron, Bench, DiMaggio, Feller,
Jackson, Mantle, Mantle, Musial, B. Robinson, F. Robinson,
Rose, Schmidt and Stargell. JSA LOA.

497 Pictorial History of Baseball w/135 signatures!
					
9.5............... 600
Fantastic piece, this came from an old time show promoter.
Large format book with the dust jacket, this was printed in
1986. Signed with an incredible 135 autographs, these are
signed on two pages at the front of the book and on many of
the interior pages. Some of these are stunning full size color
images, others are black and white. There are two different
Ted Williams signed pages and a superb Mickey Mantle
Safe! signature on his interior image. The content is endless,
the autographs are in uniformly flawless blue sharpie ink.
Better autographs include: Aaron, Banks, Berra, Bench (2),
Carlton, Dickey, DiMaggio, Doby (2), Drysdale, Gomez, R.
Jackson, Koufax, Mantle (2), Mays (2), McCovey (2), Tug
McGraw, Musial (2), Newhouser, Reese (2), F. Robinson,
Seaver (2), Stargell, Ted Williams (3) and Yaz. This is a truly
wonderful item that cannot be replicated, the book itself
is extremely well done and a true pleasure to read, this is
the kind of thing that whatever it sells for, it is almost not
enough. JSA LOA.

498 High Quality Large Format HOF
Cachet Collection (23 pcs, 50 sigs)
9.5............... 300
Terrific lot of high quality large format cachets, these are a
full run from 1989-2011. The cachets from 1989-1998 have
artwork by Dick Bobnick; the 1999-2011s by Kendal Bevil.
These are much, much harder to find than the usual Gateways from the 1980s and early 1990s. The signatures are in
uniformly spotless blue sharpie ink. There are some scarce
pieces here of players who sadly died very shortly after
getting into Cooperstown (Ashburn, Carter, Doby, Gwynn,
Puckett, Rizzuto etc). For this reason (and the amazing
star power), these have a very substantial value as singles.
Normally we might offer these as singles but we thought a
collector might want to get this fine run in one shot. There
are 50 total signatures. Better signatures include: Ashburn,
Bench, Boggs, Brett, Carter, Doby, Fisk, Gwynn, R. Henderson, Murray, Puckett, Ripken, Rizzuto, Sandberg, Schmidt,
Seaver, Yaz and Yount. JSA LOA.
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Signed Programs

499 Check Rickey, Branch
9.................. 350
Scarce and desirable larger format check from this historical
figure, this one is special as it is signed the same year he
died. Dated October 12, 1965, this is also interesting as it
is payable to the Famous & Barr Company. The Famous &
Barr company made a card set in 1915 with a Babe Ruth
Rookie Card. Rickey signed this in clean blue ballpoint ink.
JSA LOA.
500 Check Sewell, Joe (lot of 45)
9.................. 150
Very clean lot of Joe Sewell hand-signed checks; there are
four different style checks, most are large format. These are
from 1950-1954 and all have matching bold blue and black
ballpoint ink signatures. JSA LOA.
501 1960 Document Lot of 21 different w/6 HOFers 9.. 100
Signed in 1960, these documents are for use of various players images in the book Baseball Confidential. Signed neatly
in period blue ink, content includes six HOFers (Appling,
Cronin, Kell, Kelly, Mize and Slaughter). The other pieces
are precisely as follows: Wally Berger, Zeke Bonura, Dolph
Camilli, Ben Chapman, Woody English, John Frederick
(D’77), Tommy Holmes, Tom Long (D’72), Dale Mitchell,
Al Rosen, Vic Saier (D’67), Roy Sievers, Hal Trosky, Mickey
Vernon and Cy Williams. JSA LOA.

502 Letter Williams, Ted
(1940s ALS w/Captain Signature)
9.5............... 250
Desirable Ted Williams piece, this is a fine looking ALS
from 1953. This letter has interesting content about Ted’s
experience as a Marine pilot in the Korean War. Written
on two sides, this is signed Love Ted in bold period blue
ballpoint ink. Also included is the original return envelope,
signed Capt T.S. Williams, which is naturally rare.
JSA LOA (full).
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503 1949 World Series Program
		
w/24 sigs incl. Campanella
9.................. 400
Fine signed program, offered is a bright, crisp, colorful and
attractive 1949 World Series program. The program is
unscored, with slight creasing on the cover and a tight spine.
The Brooklyn Dodgers version, this example is special as it
has 24 period blue ballpoint ink signatures. Anchored by
an outstanding and very early Campy, the other autographs
include Hodges, Snider, Reese, DiMaggio, Stirnweiss (D’58),
Lopat and Rizzuto. SGC LOA (full).

505 1953 Yankees World Series Program
w/Mantle (20 sigs)
9.5............... 240
Fine piece, something you hardly ever see with so many
signatures. The program itself has a reinforced spine but
otherwise presents well. Unscored, this is loaded with bold
sharpie and ink signatures from most of the Yankee team.
The key here is a Mint Mickey Mantle autograph on his
image. JSA LOA (full).

506 1955 Yankees Team Signed Yearbook
w/Mantle (37 sigs)
9.................. 300
Good piece, this is an original 1955 Yankees yearbook. The
yearbook has a colorful cover and is about VG-Ex overall.
This is special as there are no less than 37 signatures! Keys
include Mantle, Berra, Ford, Slaughter, Rizzuto, Billy Martin, Allie Reynolds, Bob Grim and Eddie Lopat. Full team
signed Yankee yearbooks from this era are scarce and always
very desirable. JSA LOA (full).
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507 1963 Cardinals Team Signed Yearbook 9................ 240
Clean original Cardinals yearbook has a full 26 signatures.
These are all in strong vintage blue ballpoint ink, signed at
the time. Extremely comprehensive, the autographs include
all of the key players and the coaching staff. Highlights
include Musial on the cover, Boyer, Flood, Gibson, Keane
(D’67), Groat and McCarver. This is a terrific team-signed
vintage yearbook from the second most collected team.
JSA LOA.

504 Mantle, Mickey Signed 1951 Yearbook
+ Unsigned 1948 Yearbook
9.5............... 500
How is for an early and unusual Mickey Mantle signed item?
Offered is a clean 1951 Commerce High School yearbook.
This little treasure is signed by all sorts of class members,
but one stands out: ‘To Barbaro with Best Regards Mickey
Mantle’ in spotless blue ballpoint ink. Signed circa 1951,
almost certainly as a Rookie player, Mantle must have gone
back to Oklahoma to attend his graduation and signed this
at the time (or possibly shortly thereafter). This is one of the
most unique, early and interesting Mantle signed items one
can possibly collect. Also included is Mantle’s 1948 High
School yearbook, with a wonderful image of a so young and
cherubic Mickey. This is simply an outstanding pairing of
wonderful early Mickey Mantle items. JSA LOA (full).
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508 Mantle, Mickey 1956 Sport Magazine 9.5............... 150
Beautiful piece, this is a classic Mickey Mantle cover. These
hardly ever come with a signature, the offered lot has a
Gem Mint blue sharpie ink signature in a perfect spot in the
center. How many of you advanced Mantle signed magazine
collectors have this little treasure? JSA LOA.
509 Mantle, Mickey Signed 1957 Sport Magazine 9.5... 100
Beautiful 1950s Mantle cover, you have to love this image of
a smiling Mantle from one of his very best seasons. Signed
in particularly large and bold blue sharpie ink, this tremendous signature measures over six inches long! JSA LOA.

510 Mantle, Mickey Vintage Signed
1961 All Star Game Program
9.................. 150
Something you hardly ever see, offered is a bright and clean
unscored Ex example of the scarce and condition sensitive
1961 All Star Game program from Fenway Park. Signed by
four players at the time: Mickey Mantle, Yogi Berra, Whitey
Ford and Rocky Colavito. Charming, how often do you find
a true Mantle signed item from 1961? SGC LOA (full). 66
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and 2011 (Alomar/Blyleven/Gillick). Collections like this
are almost impossible to reproduce in today’s market. The
value here as singles is sure to be very substantial with the
scarce Puckett and Ashburn covers and the great 1999 cover
with four signatures. The autographs are quite bold and
strong overall. There are 70 total autographs, all HOFers of
course! JSA LOA.
Signed Equipment

511 Mantle/Berra Signed 1963 Sport Magazine 9.5....... 150
Great signed magazine, offered is a colorful and clean 1963
Sport Magazine full issue with a Mickey and Yogi cover.
Signed by each legendary HOFer in Mint blue sharpie ink,
the autographs are perfectly placed on their respective images. It does not get much more classic and nice than this for a
vintage signed Sport Magazine! PSA DNA (full).
512 Maris/Berra Vintage Signed
1961 Program w/ticket
9.................. 180
Very neat piece, offered is a Red Sox home game program
and ticket from September 24, 1961. Scored, this was signed
at the time by Roger Maris and Yogi Berra on the Yankee
scorecard. It is always neat to find something Maris signed
in 1961. JSA LOA.

513 Terrific 1982-2011 HOF Scarce Signed On Site
Program Collection w/scarcities (31 pcs) 9.5......... 750
Offered is a terrific run of HOF Induction yearbooks, all
obtained in person by someone who both attended the HOF
weekend and worked for a New York show promoter. The
quality is spotless overall. Please note these are the MUCH,
MUCH scarcer programs from the Induction weekend
itself, these hardly ever come to market signed, as we believe
these were produced in a much, much smaller quantity than
the more widely produced yearbooks. This is an extremely
comprehensive run, with most of the attainable front cover
autographs included. Keys include 1982 (Aaron/F. Robinson), 1984 (Aparicio/Killebrew/Reese), 1987 (Bench, Yaz),
1992 (Newhouser, Seaver, Fingers), 1994 (Carlton/Rizzuto),
1995 (Ashburn/Schmidt, scarce), 1998 (Doby/MacPhail/
Sutton), 1999 (Brett, Yount, Ryan, Cepeda), 2001 (Puckett/
Winfield/Mazeroski, scarce), 2003 (Carter/Murray), 2005
(Boggs, Sandberg), 2007 (Gwynn/Ripken, scarce)
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514 500 Home Run Hitters Signed Home Plate 8........... 375
Good piece, this is a real home plate signed by 11 500 Home
Run hitters. Each has added their home run totals in their
own hand. The autographs are faded a touch due to the medium and the sharpie ink, but everything is more than fully
legible. Content includes Mantle, Mays, Aaron, F. Robinson,
Murray, Schmidt, Banks and Jackson. This is smartly presented in a custom sized frame. JSA LOA (full).
515 Jeter, Derek Signed Batting Helmet 9.5............... 125
Quality Jeter signed item, offered is a classic NY Yankees
batting helmet. Jeter signed this in bold and flowing silver
sharpie ink. There are holograms from Steiner and MLB Authentic. This displays very well.
516 Williams, Ted Signed Ted Williams
Model Football Helmet!
9.5............... 100
Very fun piece, this is an original Ted Williams model football helmet. Scarce in any format, this example is hand
signed by Ted! The signature is in a perfect place in huge
and spotless blue sharpie ink. The helmet has general wear
but still displays well. How many of these can be around
with real Ted Williams signatures? JSA LOA.
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Large Prints

517
Jeter, Derek
9.5............... 100
Quality Jeter piece, this one is titled The Captain and celebrates many highlights from his career. Signed by Jeter in
the center in Mint blue sharpie ink, this is very nicely matted and framed to 26x22. Steiner LOA card.
518
Jeter, Derek (1st Slam)
9.5............... 100
Stunning 20x16 image of Jeter hitting a ball, Jeter signed
this Derek Jeter First Slam in flowing silver sharpie ink. The
image is beyond crystal clear, this is an extremely limited
edition piece (3/22). A Steiner hologram serves as authentication here.

519 Jeter, Derek (full name sig)
9.5............... 100
Good item, this is a classic b/w portrait image of the beloved
Derek Jeter. 16x20 in size, this has a terrific full Derek
Sanderson Jeter blue sharpie ink signature in a perfect spot.
Steiner LOA card.
520 Jeter, Derek (The Dive)
9.5............... 100
Unusual presentation of Jeter’s famous dive play from 2004,
we have not seen this before. This fine print measures 22x11
and is matted/framed to 29x18. Jeter signed this in bold
silver sharpie ink, there are various MLB holograms for
authentication and there is a Steiner LOA as well.

521 Jeter, Derek
9.5............... 125
Colorful collage style image of Jeter batting and fielding,
this has a large silver sharpie ink signature. This comes with
a Steiner LOA card and an MLB hologram. 16x20 image,
matted and framed to 22x26.

522 Jeter, Derek (2009)
9.5............... 125
Offered is a superb image of Jeter batting at home in 2009.
Great photography, this has a Mint blue sharpie ink signature in a perfect spot. MLB and Steiner holograms are here,
as well as a Steiner LOA card. This 16x20 image is matted
and framed to 22x26.
523 Jeter, Derek (final hit Yankee Stadium) 9.5............ 125
Desirable 20x16 image, this shows Jeter’s final hit at old
Yankee Stadium in 2008. Jeter signed this in large and
flowing silver sharpie ink in a very good spot. With a Steiner
LOA card, the total size is 26x22 as framed.

524 Jeter, Derek (sliding)
9.5............... 125
Fantastic Derek Jeter signed image, this is a truly remarkable 20x16 display piece. Jeter is sliding into third in this
stunning image, Jeter signed this in especially large and
flowing blue sharpie ink in a perfect spot. This has a Steiner
LOA card and an MLB hologram. Matted and framed, total
size 27x23.
525 Jeter, Derek (3000 hit collage)
9.5............... 150
Fun 31x29 framed display has a large image and timeline of
key hits by number in Jeter’s career. Very well done, this has
a large and perfect blue sharpie ink signature on his image.
This comes with a Steiner LOA card.

526 Jeter, Derek (lot of 2)
9.5............... 200
Immaculate matched pair of Derek Jeter signed 16x20 color
images, these are from the end of his career. Jeter signed
each in perfect blue sharpie ink with a 14xAS inscription
for his 14 All Star Game appearances. Each has a Steiner
68
hologram and LOA card.
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527 Jeter, Derek (lot of 10)
9.5............... 600
Good lot of signed Derek Jeter oversize prints, four are
16x20, the last two are 32x20 & 32x26. Four are framed,
these are ideal for display. The images are all different,
the autographs are all in perfect sharpie ink. Jeter pieces
like this hardly ever come in lots, this could end up being an
amazing buy for someone! Please note all have Steiner
holograms, one has the card as well.

531 Mantle, Mickey (UDA)
9.................. 200
Very uncommon Mantle collage, this has a bold gold sharpie
ink signature in the bottom margin. Limited edition
(249/2401), this has a UDA hologram but no paperwork.
Fine display item, framed, total size 31 x 24.
532 Mantle, Mickey (UDA)
9.................. 200
Very uncommon Mantle collage, this has a bold gold sharpie
ink signature in the bottom margin. Limited edition
(40/2401), this has UDA and JSA holograms but no paperwork. Fine display item, matted, total size 29 x 23.

528
Jeter/Rivera
9.5............... 150
Signature image from the 2011 ALDS of these two legendary
teammates, this haunting b/w image checks in at 16x20.
Signed by Jeter and Mariano in Mint blue sharpie ink, this
looks terrific. Matted and framed in Yankee pinstripes,
the total size of this great image is 22x29. This comes with
Steiner LOA cards for the two autographs.
529 Mantle, Mickey (UDA)
9.5............... 200
Something we just never see, offered is a gorgeous Neil Leifer photo of Mickey Mantle running the bases in the 1960s.
Signed by Mickey and Leifer in the bottom margin, the
autographs are in matching Mint black sharpie ink. With
the UDA paperwork, this remarkable image is matted and
framed to 26x22.
530 Mantle, Mickey (UDA)
9.5............150
Offered is a classic Danny
Day 22x24 limited edition
(487/536) litho of Mickey
Mantle. Mickey and Day
both signed this in pencil
in the bottom margin. This
has a UDA sticker but no
paperwork. Unframed, this
is ideal for display.

533 Mantle, Mickey (UDA)
9.5............... 250
Offered is a wonderful Neil Leifer color portrait of Mickey
from the 1960s. Almost iconic, this is signed by Mickey in
the bottom margin in Mint black sharpie ink and also by
Leifer. Limited edition (67/500), this comes with the original UDA letter. Unframed, this measures 16x20.
534 Mantle/Martin/Ford (ex-Whitey Ford collection)
					
9.5............... 300
This is a 19 x 25 high quality color lithograph of Mantle,
Ford and Martin posed above and below a visage of Yankee
Stadium. All three players have signed this in spotless blue
sharpie and best of all, this personally belonged to Whitey
Ford and comes with an LOA from him. Please note that
Billy Martin’s untimely death in 1989, before the mega-show
era, makes all items of this kind with his signature especially
desirable. PSA DNA (full).
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535 Gorgeous Ted Williams Signed
1939 Rookie Original Artwork
9.................. 200
Terrific Ted Williams artwork, this 15x15 piece is titled The
Rookie Champion. Produced during Ted’s historic 1939
Rookie Season, this has a large and very well rendered image
of Ted in the center, with all sorts of interesting artwork
throughout. This has some general wear from age and handling but still presents quite well. Ted signed this in large
and Mint blue ballpoint ink in a great spot. This has some
staining, August 1, 1939 is stamped on the back, presumably
the publication date. JSA LOA (full).
Signed Baseball Bats

536 HOFers Signed Bat w/Ted Williams & Nolan Ryan
(52 sigs)			
9.................. 375
Great looking bat, these autographs were all obtained in
person by someone who worked for a New York show
promoter. The bat displays very well, the autographs look
terrific with note to mild variance due to the nature of the
medium on which they are signed. There are approximately
51 signatures on the bat. This is a very special HOF bat as
it has many contemporary HOF inductees that just never
come on these types of bats. The terrific content includes:
Aaron, Anderson, Ashburn, Boggs, Brett, Carew, Carter,
Dickey, Doby, Drysdale, Fisk, Glavine, Gwynn, R. Henderson, Herzog, R. Jackson, Morgan, Murray, Puckett (rare on
these kinds of bats), Reese, Rice, Ripken, Ryan, Schmidt,
Seaver, Thomas, Ted Williams and Yount. This is the first we
have seen anything approaching this combination of vintage
and contemporary HOF inductees on a single bat. JSA LOA.
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537 HOF Bat w/key signatures
9.................. 500
Offered is a supremely rare 1964 Cooperstown HOF Induction model bat, signed in the 1960s and early 1970s. This
has a Barry Halper return address on the tube, so we can
only assume that this is something he had the connections
to assemble at this time. This beautiful gold colored bat is
filled with countless numbers of signatures, perhaps a bit
more than 90. Loaded almost entirely with HOFers, the only
non-HOFers are Pete Rose and Roger Clemens. The autographs are in ballpoint ink and sharpie, some are very light
but discernible, others are spotless. The issue here is that
the signatures in ballpoint ink are not authentic according
to JSA. Someone must have bought this bat and then added
the sharpie signatures later. The star power is still amazing: DiMaggio, Williams, Mays, Aaron, Koufax, Schmidt,
Musial, Berra, Yaz, Brett, Seaver, Banks and Yount for top
HOFers among so many more. JSA LOA (full).

538 Jeter, Derek (lot of 2)
9.5............... 200
Spotless pair of Derek Jeter player model bats. One is a special edition with Jeter’s logo; these spotless black bats are
signed by the legendary Jeter in bold silver sharpie ink in a
perfect spot. One has a Steiner LOA card, the other an MLB
hologram.

539 Jeter, Derek (lot of 2)
9.5............... 200
Spotless pair of Derek Jeter player model bats. One is a special edition with Jeter’s logo, these spotless black bats are
signed by the legendary Jeter in bold silver sharpie ink in a
perfect spot; both have MLB holograms.

Go to cleansweepauctions.com for
many additional images.
Initial bids must be placed by 6 PM EST
on Wednesday January 30.

Autographed Bats & Baseballs

540 Rare Negro League Reunion Signed Bat 8.............. 400
Terrific bat, this was signed on August 9, 1984 at a Kansas
City Monarchs reunion at Satchel Paige Stadium. Loaded
with bold silver sharpie ink signatures, this is something
you just never see. Special as it includes HOFer Willard
Brown, the tougher George Giles, Buck O’Neil, Sam Taylor,
Archie Ware, Quincy Trouppe, George Altman and Lou
Brock. Negro League items of this quality are practically
non-existent. Please note Jimmy Spence of JSA did not recall
seeing Willard Brown’s autograph on a bat until this piece.
JSA LOA (full).

541 Yankee Old Timers Signed Bat w/80+ sigs 8.5........ 300
Nice signed bat, this is a Cooperstown Bat Company Yankees model. All signed in person by someone who worked
for a New York show promoter, this is loaded with signatures. There are 12 HOFers, the signatures vary somewhat
in darkness, some are light, others are quite bold. Bats like
this are just impossible to collect anymore due to the cost
and limited availability of Yankee players. A real collecting
accomplishment, these better signatures are on this very fine
signed bat: Berra, Bouton, Ford, Gossage, Guidry,
R. Henderson, Henrich, Hunter, Jackson, Larsen, Lemon,
Lopat, Mize, Murcer, Nettles, Niekro, Pinella, Randolph,
A Reynolds, Richardson, Righetti, Rizzuto, Slaughter and
Winfield. JSA LOA.

543 Michael Burke (rare)
9.................. 500
A fascinating person, Michael Burke was an O.S.S. and CIA
agent, manager of Ringling Bros circus and President of the
Yankees and the Knicks. Burke was President of the Yankees
from 1964 - 1972, and become a part owner at the behest
of William Paley in 1972. Burke played in a vital role in the
renovation of Yankee Stadium. He died in 1987 and is rare
on a baseball. The offered ball may in fact be a true 1/1. The
ball itself is an evenly toned OAL Cronin model, it has a jet
black sharpie ink signature on the sweet spot. Who wants to
add something no one else has to their Yankee single signed
ball collection? JSA LOA.

544 Hank Greenberg
9 (OAL MacPhail)................ 900
Beautiful example of this key Hall of Fame single, these are
always desirable and missing from most Hall of Fame
single signed ball runs. Offered is an especially clean OAL
MacPhail model ball, this has a spotless jet black sharpie ink
signature right on the sweet spot. The autographs contrast
perfectly against the clean ball. Greenberg singles have become bargains in recent years, this is a great chance to fill an
important hole in your signed baseball collection without
breaking the bank. PSA DNA (full).

Single Signed Baseballs

542 Vern Bickford (rare)
8.5............... 300
Bickford pitched from 1948-1954 for the Boston and Milwaukee Braves and was a 1954 Oriole. He died in 1960
at only age 39, creating a great rarity for a single signed
ball. Offered is a mildly toned ONL Frick model ball. The
ball likely saw same game use and has a nice antique look.
Bickford signed on a side panel in solid and attractive blue
ballpoint ink. How many of these can be around?
JSA LOA (full).
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545 Burleigh Grimes
9 (vintage)............ 200
Really nice Burleigh Grimes single, one of the best that we
have seen or handled. Neat ball, this is signed on a scarce
Official National Baseball Congress model baseball, almost
certainly in the 1970s as this came with an Elston Howard
single on the same type of ball. Grimes penned his signature
neatly in ballpoint ink on a side panel, it contrasts nicely
against the reasonably clean ball. HOF; D’1985.
JSA LOA (full).
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546 Gil Hodges (Merry Christmas)
PSA 6.......... 500
Moderately toned Official League baseball, this has a fine
Merry Christmas Gil Hodges signature on a side panel.
Signed in bold vintage blue ballpoint ink, this is a very
strong autograph. Gil sadly died in 1972 at only age 47. He
is scarce on a single signed ball and especially desirable, as
he is needed by all serious Dodger and Met collectors. PSA
graded the autograph a 7 and the ball a 5. PSA DNA (full).

547 Carl Hubbell (lot of 9 in boxes) 8 (ONL Feeney).... 300
Key HOFer King Carl Hubbell died in 1988. He did some
shows and is not a rare single signed ball, but certainly not
common either. He never shows up in quantity, this is the
largest run we have ever seen in one shot. Fresh to the hobby, these all are in the original ONL Feeney boxes. The balls
themselves have some toning but are quite clean overall. All
are signed on the sweet spot in black sharpie ink, some of
the signatures are nicer than the others; these are mainly in
the 6-8/10 quality in our opinion. JSA LOA.

550 Connie Mack
7.................. 300
Desirable Mack single from 1933, this is signed and inscribed with lots of writing. The ball itself is an off-white
Official League model with only some slight wear. Pleasing
Mack single with an unusual amount of writing, nice piece.
JSA LOA.
551 Mickey Mantle (signed on Mickey Mantle
vintage ball, rare)
8.5............... 150
It is not every day that a Mickey Mantle single signed ball
that you have never seen before comes to market. Offered is
a wonderful Rawlings Mickey Mantle Official League ball
from the 1960s. The ball has mild and consistent toning.
This is signed Best Wishes Mickey Mantle on the sweet spot
in VINTAGE BLUE BALLPOINT INK. Almost certainly
signed as a player, this is a combination of ball and signature
that is truly rare and should be of tremendous interest to
very advanced Mickey Mantle autograph collectors.
JSA LOA Full.

548 Michael Jordan (UDA in box)
9.5............... 200
Key piece, these have been on fire this year. Signed on a
clean ball, this has a flowing blue ballpoint ink signature on
the sweet spot. This includes the paperwork. Please note we
had several of these from one consignor, this is the last one.
549 Harmon Killebrew (dated 1969, superb!) 9.5.......... 175
Stunning condition baseball, this is one my personal favorites. Special as it was not only signed by the beloved Harmon Killebrew as a player in the 1960s but during his MVP
season and dated as such! The ball itself is a superb condition ONL Giles model. Killebrew signed this on one panel, a
superb blue ballpoint ink signature and penned Minnesota
Twins 1969 on the adjacent panel. It would be hard to imagine a nicer Harmon Killebrew ball than this! JSA LOA (full).

553 Roger Maris
9.5 (83 AS Ball).......... 1000
Stunning condition Roger Maris single signed baseball, this
is one of the very finest that we have ever seen or handled.
Signed on very high grade 1983 All Star Game ball, the autograph is on the center of a side panel. Roger signed this in
Mint blue ballpoint ink, the immaculate signature presents
especially well as it is signed on such a clean ball. Terrific
Maris single, this will be an upgrade for almost all of you.
JSA LOA (full).
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554 Jake Pitler
9.5............. 1200
A truly rare and extremely desirable single signed ball, Jake
Pitler was a 1917-1918 Pirate and a 1950s Brooklyn Dodger
coach, including the fabled 1955 Dodger World Championship team. Pitler died in 1968, and is almost utterly unheard
of on a single signed ball. The offered lot is a gorgeous ONL
Frick model ball. This has a superb period blue ballpoint
ink signature right on the sweet spot. It would be hard to
imagine a finer version of this single. How wants to have a
1955 Dodger single that (almost) no one else has?
JSA LOA (full).

555 Jackie Robinson (traced)
7.................. 300
With the prices higher grade Jackie singles have been bringing of late, this may be something for many of us to consider. Offered is an evenly toned Cambridge Major League
model baseball. A side panel is signed To Frank from Jackie
Robinson. This must have been a light signature that was
ably traced over, it still displays well. JSA LOA (full).

556 Don Rudolph (extremely rare)
8.................. 500
Don Rudolph pitched from 1957-1964 for the White Sox
including the 1959 team, the Reds, Indians and Senators.
Rudolph died in 1968 at only age 37, making this extremely rare without exaggeration. Very interesting ball, this
is a game ball from a 1954 game pitched by Rudolph as
a Colorado Springs player. Dated July 28, 1954, the ball
contains all sorts of wonderful notations. Rudolph signed
this in period blue ink on a side panel, a pleasing albeit not
Mint autograph. If you are a big 1959 White Sox collector or
just like rare single signed baseballs, this is worthy of some
serious consideration. JSA LOA (card).
557 Casey Stengel
6.................. 250
Elusive single of late, these have really dried up. Offered is a
clean Wilson PCL model baseball, signed and inscribed
To Becky. Stengel pens most of a side panel, this is not bad
at all. JSA LOA (full).
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558 Bill Veeck		
8.................. 300
Desirable single of this very creative HOF owner, Veeck died
in 1986, five years before becoming a HOFer. Offered is a
very clean and white Spalding Pro League model baseball.
This has a very attractive flowing blue ballpoint ink signature on a side panel. Signed simply Bill Veeck, this fine
signature contrasts very nicely against the exceptionally
clean ball. This is a perfect ball to use to fill this space in
your single signed ball collection. JSA LOA (full).

560 Collection of 8 Deceased Singles
- all w/full JSA LOAs
9.................. 125
Interesting lot has several tougher singles that you do not
see. Everything should be on an official ball and comes with
a full JSA LOA. Content is as follows: Babe Phelps (1931
year rookie), Lou Crisp Polli, Marius Russo (1939 Yankees),
Hal Schumacher (Prince), Tex Shirley, Cecil Travis (314),
Jim Turner and Bill Tuttle.

561 Collection of 14 Boston Braves Singles w/scarcities
					
9.................. 150
Substantial lot of Boston Braves singles, the condition is
very clean overall. They are on official and unofficial balls,
some are earlier singles from the 1970s or early 1980s.
These range over many decades, and there is mild duplication. From a very advanced Boston collection, there
could be some rarities here. Content includes: B. Bruton,
F. Frankhouse, D. Gyselman, B. Kahle, H. Lane, J. Lanning,
Joe Mack, E. Pyle , M. Sandlock, M. Surkont, B. Thorpe,
S. Wentzel, P. Whisenant and A. Wright. These are mainly
if not all deceased, some back to the late 1980s and early
1990s, it is very likely that there are some truly scarce balls
here. JSA LOA.
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562 Collection of 52 Boston Red Sox Singles 9.............. 150
Collection of 52 Boston Red Sox singles, the condition is
clean overall. They are on official and unofficial balls, some
are earlier singles from the 1970s or early 1980s. These
range over many decades, and there is mild duplication.
This lot is notable for many truly obscure players and
deceased players from the 1940s and 1950s. There could
well be some buried treasure here. Content includes: Mace
Brown, Cascarella, B. Cremins, H. Hash, R. Kline, Marzano,
J. Mulligan, Repulski, P. Smith, M. Weaver and Dib Williams. JSA LOA.

566 Collection of 31 singles w/many HOFers & stars
					
8.5............... 250
Mid-grade lot of singles, these were obtained by a former
Astros player in the 1980s. Many balls were game balls and
have toning, the signatures are reasonably clean overall.
Content is solid with no less than 11 HOFers. There is no
junk here, content includes: R. Alomar, S. Anderson, Berra,
Cepeda, Dawson, Foster, McGwire, Morgan, Newhouser, F.
Robinson, ARod (2), Sheffield, Soriano, Sosa (2), F. Thomas,
Watson and Weaver. JSA LOA.

563 Collection of 7 Better HOF Singles
9.................. 150
Better lot of six quality HOF singles, all are on official balls
and clean, content is as follows: Conlan (JSA card), Day
(JSA card), Gehringer (JSA card), Hubbell (slightly toned
ONL Feeney, JSA card), Mathews, Mize and Murray. These
can easily run over $700 purchased individually.

567 Collection of 36 pcs, mostly stars
9.................. 210
Clean collection of singles, all were obtained in person at
spring training and before games over the years. These are
all on official balls, there is very little duplication. Content
is good, these are mainly stars and recognizable players.
Signed from the late 1980s through the late 1990s, content
includes: Cl. Boyer, J. Carter, Chambliss, V. Coleman, Cone,
Fielder, Garvey, J. Gonzalez, Joyner, J. Lopez, B. O’Neil,
Palmeiro, Sain, L. Smith, Sutcliffe, Trammell, Wills and
Woodling. JSA LOA.

564 Core Four (4 pcs)
9.5............... 150
Great lot of the famed Core Four Yankees, Jeter, Pettite,
Posada and Rivera. Each is on a spotless official personal
logo model ball and is signed in bold blue ballpoint ink in
a perfect spot; these each have JSA or Steiner stickers. This
should be a very popular lot.

565 HOFers (28) w/Boggs & Ripken
9.5............... 175
Neatly presented in a banker’s box, these were all obtained
in person in the 1980s and 1990s. Condition is very clean,
everything is on an official ball. The autographs are all
on the sweet spot and are of extremely high quality overall. Content is as follows: Banks, Boggs, Doerr, Feller (3),
Fingers, Gossage, Jenkins (2), Kell (HOF) (3), Lemon (3),
Marichal, Perry (3), Ripken, Roberts (2), B. Robinson,
Slaughter and Snider (4). JSA LOA.
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568 Cy Young Inscription Singles (23 pcs) 9.................. 200
Neat lot of Cy Young inscribed singles, each is neatly labeled
and presented in a cube. All were obtained in person, the
condition should be strong overall (with just some variance), everything is on an official ball. Content is as follows:
Bedrosian, Carlton, Chance, Cone, Davis, Drabek, Guidry,
Hentgen, Hoyt, Jenkins, Jones, Law, Lonborg, Lyle, McCormick, McDowell, G. Perry, J. Perry, Scott, Sutter, Turley,
Valenzuela and Viola. JSA LOA.
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569 MVP Inscription Singles (34 pcs)
9.................. 250
Solid lot of MVP inscribed singles, each is neatly labeled
and presented in a cube. All were obtained in person, the
condition should be strong overall (with just some variance), everything is on an official ball. Content is as follows: Bagwell, Baylor, Blue, Boudreau, Canseco, Cavaretta,
Cepeda, Dawson, Foster, Garvey, Gibson, Gonzalez, Groat,
K. Hernandez, W. Hernandez, Hershiser, Kent, Lynn, Marion, Mattingly, McGee, McLain, Mitchell, Morgan, Murphy,
Parker, Pendleton, Powell, B. Robinson, Sandberg, Shantz,
Vaughan and Wills. These are so popular these days, who
wants to save some real time and money versus doing these
as singles? JSA LOA.

570 WS MVP Inscription Singles (29 pcs) 9.................. 250
Solid lot of World Series MVP inscribed singles, each is
neatly labeled and presented in a cube. All were obtained
in person, the condition should be strong overall (with just
some variance), everything is on an official ball. Content is
as follows: Borders, Burdette, Cey/Guerrero/Yeager (very
light), Clendenon, Coleman, Dempsey, Dent, Fingers, Ford,
Gibson, Hamels, Knight, Larsen, Lolich, Mazeroski, Morris,
Podres, Richardson, Rhoades, Rijo, Rose, Saberhagen,
Schilling, Sherry, Stewart, Tenace, Terry, Trammell (light),
and Wetteland. These are so popular these days, who wants
to save some real time and money versus doing these as
singles? JSA LOA.
Multi-Signed Balls

571 3000 Hit Ball (17 sigs!)
9.5 (ONL White)........ 200
High grade Selig ball, this one is special as it has many contemporary players that hardly ever come on these types of
ball. The autographs vary a touch but are strong overall,
these include Aaron, Mays, Murray, Gwynn, Ripken, Boggs,
Palmeiro, Rose, Yaz, Brett, Yount and Winfield.
JSA LOA (full).
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572 500 Home Run Club
9.5 (OAL Brown)........ 225
Superb example, this is a snow white OAL Brown model
ball. There are eight spotless blue ballpoint ink signatures:
Williams, Mantle, Schmidt, Mathews, F. Robinson, Aaron,
Banks and McCovey. JSA LOA (full).

573 500 Home Run Club Ball w/15 sigs! 9.5............... 400
Something you just never see, this is a high grade OAL
Brown ball with the usual eleven suspects, plus four
contemporary 500 Home Run hitters that you just never
find on these balls. The offered ball is clean, the signatures
are in matching blue ballpoint ink. Highlights include Mantle, Williams, Mays, Aaron, Schmidt etc. The contemporary
signatures are Murray, Palmeiro, Sheffield and Thomas.
JSA LOA.

574 Ferrell Brothers (rare)
9.5............... 300
Rare ball, these are among the best pair of brothers to play
baseball at the same time. One brother is in the Hall of Fame
(Rick) but many actually feel Wes is the superior player.
Wes died in 1976, these hardly ever come to market.
Offered is a gorgeous Mint OAL Cronin model ball, the
quality is amazing. Wes signed the sweet spot, Rick a side
panel in matching flawless black ink. This comes with a
short note from Wes agreeing to sign the baseball, it would
be very difficult to imagine a nicer example of this very
scarce and fun signed baseball. JSA LOA (full).

575 Giamatti/Rose
9.................. 300
Neat ball, these are sadly very scarce due to NL President
Bart Giamatti’s tragic death in 1989 at age 51. The offered
ball has a large and fine Giamatti signature on the sweet
spot, Rose on the east panel. JSA LOA (full).

Autographed Baseballs

576 Triple Crown Winners
9.5............... 150
Desirable ball, maybe undervalued these days. This high
grade OAL Brown ball has spotless signatures from Mantle,
Williams, Yaz and F. Robinson on separate panels. The quality here is impressive. JSA LOA.

Team Signed Balls
577 1928 Philadelphia A’s Team Ball w/Foxx 6........... 300
Interesting ball, this is a Wilson Official League 1920s model. This was signed in 1928 during a game between the
A’s and the Tigers. There are 17 signatures, three are super
light. The highlights are a nice very early Jimmie Foxx,
Al Simmons, Charlie Gehringer, George Earnshaw, Joe Bush
and Ed Rommel. JSA LOA (full).

578 1930 Cubs
Team Ball
4.................. 300
Clean ONL Heydler ball is odd as the ball itself is quite nice,
but many of the signatures are tough to discern. There
appear to be 25 signatures. The easiest signatures to read
fortunately are some of the most important, Hack Wilson,
Kiki Cuyler, Gabby Hartnett, with the Wilson and Cuyler
grading about an 8/10 overall. The other signatures are
tougher to read, but many can be made out with some
effort. Dating this is a little tricky as the signature of Bill
McAfee dates this as a 1930 but the signature of John Schulte
dates this as a 1929. Other legible signatures include coach
Ray Schalk, Riggs Stephenson, Clarence Blair and Jimmy
Burke. Our consignor has been able to discern at least 10
more signatures, but this requires considerable effort. With
all that said, the ball is desirable if for nothing other than
the fine signatures of Hack Wilson (D’1948 at age 48, 1930
his record setting RBI season) and Kiki Cuyler (D’1950 at
age 1950). JSA LOA (full).

579 1936 Yankees Team Ball
5.................. 800
One of the greatest of all Yankee teams, a World Championship team. Joe DiMaggio’s Rookie Year, this is a scarce and
very, very desirable Yankee team ball. The offered ball is
mid-grade, it will not run five figures. With that said, the
Lou Gehrig signature on the sweet spot is the nicest one on
the ball, about a 7/10 overall. There are 17 total signatures,
with HOFers Gehrig, DiMaggio, Lazzeri, Combs and Ruffing. Other better autographs include Pat Malone (D’1943
at age 40), Bump Hadley (D’63), Jumbo Brown (D’66) and
Johnny Murphy. One panel is very faint, the others are not
bad at all. This is a fully presentable example of a key Yankee
Championship ball, notable for its quality Lou Gehrig sweet
spot signature. JSA LOA (full).

581 1952 Yankees Team Ball
6.5............... 400
Popular World Championship team ball, this clean OAL
Harridge model ball has 25 signatures. The autographs are
in fairly consistent blue ballpoint ink, with only mild variance in darkness. The Stengel is clubhouse as always, keys
here include a very early Mantle, Berra, Mize, Dickey, Martin, Keller, Reynolds, Blackwell and Bauer. 1952 Champs is
written in vintage ink on the sweet spot. JSA LOA (full).

582 1954 Braves Team Ball w/Rookie Aaron 9............ 400
Quality team ball, this is notable for a Rookie Hank Aaron
signature. The ball is an exceptionally clean and fine ONL
Giles model that looks terrific. The ball itself is just a hair
off-white and is Near Mint. There are 24 strong and consistent blue ballpoint ink signature. The key is Hank Aaron,
other signatures include a fine large Charlie Grimm on the
sweet spot, Eddie Mathews, Bobby Thomson, Del Crandall,
Bucky Walters, Bruton & O’Connell (D’69). JSA LOA (full).
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583 1954 Red Sox Team Ball w/Harry Agganis 9....... 210
Very lightly clear-coated Red Sox model baseball. This has
24 fine and consistent period blue ink signatures. The absolute key to this is a terrific Harry Agganis on one sweet spot.
Other signatures include Boudreau, Piersall, Goodman and
Lepcio. Williams is the usual clubhouse. Agganis tragically
died in 1955 at only age 26, and is an extremely desirable
autograph. JSA LOA.

584 1957 Braves
Team Ball
7.................. 200
Toned and lightly clear-coated Official Little League ball,
this has 28 solid and consistent period blue ballpoint ink
signatures. A World Championship team ball, they beat a
fine Yankee team to win. The keys here are Aaron, Mathews,
Spahn, Adcock, Haney, Burdette, Schoendienst and Buhl.
JSA LOA.

585 1958 Dodgers Team Ball
8.5............... 210
Desirable team ball, the first LA Dodgers team. Offered is a
solid ONL Giles model ball, with 24 signatures. The autographs are in pleasing and reasonably consistent period
blue ballpoint ink. Loaded ball, this has HOFers Alston,
Drysdale, Reese and Snider. Other better signatures include
Hodges, Furillo, Gilliam, Bessent, Dressen, Walker and
Newcombe. JSA LOA (full).
586 1963 Dodgers Team Ball
8.5............... 150
Desirable World Championship team ball, the signature of
Bill Skowron precisely dates this as a 1963. Mildly toned
unofficial ball has 23 quality blue ballpoint ink signatures.
Keys include Alston, Durocher, Gilliam, Fairly and Wills.
JSA LOA.
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587 1964 Cardinals Team Ball
7.................. 200
From Mike Shannon’s collection, the signature of Mike
Cuellar dates this as a 1964. World Championship team ball,
this is on an off-white OAL Cronin ball. There are 26 total
signatures, these vary in darkness. This has a small mounting hole. Keys include Gibson, Ken Boyer, Johnny Keane
(D’67), Schoendienst, Flood, Washburn, Shannon and
White. JSA LOA.
588 1964 Dodgers Team Ball
7.................. 135
Desirable ball, offered is a clean off-white ONL Giles model
ball. There are 26 signatures that vary a bit in darkness,
everything is legible, some are bolder than others. Quality
team, keys include Koufax, Drysdale, Alston, Durocher,
Roseboro, Howard, Moon and Podres. The Koufax is about
a 9/10 and one of the nicest signatures on the ball.
JSA LOA (full).

589 1965 Kansas City A’s
Team Ball w/Satchel Paige
8.5............... 250
Great looking ball, this is a bright and super clean OAL
Cronin model. There are a full 33 signatures on the ball.
This ball has some terrific content, with Satchel Paige,
a Rookie Jim Hunter, Whitey Herzog, Luke Appling and
Bert Campaneris. JSA LOA.
590 1967 Cardinals Team Ball
6.................. 250
Somewhat elusive World Championship team ball, we do
not see these very often. The ball is a pleasing albeit not
perfect ONL Giles model. The ball has slight toning and
no wear. There are 24 total signatures with five HOFers.
Keys here are Roger Maris, Bob Gibson, Lou Brock, Orlando Cepeda, Red Schoendienst, Steve Carlton, Ron Willis
(scarce) and Curt Flood. This is the kind of thing that will
probably look nicer in person. JSA LOA (full).
591 1970 Mets Team Ball (superb quality) 9.5............. 250
Remarkable piece, this is the whitest, brightest and cleanest
1970 Mets team ball that we have seen or handled. Signed
and put in a box or draw for almost 50 years, this is almost
like going in a time machine, it is that nice! The offered ball
is a stunningly clean Spalding Pro League model. There are
21 signatures. Everything is signed in matching superb blue
ballpoint ink, beginning with perhaps the nicest Gil Hodges
signature we have ever see on a Met ball on the sweet spot.
Other signatures include Seaver, Ryan, Koonce, Kranepool,
Swoboda, Foy, Koosman and Harrelson. JSA LOA (full).
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600 Clark, Tom C. Signed Supreme Court Card 9........... 30
Spotless Supreme Court card, this has a fine signature and
inscription. Dated 9/4/1962, this comes with the original
transmittal envelope. D’77. JSA LOA.

592 1980 Phillies Team Ball
8.5............... 150
Key World Championship ball from its era, this was the first
Phillies Championship team. Always desirable, offered is
a mildly toned ONL Feeney ball. There are 27 exceptionally consistent signatures. The autographs are in uniformly
strong blue ballpoint ink and contrast nicely against the
ball. Keys include Carlton, Schmidt, Green, McGraw, Espinosa, Boone and Trill. No doubt Pete Rose can be easily
added if desired! JSA LOA.
593 1991 Twins
Team Ball
9.................. 250
Desirable World Championship team ball, this was one of
the most exciting World Series ever played. Offered is a
spotless OAL Brown model ball, with a full 35 period signatures. The autographs are in consistent blue ballpoint ink.
Keys include Puckett, Hrbek, Kelly, Knoblauch, Erickson
and Oliva. This is a scarcer ball this is missing from many
team ball runs. JSA LOA.
Historical Autographs
594 Black, Hugo Signed Supreme Court Card 9.5........... 45
Superb looking signed flat, offered is an immaculate Supreme Court card. This has a stunningly fine black fountain
pen signature from Hugo Black. Of note, Black served as a
Supreme Court justice from 1937-1971 and was FDR’s first
appointment to the court. D’71. JSA LOA.
595 Brennan, William O. Signed Supreme Court Card
					
9.................... 38
Spotless Supreme Court card, this has a large and fine blue
ballpoint ink signature. D’90. JSA LOA.
596 Burton, Harold H. Signed Supreme Court Card....... 23
Supreme Court Justice in the 1940s and 1950s, offered is a
flawless fountain pen ink signature on a spotless Supreme
Court card. D’64. JSA LOA.
597 8 x 10 Bush, George & Barbara
9.................... 50
Popular 8x10 image of the first President Bush and his wife,
each has neatly signed in the bottom margin in neat blue
ink. JSA LOA (card).
598 Cut Byrnes, James
9.................... 23
Handsome cut on business card stock, this has a fine looking
black ink signature. An interesting person, Byrnes was from
South Carolina and served in all three branches of government. D’72. JSA LOA.
599 8 x 10 Carters
9.5................. 25
Handsome color image of Rosalyn and Jimmy Carter; this is
signed by both Carters in matching spotless blue ink.
JSA LOA (card).
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601 Clinton, Bill & Hillary Signed Bumper Sticker 9.... 120
7.5 x 4 bumper sticker from the 1992 campaign, this has fine
period black sharpie ink signatures from Bill and Hillary
Clinton. This is a nice display piece. JSA LOA.
602 Dayan, Moshe Signed Page (JSA LOA) 9.................. 23
603 Douglas, William O. Signed Supreme Court Card
					
9.................... 45
Dated 1941, this perfectly clean Supreme Court card is
signed in very attractive period black fountain pen ink. The
impactful Douglas was the longest serving Supreme Justice
and a noted civil libertarian. D’1980. JSA LOA.
604 8 x 10 Eisenhower, Dwight
9.5............... 300
Handsome original image of Ike, this is a fine image of
Eisenhower in formal attire greeting someone at the Waldorf Astoria hotel in New York City. Signed in spotless blue
ballpoint ink in a perfect spot by the upper right corner, this
is a handsome image with hardly any wear. JSA LOA (full).
605 8 x 10 Ford, Gerald
9.5................. 30
Handsome color image of Ford likely as President, this is
signed in spotless silver sharpie ink. JSA LOA.

Historical Autographs
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606 Letter Ford, Gerald ALS
9.5............... 125
Scarce, this is a very fine looking 7x9 Gerald Ford ALS on
his Presidential letterhead. With the transmittal envelope,
this was written to a key Arkansas businessman in 2002.
Warm content relates to an autograph request and a donation to his foundation the writing is all in black ink, with a
fine Gerald R. Ford signature. Mounted to a large format
scrapbook page from a family album, Ford ALS’s of this
quality are scarce and desirable. JSA LOA.
608 Frankfurter, Felix Signed Supreme Court Card
					
9.5............... 150
Important Supreme Court justice, this is a key signature.
The impactful Frankfurter died in 1965. Offered is a spotless Supreme Court card, signed in flawless and flowing
black ink, this could not be any cleaner. JSA LOA.
609 8 x 10 Glenn, John (JSA LOA)

9.5 pers......... 15

610 Cut Hoover. J. Edgar
9.5................. 45
Fine looking j. Edgar Hoover signature, this is on a custom
autograph cut that was sent through the mail. The autograph is likely from the 1940s, and is signed in jet black
fountain pen ink. JSA LOA.
611 Hughes, Charles Evans Signed
Supreme Court Card
9.5................. 75
Important figure in early 20th century U.S. history, Hughes
was a 1916 Presidential nominee, Governor of New York,
Secretary of State and a Chief Justice of the Supreme Court.
Offered is a beautiful Supreme Court card, signed in large
and immaculate black fountain pen ink. The autograph and
inscription could not be any cleaner. D’1948. JSA LOA.

618 3 x 5 Political & Military Autographs (16 pcs) 9..... 90
Small but nice lot of military and political autographs,
everything is identified, the autographs are strong. Content
includes: M. Clark, K. Donitz, A. Harris, A. Hoffman,
C. Hull, H. Julian, Kaltenbrunner, S. Peres, M. Ridgeway,
M. Taylor, JM Wainwright and Westmoreland (2). JSA LOA.
620 Roosevelt, Eleanor Signed White House Card 9..... 120
A great way to collect the autograph of the beloved Eleanor
Roosevelt, this is a clean White House card from the early
1940s. Signed at the time in black fountain pen ink, this
looks terrific. JSA LOA.
621 Souter, David Signed Supreme Court Card 9.5......... 23
Spotless Supreme Court card, this has a bold black ink
signature signed with a flourish. JSA LOA.
622 Stone, Harlan F. Signed Supreme Court Card 9......... 75
Spotless Supreme Court card, this has a fine flowing black
fountain pen ink signature. Impressive quality, this is especially desirable as Stone died in 1946. Stone was a former
U.S. Attorney General and Chief Justice in the 1940s, he was
a big advocate of judicial restraint. JSA LOA.
623 Letter Truman, Harry
9.5................. 60
Spotless TLS from 1962, the autograph is in jet black ink.
Written on his personal letterhead, Truman nicely responds
to an autograph request. JSA LOA.

612 Cut Kennedy, Robert
9.................. 100
Nice piece, offered is a clean United States Attorney General
card on better stock. RFK signed this in the early 1960s in
bold black ink, this could not be an cleaner. JSA LOA.
616 Minton, Sherman Signed Supreme Court Card
					
9.5................. 30
Nice piece, this perfectly clean Supreme Court card has a
perfect dark blue ballpoint ink signature. With the original
transmittal envelope, this is postmarked 8/9/1962. D’1965.
JSA LOA.
617 Murphy, Frank Signed Supreme Court Card 9......... 60
Spotless Supreme Court card, this has a fine flowing dark
fountain pen ink signature. Justice Murphy served on the
Supreme Court from 1940 to 1949. An important justice, he
was the Mayor of Detroit and denounced the internment of
Japanese Americans during World War Two. Murphy sadly
died in 1949 at only age 59, this is a desirable autograph.
JSA LOA.
619 Reed, Stanley Signed Supreme Court Card 9............ 30
Spotless Supreme Court card, this has a huge flowing black
fountain pen ink signature that looks great. D’80. JSA LOA.
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624 3 x 5 Collection of 16 different Astronauts 9.5...... 150
Clean lot of 3x5s, as follows: Blindsey, Borman, Carr, Cunningham, Duke, Eisele, Glenn, Gordon, McDivitt, McDivitt/
Scott/Schildkraut, Mitchell, Powers, Stafford, Swigert, Tereskova and Young. JSA LOA.
625 Trio of Secretarial Presidential Documents............. 100
Three Presidential display pieces, they all have secretarial
signatures. Content is as follows: Franklin Pierce, Benjamin
Harrison and Chester Arthur. They each have a Presidential
seal, one has a closed tear.
Entertainment Autographs
Signed Postcards - Amazing Vintage Original Owner
Collection. A simply wonderful collection, this was extensively featured on an episide of the Pawns Stars show. Nearly
all of these were obtained in person by an employee for a
Hollywood movie studio in the 1950s. This person was a
prolific autograph hound, he got seemingly every possible
signature, from Elvis to Marilyn Monroe to Babe Ruth (lot
10), to a world of classic Hollywood and pop culture signatures. The names do not get any bigger than these!

629 Brennan, Walter
8.................... 50
Three-time Oscar winner, D’74. Offered is a vintage signed
and inscribed postcard from 1953. JSA LOA.
630 Cooper, Gary
9.5............... 100
Obtained at the time, this is signed and inscribed to the
niece of this person. Postmarked 11/17/1949, this has a
very large and impressive signature that contrasts perfectly
against the clean postcard. Outstanding signature from this
legendary star, Cooper died in 1961 at age 60 and is always a
very desirable autograph. JSA LOA.

631 Gobbi, Tito (JSA LOA)

626 Bacall, Lauren
9.................... 50
Famed and iconic actor, vintage autographs are always hard
to find and desirable. Offered is a postcard that was signed
in 1956, this has a beautiful period signature and inscription. JSA LOA.
627 Bogart, Humphrey
9.5............... 150
Obtained at the time, this is signed and inscribed to the
niece of this person. Postmarked in 1955, this has a perfect
flowing blue ballpoint ink signature from this revered actor.
Bogie died in 1957 at age 58, his autograph on anything is
special and very desirable. JSA LOA (full).

9.................... 12

632 Hayward, Susan
9.................... 50
Scarce signature of this Oscar winning actress who died in
1975 at age 58. Offered is a postcard from 1954, signed and
inscribed in very attractive period blue ballpoint ink.
JSA LOA.
633 Hayward/Robinson
9.................. 100
Postcard from 1948, this was signed in person for a rigger
for a Hollywood studio. Signed by both Susan Hayward
and Edward G. Robinson, Hayward added a personalization. The autographs both look terrific and contrast nicely
against the clean postcard. This is not something you see
very often. JSA LOA.

634 Holden, William
9.................... 50
Oscar winning actor, desirable autograph, D’81. Offered is a
postcard that was signed in 1951, this has an outstanding
period signature and inscription. JSA LOA.
628 Brando, Marlon
9.................. 150
Obtained at the time, this is signed and inscribed to the
niece of this person. Postmarked in 1954, at the height of
Brando’s fame and career, this has a large and fine period
blue ballpoint ink signature. Revered actor, perhaps the finest screen actor ever, anything signed by Brando is extremely desirable, especially something from this era.
JSA LOA (full).

635 Hunter, Jeff (rare)
9.................... 50
Obtained at the time, this is signed and inscribed to the
niece of this person. Postmarked 12/9/1953, this has a fine
signature, with an extensive inscription, lots of writing.
Hunter is best known to many as the actor who played the
beloved Captain Pike in Star Trek in the 1960s. Hunter died
in 1969 at only age 42, his autograph is rare. JSA LOA.
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Entertainment Autographs: Postcards - Single Owner!

636 Karloff, Boris
9.................. 150
Obtained at the time, this is signed and inscribed to the
niece of this person. Postmarked in 1952, this is simply
signed To Susie Boris Karloff in solid blue ballpoint ink.
Legendary 1930s actor, the original Frankenstein, Karloff
died in 1969 and is a very scarce and desirable autograph.
JSA LOA (full).
637 Kelly, Grace
9.................. 100
Beloved and beautiful actress eventually married and became the Queen of Monaco. Kelly died in 1982 at only age
52. Her autograph is always extremely desirable, the offered
example is special as it was obtained in person by a rigger
for a Hollywood studio in the early 1950s. Inscribed to this
person’s niece Susie, this is a beautiful signature. JSA LOA.

638 Lanza, Mario
9.................... 50
This early star died in 1959 at age 38. Offered is a postcard
that was signed in 1953, this has lots of writing and a terrific
signature Very nice. JSA LOA.
639 Laughton, Charles (1954) (JSA LOA) 8.5................. 40
640 Lord, Jack
9.5................. 25
Famed Hawaii 5-0 actor, this is signed and inscribed on a
1955 postcard. JSA LOA.

641 Lorre, Peter
9.................... 50
Famed character actor, D’1964. This is a fine and neat blue
ballpoint ink signature and inscription on a postcard from
1954. JSA LOA.
642 Martin & Lewis
9.................. 100
Ideal matched pair of vintage signed postcards from Dean
Martin and Jerry Lewis, these were obtained in person by a
Hollywood studio employee in the early 1950s and inscribed
to his niece. Both autographs look great. JSA LOA.

643 Monroe, Marilyn
8.................. 500
Obtained at the time, this is signed and inscribed to the
niece of this person. Postmarked in 1952, Marilyn pens half
of the postcard in very large ink, Dear Susie Warmest Regards Marilyn Monroe. The autograph is very large and has
a wonderful flow and feel. Iconic cultural figure, among the
most famous and influential people in pop culture history,
her autograph will instantly elevate the stature of almost any
entertainment or pop culture collection. JSA LOA (full).

644 Murphy, Audie
9.................. 100
Important soldier from World War Two, he became a beloved actor and died in 1971. The offered example is special
as it was obtained in person by a rigger for a Hollywood studio in 1955. This has a fine ballpoint signature and inscription to this person’s niece. JSA LOA.
645 Newman, Paul (1954)
9.................. 100
Obtained at the time, this is signed and inscribed to the
niece of this person. Postmarked in 1954, this is a superb
signature in period blue ballpoint ink. Paul Newman
autographs from this early in his career are rare and very
desirable. JSA LOA.

646 Olivier, Laurence
9.................... 50
Obtained at the time, this is signed and inscribed to the
niece of this person. Postmarked 10/23/1955, this legendary
thespian signed this in bold and flowing period blue ink.
JSA LOA.
648 Robinson, Edward G.
8.................... 50
Postcard from 1955, this was signed in person for a rigger
for a Hollywood studio. Signed and inscribed in period blue
ink, nice item. JSA LOA.
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647 Presley, Elvis
8.................. 500
Obtained at the time, this is signed and inscribed to the
niece of this person. Postmarked in 1957, how often do you
find Elvis autographs from this era? The King signed this To
Susie from Elvis Presley in flowing pencil. The autograph
contrasts neatly against the clean postcard. JSA LOA (full).

649 Sinatra, Frank
8.................. 150
Obtained at the time, this is signed and inscribed to the
niece of this person. Postmarked 8/16/1954, how often do
you find something from Sinatra dated from this era? Frank
signed this “Hi Susie Frank Sinatra” in very attractive period blue ink. This is a terrific and rare early 1950s Sinatra
signature. JSA LOA (full).

650 Stroheim, Erich Von
9.................... 50
Visionary early director, he died in 1957. The offered example is special as it was obtained in person by a rigger for a
Hollywood studio in 1955. This has a terrific period red
ballpoint ink signature that contrasts perfectly against the
clean postcard. JSA LOA.
651 Taylor, Elizabeth
9.................. 100
Obtained at the time, this is signed and inscribed to the
niece of this person. Postmarked in 1950, this is simply
a wonderful very early Elizabeth Taylor signature. The
autograph is in super bold and flowing blue ballpoint ink,
the quality is superb. Real Elizabeth Taylor autographs from
the 1950s are extremely scarce and desirable, this is a special
piece. JSA LOA.

652 Collection of 1950s Era Hollywood Autographs
w/good content (38 pcs)
9.................. 400
The signatures are on the back of various Hollywood and
Los Angeles-related postcards. An exact listing will be on
our web site, highlights include: Lyle Bettger, Chick Chandler, Chick Chandler, Patie Chapman, Tony Curtis, Richard
Jaeckel, Katy Jurado, Gene Kelly, Evelyn Keyes, Frederick
March, Ezio Pinza and Robert Warwick. JSA LOA.

653 Collection of 1950s Era Hollywood Autographs
w/good content (40 pcs)
9.................. 400
The signatures are on the back of various Hollywood and
Los Angeles-related postcards. An exact listing will be on
our web site, highlights include: Mari Blanchard, Melville
Cooper, Xavier Cugat, Linda Darnell, Constance Dowling,
Edward Everett Horton, Ava Gardner, Bill Goodwin, Gloria
Grahame, Cedric Hardwicke, Charlton Heston, Glynis
Johns, Angela Lansbury, Dorothy Malone, Robert Middleton, Edmund Purdom, Donna Reed, Lisabeth Scott, Jimmy
Stewart (w/July Allyson). JSA LOA.

654 Collection of 1950s Era Hollywood Autographs
w/good content (52 pcs)
9.................. 500
The signatures are on the back of various Hollywood and
Los Angeles-related postcards. An exact listing will be on
our web site, highlights include: Pier Angeli, Lex Barker,
Marge Champion, Margaret Hayes, Van Johnson, Howard
Keel, William Lundigan, Gregg Palmer, Vincent Price, Jack
Richardson, Lena Romey and Charles Winninger. JSA LOA.
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Aherne, Brian (JSA LOA)

Signed 8x10 Photos

656 Astaire, Fred
9.5................. 68
Legendary film star, he died in 1987 ,and is not easy to find
on an 8x10. Offered is a super clean publicity still for a
1940 film on better stock, signed in super bold black sharpie
ink in the perfect spot by the lower left corner. Very fine
signed original photo. JSA LOA.
657 Astaire/Rogers
9.................... 75
Superb 8x10, this b/w image is signed by this legendary pair.
Ginger signed in blue sharpie ink, Fred in black sharpie ink.
Both signatures are bold and have a great flow and feel.
JSA LOA.
661 Burton, Richard
9.................... 30
Handsome b/w portrait image of this iconic actor, this is
neatly signed Good wishes Richard Burton in bold blue ink
by the lower left corner. JSA LOA.
665 Colbert, Claudette
9.................... 60
Famous French actress, D’1994. This is an fine original 7 x 8
1/2 original publicity photo from 1938, signed and inscribed
in super bold black sharpie ink. JSA LOA.
668 Davis, Bette
9.................. 116
Lovely b/w portrait image of this ultimate movie star; Davis
signed the image in bold black sharpie ink, this looks terrific. JSA LOA.
670 Dietrich, Marlene
9.5................. 75
Mint 7x9 glossy image, signed in huge and flawless black
sharpie ink, very nice image. JSA LOA.
671 Dors, Diana
9.................... 75
Scarce and desirable lovely image of this 1940s pinup girl,
Dors died in 1984 and lists for over $400 as a signed photo
in the Sanders guide. The autograph is very large and looks
great. JSA LOA.
674 Fairbanks, Douglas
9.5................. 38
Handsome publicity still of a dapper Fairbanks, he signed in
bold black sharpie ink in the perfect spot by the bottom
center. JSA LOA.
679 Hampton, Lionel
9.................... 38
Attractive b/w image has a smart signature and inscription
in a perfect spot. JSA LOA.
681 Harvey, Lawrence
8.5................. 40
Arresting image of this noted actor who died in 1973 at age
45. Signed in fountain pen, this lists for $223 in the Sanders
guide. JSA LOA.
686 Jory, Victor
9.................... 42
Fine looking image of this Gone With The Wind actor in
full period costume, this is signed in the center of the image
in black sharpie, super clean. D’82. JSA LOA.
688 Kennedy, Arthur
9.................... 30
Handsome 7.5 x 9.5 image, this lists for $142 in the Sanders
guide. Sepia toned image has a nice fountain pen signature.
D’90. JSA LOA.
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9.................... 15
658 Barnes, Binnie (JSA LOA)
9.5................... 9
659 Bellamy, Ralph (JSA LOA)
9.................... 14
660 Blaine, Vivian (JSA LOA)
9.5................. 23
662 Canova, Judy (JSA LOA)
9.5................. 18
663 Capra, Frank (JSA LOA)
9.................... 12
664 Claire, Ina (JSA LOA)
9.................... 14
666 Cosby, Bill (JSA LOA)
9.................... 15
667 Cronyn, Hume (JSA LOA)
9.5................. 26
669 Depp, Johnny (Pirates Caribbean) (JSA LOA)
					
9.5................. 20
672 Dragonette, Jessica (5x7) (JSA LOA) 9.................... 18
673 Fairbanks Jr/Warrick (JSA LOA)
9.5................. 25
675 Faye, Alice (JSA LOA)
9.................... 40
676 Gielud, Sir John (JSA LOA)
9.................... 25
677 Gish, Lillian (JSA LOA)
9.5................. 21
678 Greenwood, Joan (JSA LOA)
9.5................. 18
680 Harrison, Rex (JSA LOA)
7.5................. 15
682 Hasso, Signe (JSA LOA)
9.5................. 18
683 Hayes, Helen (JSA LOA)
9.5................. 24
684 Howard, John (JSA LOA)
9.................... 18
685 Jones, Allan (JSA LOA)
9.................... 15
687 Joy, Leatrice (JSA LOA)

7.................... 15

689 Kerr, Deborah (JSA LOA)
690 Klugman, Jack (JSA LOA)
691 Lederer, Francis (JSA LOA)

9.5................. 20
9.5................. 12
9.5................. 23
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Signed 8x10 Photos

692 LeGalienne, Eva
9.................... 24
Engaging 5 1/2 x 9 image from her work in Romeo and
Juliet, signed and extensively inscribed in vintage black ink.
JSA LOA.
697 Mayo, Virginia
9.5................. 38
Beautiful b/w image, signed and inscribed in sharpie ink, a
nice large signature. JSA LOA.
701 Montand, Yves
9.5................. 44
Attractive 7x9 publicity still, signed in bold black ink in a
perfect spot on the image. JSA LOA.
702 Moore, Clayton (Lone Ranger)
9.5................. 45
Popular 8x10, this has lots of writing and is signed, inscribed and dated 10/20/81. JSA LOA.
703 Moore, Colleen
9.................... 41
Great looking sepia image, 7 1/2 x 10; signed and inscribed
in solid black sharpie ink. JSA LOA.
704 Morgan, Helen
9.................... 38
Desirable 8x10, she was a noted blues singer and the first
Julie in Show Boat. Fine 8x10 portrait image, signed in
flowing blue ink. D’41. JSA LOA.
712 Price, Leontyn
9.5................. 30
Opera singer, fine b/w portrait is signed and inscribed in
attractive green ink. JSA LOA.

724 Wilder, Billy (lot of 2)
9.................... 50
Pair of 8x10s signed by this legendary director; both are
signed in flowing black sharpie ink. JSA LOA.
693
694
695
696

Lindfors, Vivica (JSA LOA)
Loudon, Dorothy (JSA LOA)
MacKall, Dorothy (7x9) (JSA LOA)
Madison, Guy (JSA LOA)

9.................... 18
9.5................. 15
9.................... 18
9.5................. 15

698
699
700
705
706
707
708
709
710
711
713
714
716
721
722
725
726
727
728

McCrea, Joel (JSA LOA)
McGuire, Phyllis (JSA LOA)
Miles, Sylvia (JSA LOA)
Morgan, Michelle (JSA LOA)
O’Connor, Carol (JSA LOA)
Paige, Janis (JSA LOA)
Parker, Cecelia (JSA LOA)
Pavarotti, Luciano (JSA LOA)
Pavarotti, Luciano (JSA LOA card)
Peter, Paul & Mary (JSA LOA)
Rainier, Louise (7 1/2 x 9) (JSA LOA)
Raymond, Gene (JSA LOA)
Seinfeld, Jerry (JSA LOA)
Temple Black, Shirley (JSA LOA)
Warrick, Ruth (JSA LOA)
Wilson, Julie (JSA LOA)
Windsor, Marie (JSA LOA)
Wyatt, Jane (JSA LOA)
Wyler, Gretchen (JSA LOA)

9.................... 23
9.5................... 9
9.................... 12
9.5................. 12
9.5................. 20
9.................... 23
9.................... 27
9.5................. 20
9 pers............ 30
9.................... 15
9.5................. 24
9.5................. 15
9.5 pers......... 20
9.5................. 23
9.5................. 24
9.5................. 14
9.5................. 12
8.5................. 12
9.5................. 14

715 Rogers, Roy & Dale
9.5................. 45
8x10 copy of a movie poster for Down Dakota Way, Roy and
Dale have each signed this in flowing black sharpie ink.
JSA LOA.
717 Star Trek III ad w/3 autographs
9.................... 45
Neat Star Trek piece, this is signed by Gene Roddenberry,
DeForest Kelly and James Doohan. JSA LOA.
718 Stewart, James
9.5................. 50
Unusual 8x10 publicity still for The FBI Story, this has a fine
portrait image of Stewart and is signed by him in Mint black
sharpie ink by the lower left corner. Very nice glossy signed
photo. JSA LOA.
719 Stewart, Jimmy (lot of 2)
9.................... 70
Pair of Jimmy Stewart 8x10s, one is a clean photo, the other
a magazine article. Each comes with its own JSA LOA card.
720 Sweet, Sarah Blanche
9.................... 45
Important Silent Film star, this is a terrific sepia toned image on better stock. Signed and inscribed in spotless black
sharpie ink, very nice. D’86. JSA LOA.
723 Western Lot w/strong content (11 pcs) 9.5................. 75
Fine lot of matched 8x10 publicity stills. Content includes
keys Sunset Carson, Joe Sawyer and Robert Wilke. The other autographs include Bob Allen, James Brown, Lash Larue,
Richard Martin, Fay McKenzie and Peggy Stewart. JSA LOA.
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729 Publicity Still Lot w/Calloway & Cuomo (8 pcs) 9..... 50
Interesting lot of publicity stills from a 1980s dinner. One is
fully signed, the others are partial. There are 19 total
autographs w/Jeff Bridges, Cab Calloway, Mario Cuomo,
Jermaine Jackson, and Dave Winfield. This is a truly eclectic
mix! JSA LOA.
730 Collection of 21 Music Autographs 9.................... 75
Interesting lot of music autographed 8x10s, the autographs
are bold, the images are nice. Content is as follows: Eric
Bloom, Dick Clark, Natalie Cole, Charlie Daniels, Roger
Earl, Emerson Lake & Palmer (1) , Gloria Estefan (2), Peaches & Herb, Meat Loaf, Craig Macgregor, Reba McIntyre
(2), O’Jays (3) , Cliff Richard, Dusty Springfield, Stillwater ,
Toni Tennille, Tanya Tucker, Johnny Van Zant Band (6) and
David Wills. JSA LOA.

731 Collection of 25 actresses w/good content 9.......... 100
Offered is an eclectic mix of signed 8x10s, these tend to be
actors from the 1960s through the 1980s, many appear to
have been signed in the 1970s or the 1980s. The autographs
are strong, the images are clean, and several are original
publicity stills. Substantive lot, content includes: Carol Burnett, Jennifer Connelly, Taina Elg (5), Dale Evans, Darlene
Love, Virginia Mayo, Maureen O’Hara, Debbie Reynolds,
Joan Rivers (early) and Barbara Ross. Please note the Maureen O’Hara photo alone lists for over $100 in the Sanders
guide. JSA LOA.

Go to cleansweepauctions.com for
many additional images.
Initial bids must be placed by 6 PM EST
on Wednesday January 30.
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732 Collection of 33 actors w/good content 9................ 100
Offered is an eclectic mix of signed 8x10s, these tend to be
actors from the 1960s through the 1980s, many appear to
have been signed in the 1970s or the 1980s. The autographs
are strong, the images are clean, and several are original
publicity stills. Substantive lot, content includes: Eddie
Albert, Woody Allen, Keith Carradine, Dick Clark, Tony
Curtis, Kirk Douglas, Buddy Ebsen, Douglas Fairbanks Jr
(2), Bob Hope (dinner check), Bruce Jenner, Van Johnson,
Louis Jordan, John Lithgow (2), Craig T. Nelson, Anthony
Perkins and Henry Winkler. JSA LOA.
733 Collection of 34 actresses w/good content 9........... 100
Offered is an eclectic mix of signed 8x10s, these tend to be
actors from the 1960s through the 1980s, many appear to
have been signed in the 1970s or the 1980s. The autographs
are strong, the images are clean, and several are original
publicity stills. Substantive lot, content includes: Shirley
Eaton, Joan Fontaine, Valerie Harper, Margaux Hemingway,
Amy Irving, Swoosie Kurtz (3), Carol Lynley, Bette Middler
(early, 2x signed), Helen Mirren, Lynn Redgrave (2), Susan
Sarandon (early) and Beverly Sills (5x7). Some erotica images come in the lot. JSA LOA.

734 Collection of 60 actresses
9.................. 200
Interesting, quality collection of Hollywood and related
signed 8x10s and various size photos. These were collected
from the 1950s through the late 1980s. There should not be
any duplication, the autographs are very clean overall. We
have identified most but not all of the lot on our web site.
The breakdown value here should be very solid. Better pieces include: Arlene Dahl, Lillian Gish, Anne Jackson, Vicki
Lawrence, Jamie Lee Curtis, Peggy Lipton, Rose Marie, Dina
Merrill (2), Chita Rivera, Katherine Ross, Jessica Tandy (2),
Jennifer Tilly (3) and Dawn Wells. JSA LOA.
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742 Lone Ranger
9.5................. 30
22 x 15 color print, this has a perfect blue sharpie signature
and inscription. This has a PSA DNA sticker but no paperwork. JSA LOA.
743 Rand, Sally
9.................... 38
Fan dancer from the 1920s and 1930s, D’79. This is a terrific
5x7 image, signed and inscribed in red ink. JSA LOA.

735 Collection of 65 actors
9.................. 200
Interesting, quality collection of Hollywood and related
signed 8x10s and various size photos. These were collected
from the 1950s through the late 1980s. There should not
be any duplication, the autographs are very clean overall.
We have identified most but not all of the lot on our web
site. The breakdown value here should be very solid. Better
pieces include: Lee Allen, Marty Allen, Sid Caesar, Mickey
Hargitay, George Jessel, Dick Martin, Topel, Tommy Tune,
Max Von Sydow (2) and Jack Warden. JSA LOA.
736 Collection of 9 Multi-Signed Photos 9.................... 75
Collection of nine multi-signed photos, these were from a
huge Hollywood autograph collection. The images and signatures are clean, content is as follows: Bob/Ray, Edmonds/
Warrick (2), Hart/Luckinbill, Kibbee/Shoberg, Ann Margaret/Peter Firth, Miller/Warrick and D. Sutherland/B. Adams
(2). JSA LOA.
Signed Photos & Related - Various Sizes
737 Kelly, Grace (Princess Grace of Monaco) 9.............. 120
Beautiful color image of this beloved American actress and
future Princess, these are scarce and very desirable. The offered image is a 6x9 color bookplate image. The first we have
had one of these, examples have approached $2,000 over the
years in final sale prices. Grace Kelly died in 1982 at only
age 53 in a car accident. A beloved personality who led a
fascinating life, this will be a terrific addition to any quality
entertainment autograph collection. JSA LOA (full).
738 Charles & Diana Signed Christmas Card
Framed Display
8.5............... 500
Key item, this is a charming large format Christmas card
from 1987. This has a lovely color image of Charles and
Diana with their two sons, this one is very special as it is
hand-signed by BOTH Charles and Diana. Written to Joan,
this is presented in a terrific custom 23x23 framed display.
This is an utterly charming item. JSA LOA (full).
739 Baez, Joan (4x5) (JSA LOA)
740 Burns, George (JSA LOA)

9.5................. 12
9.5................. 15

741 Burns, George (lot of 7)
9.5................. 70
Lot of seven George Burns signed magazine photos, various
sizes, all have consistently bold black sharpie ink signatures.
JSA LOA.

744 Shatner, William Signed Star Trek 16x20 9.5............ 40
Popular piece, this has a JSA sticker and a bold sharpie ink
signature.
745 Sheldon, Herb
9.................... 30
Entertainer appeared on Wonderama and hosted The Looney Tunes Show. Sheldon died in 1964 at age 41. Offered is
a fine looking 5x7 publicity still, signed and inscribed to
Susan in fine looking green fountain pen. JSA LOA.
746 Smith, Bob Signed Postcard (JSA LOA) 9 pers........ 15
747 Tamara			
9.................... 30
Fine looking 5x7 photo, signed and inscribed neatly in
black ink. Prominent Broadway star died in a plane crash
in 1943 at age 33. JSA LOA.
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Signed 3x5s, Cuts & Related

748 3 x 5 Bacall, Lauren (matted) (JSA LOA) 9.5........... 15
749 Cut Barrie, James M
8.................... 25
Author of Peter Pan, D’1937. Clean ink cut signature is
mounted to a 3x5. JSA LOA.
750 Album Page Barrymore, John
9.5................. 50
Clean album page, this has a strong blue fountain pen signature. Legendary actor, he died in 1942 and is a key signature.
JSA LOA (full).
751 3 x 5 Basie, Count
9.5................. 20
Clean color 3x5, this has a spotless blue sharpie ink signature. JSA LOA.
752 3 x 5 Bernstein, Leonard
9.5................. 23
Earlier Bernstein signature, this is a large and flawless black
sharpie ink signature on a Mint 3x5. JSA LOA.
753 Album Page Bolger, Ray
9.................... 25
Fine large fountain pen signature on an album page, very
nice. Beloved Wizard Oz actor, D’87. JSA LOA.
754 Album Page Calloway/Rich (JSA LOA) 9.5................ 15
‘
755 Cut Cohan, George M.
8.................... 25
Fountain pen cut from a check; this important composer
died in 1942 and is a desirable autograph. JSA LOA.
756 Album Page Crabbe/Fields
8.................... 75
Offered is a vintage autograph album page with mounted
pencil cuts from early actors Buster Crabbe (D’83) and the
legendary W.C. Fields (D’1946). Please note Fields’s signature lists for $432 in the Sanders guide. Jane Darnell signed
the reverse. JSA LOA.
757 3 x 5 Daltrey, Roger (lot of 3)
9.5................. 50
Trio of Roger Daltrey signed 3x5s, each has a large and
terrific signature, one is inscribed. JSA LOA.
758 3 x 5 Fitzgerald, Ella (JSA LOA)

9.................... 20

759 Album Page Flynn, Errol
9.5................. 75
Legendary actor, offered is a terrific large fountain pen cut,
this is mounted to a period autograph album page. D’59.
JSA LOA.
760 Letter Fonteyn, Margaret
9.5................. 23
Clean 2-sided ALS, these list for $125 in the Sanders guide.
This famed dancer died in 1991. JSA LOA.
761 3 x 5 Franklin, Aretha (1967)
9.5................. 25
Superb flowing black ink signature, this was apparently
signed in August 1967! JSA LOA.
762 3 x 5 Gaye, Marvin (rare)
9.5................. 75
Sadly this is a rare signature from this revered singer who
died n 1984 at only age 45. Offered is a spotless 3x5, this
has a huge and absolutely perfect green sharpie ink signature. It does not get any nicer than this. JSA LOA.
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763 Album Page Greenstreet, Sydney
9.................... 50
Interesting vintage autograph album page, one side is signed
by Casablanca and Maltese Falcon actress Sydney Greenstreet (D’1954); the other side is signed by Josephine
Hutchinson. Greenstreet’s signature lists for over $200 in
the Sanders guide. JSA LOA.
764 Letter Hepburn, Katharine
9.5................. 45
Spotless TLS from 1985 on her personal letterhead, this
short note has a large and terrific black sharpie ink signature. JSA LOA.
765 Cut Horowitz, Vladimir
9.5................. 15
Bold cut from a letter, this has a terrific quality signature.
JSA LOA.
766 Album Page Lahr, Burt
8.5............... 100
The beloved lion in The Wizard of Oz, he died in 1967 and
is a scarce autograph. Offered is a handsome single signed
album page, this has a fine flowing fountain pen signature.
His signature lists for $388 in the Sanders guide. JSA LOA.
767 3 x 5 Literary Collection (35 pcs)
9.................. 100
Interesting collection of literary autographs (poets, writers
etc.), all are on 3x5s and are neatly identified. Condition
is clean, hardly anything is inscribed, there is little to no
duplication. These include some cuts and go before World
War Two. Content includes: F. Buck, W.S. Burroughs (2), F.
Coffee, Allen Cunningham, A. Haley, K. Kesey, L. Nevelson,
C. Odetts, H. Pruett, J. Rosenquist, W. Saroyen, I. Shaw, M.
Spillane, B. Steele, L. Untermeyer and O. Wistler. JSA LOA.

Entertainment Autographs

768 3 x 5 Loren, Sophia (JSA LOA)
9.5................. 15
770 3 x 5 Presley, Priscilla (matted) (JSA LOA) 9.5........ 12
773 3 x 5 Temple, Shirley (JSA LOA)
9.5................... 9
769 Cut Nelsons (framed)
9.................... 25
Charming 22 x 13 framed display from this classic 1950s
family. There are signatures from all four (Ozzie, Harriet,
Rick and David). These are strong quality cuts that are nicely arranged around an 8x10 image of all four. JSA LOA.

771 3 x 5 Rock Music (47 pcs)
9.................. 100
Clean lot of rock music and related 3x5s, these are very
strong autographs. Someone was pretty well connected,
there is hardly any duplication, and everything is identified.
Content includes: Bryan Adams, Jon Anderson, Joe Cocker,
Clive Davis, Ahmet Ertegun, Bob Geldof, Barry Gibb (2),
Robin Gibb, Lou Graham, Steve Howe, Billy Joel, Queen
Latifah, Gerry Lee, Tommy Lee, Huey Lewis, Graham Nash,
Smokey Robinson, Todd Rundgren, Andy Summers (3),
John Taylor, and Yes. JSA LOA.

772 3 x 5 Seinfeld, Jerry
9.5................. 25
Mint Seinfeld 3x5, the autograph could not be any bigger or
nicer. JSA LOA.
774 3 x 5 Williams, Tennessee
9.5................. 50
Famed American author, D’1984. Offered is a perfectly
clean and fine signed 3x5, JSA LOA.

775 3 x 5 Collection of 75 actresses & related 9.............. 75
Clean lot of female actors and related 3x5s, these are very
strong autographs. Someone was pretty well connected,
there is hardly any duplication, and everything is identified. Content includes: T. Banks, Christy, B. Compson, G.
Fitzgerald, L. Fontayne, L. Gunning, Marg. Hemingway, J.
Leigh, V. Mayo, L. Minelli, C. Moore, C. Schiffer, E. Summer
and N. Talmadge. JSA LOA.

776 Album Page Collection of 19 autographs
w/good content
9.................... 80
Nice lot of 1930s/1940s era Hollywood autographs. All are
signed in fountain pen on period autograph album pages
unless noted, twelve have individual JSA LOA cards. Content is as follows: Joe E Brown (pencil), Eddie Cantor, Helen
Hayes, Gene Krupa (2), Guy Lombardo (pencil), Mary Martin, Raymond Massey, Arthur Murray (pencil cut), Ozzie &
Harriott (1 is pencil), John Payne, Eleanor Powell, Martha
Raye, Buddy Rodgers (2), Roscoe Turner (aviator), Paul
Whiteman and Rudy Vallee. JSA LOA.

777 3 x 5 Artists & Related w/strong content (26 pcs) 9. 100
Interesting collection of architects, artists, painters, photographers and sculptors, all are on 3x5s and are neatly identified. Condition is clean, hardly anything is inscribed,
content includes: Bernice Abbott, Wil Barnet, Peter Beard,
Paul Cadmus, Buckminster Fuller, Edward Gorey, Barbara
Hepworth, David Hockney, Yousof Karsh, Dong Kingman
(5), Annie Leibovitz, Roy Lichtenstein, Peter Max, Robert
Motherwell (3), Gordon Parks, IM Pei, Larry Rivers, Francesca Scavulo and Raphael Soyer. This is a substantial lot
with some real value. JSA LOA.

778 3 x 5 Collection of 16 better
Rock Musician Autographs
9.................. 100
Quality offering of rock music and related 3x5s, some were
obtained decades ago. Loaded lot, content is as follows: Jon
Anderson, Bono, Phil Collins, Alice Cooper, John Densimore, Dion, Fats Domino, Dave Edmunds, Jerry Lee Lewis,
Robbie Robertson, Johnny Rotten, Stephen Sills, Little
Richard, Smokey Robinson, David Lee Roth and Grace
Slick. This lot likely has a very substantial value as singles.
JSA LOA.

Entertainment Autographs

779 3 x 5 Collection of 34 Assorted
Musician & Related Autographs
9.................. 100
Quality offering of musicians and related 3x5s, some were
obtained decades ago. Solid lot, content includes: Long John
Baldry, Peg Leg Bates, Pablo Casals(cellist, D’73), Josephine
Cohan, Elvis Costello, Sondra Dee, Billy Eckstein, Harry
Sweets Edison, Alma Gluck, Johnny Halliday, Rose Murphy,
Raymond Paige, Leontyn Price and Hazel Scott (2).
JSA LOA.

780 3 x 5 Collection of 54 w/interesting content 9........ 120
Fresh collection of entertainment-related 3x5s, the condition is clean, there is only very moderate duplication.
Content includes: Woody Allen, Gene Autry, Art Carney,
Chubby Checker, Hume Cronyn, Jim Davis, Doris Day, John
Denver, Sally Field, John Glenn, John Grisham, James Earl
Jones, Huey Lewis, Sophia Loren, Myrna Loy, Ali McGraw,
Neil Simon and Jonathan Winters. JSA LOA.

781 Album Page Fine Early 1930s Music Collection
		
(42 pcs, 50+ sigs)
9.................. 120
Fresh collection, this is a full autograph album from the
early 1930s. All were signed at the time neatly in pencil or
period fountain pen, many are dated. We could not recognize all of the autographs, but everything should be pictured
on our web site. This appears to be a fantastic collection of
Big Band leaders and related musicians, two of which are
signed by many members of an orchestra. For the right collector, this should be a real find. These are the autographs
we could readily find: Blanche Calloway, Bennie Carter,
Al Donahue, Eddie Duchene, Jan Garber, Mal Hallett,
Claude Hopkins, Jimmie Joy, Casa Loma Orchestra w/Glen
Gray, Guy Lombardo, Red Nichols, Tommy Tucker, Rudy
Vallee and Ted Weems. JSA LOA.
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782 3 x 5 Collection of 117 actors & related 9.............. 150
Clean lot of male actors and related 3x5s, these are very
strong autographs. Someone was pretty well connected,
there is hardly any duplication, and everything is identified.
Content includes: L. Barker, J. Cagney, J. Cobb, R. Cortez, B. Crabbe, D. DeLouise (2), J. Dobson, K. Douglas, J.
Ferrer, M. Forman, M. Griffin, R. Harrison, Green Hornet,
J. Huston, G. Jessel, V. Johnson, E. Kelly, Lunt/Fontayne, EG
Marshall, R. Montgomery, E. Powell, Cyril Ritchard, Roy
Rogers Trigger, R. Scott, T. Thomas and P. Traughton. This
is a substantial lot with some real heft. JSA LOA.

783 3 x 5 Collection of 155 actresses & related 9........... 150
Clean lot of female actors and related 3x5s, these are very
strong autographs. Someone was pretty well connected,
there is hardly any duplication, and everything is identified.
Content includes: J. Allyson, V. Banky, J. Bennett,
D. Costello, C. Cummings, B. Daniels, A. DeMille,
M. Gaynor, L. Gish, Sue Hamilton (D’1969 at age 24),
L. Hellman, G. Lawrence, L. Lee, V. Mayo, E. Merman,
Cleo Moore, R. Schaefer (D’1989 at age 22, 2), B. Stanwyck,
R. Stonehouse, M. Richardson, G. Talbot, C. Windsor,
A. White and Cl. Whitney. JSA LOA.

784 Collection of 14 big name autographs on
vintage album pages - all single signed
9............ 150
Quality lot of entertainment autographs, most are signed in
fountain pen. Everything is single signed on an autograph
album page unless noted. Content includes: E. Albert, Berle,
Fairbanks Sr, Haley (cut), Hope, Lamour, Nimoy (cut),
Romero, Stanwyck, F. Tucker (F Troop), L. Turner, Weissmuller (cut), Wyman and Zanuck. JSA LOA.

Entertainment Autographs and Memorabilia

785 Book Grand Ole Opry Signed Oversize Book
- 140 Signatures w/80 Deceased!
9.................. 500
A mammoth work of collecting, our very well connected
consignor spent decades having this signed in Nashville and
nearby cities. The book is a very attractive oversize 1975
edition of Nashville’s Grand Ole Opry. A written listed of
the signers will be on our web site. The book has the original
dust jacket and is just bursting with signatures everywhere.
The autographs tend to be bold and strong; some are tipped
in and some are personalized. One very special item in this
book is an 8x10 vintage image of Cowboy singer Cowboy
Copas. Copas is on a sepia image with Patsy Cline, and
signed on his image in slightly light but certainly legible
blue ballpoint ink. Copas died in 1963 at age 49 in a plane
crash and is a very rare autograph. This is a truly unique
collection, any big fan of country music should find endless
amusement in this wonderful signed book. With the security and privacy these days for musicians, collections like this
simply cannot be made anymore. JSA LOA.

791 1981 Timberlake Limited Edition Lithograph
(February at Riverwood) 435/1000
NM............. 120
February at Riverwood, 435 of 1000. This beautiful 27x32
lithograph is professionally framed and triple matted.
Released in 1981, February at Riverwood is considered a
Timberlake classic. The scene features the Conestoga wagon
that also appears in Late Snow at Riverwood. These have a
list price of $3,500 each.
792 1981 Frank McCarthy Signed Lithograph NM........... 75
Very attractive and engaging lithograph, limited edition,
779/1500, hand signed by the artist. This is a 17 x 22 colored
litho with the original slip case. Ideal for framing, the list
price on this is substantial.

786 Schultz, Charles Signed Peanuts Birthday Card 9.... 60
Charming piece, this is a higher quality Peanuts birthday
card with many pages. Schultz signed the last page in clean
black sharpie ink. JSA LOA.
787 Bee Gees Signed Record (3)
8.5............... 150
Vital disco group from the 1970s, fully signed records are
scarce as Maurice died in 2003. The offered vinyl record
cover is Bee Gees one. Each band member signed in large
black sharpie ink. Very nicely matted and framed, museum
quality work, total size 25x21. JSA LOA (full).
788 Collection of 14 Signed Books
9.................... 75
Lot of signed books fills up a single banker’s box. Clean lot,
these include: Clancy (Debt of Honor), Cosby (Childhood),
Dershowitz (Chutzpah), J.E. Jones (Voices & Silences), M.T.
Moore (After All paperback), Ustinov (Still At Large) and
Vonnegut (Worse Then Death). JSA LOA.
Entertainment Memorabilia
789
1941 Batman Number 16 CGC 6.5 (restored)... 400
Trimmed on three edges, this retains excellent eye appeal
and vivid original coloring. A pricey comic, examples in
mid-grade have traded for over $3,000 in recent years. This
comic is notable as it was the first appearance of the beloved
Alfred and also has an appearance by The Joker. The pages
are off-white to white according to CGC.
790 Hartland Statue Matt Dillon w/box & tag Ex+......... 75
Fun piece of Americana, we assume this is complete but we
are not certain. The box displays well, with an original piece
written on one side.
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Non-Sports Cards

Non-Sports Cards

793		
Non-Sport Box (175+ pcs)
.................... 100
Small box of non-sports cards and related. These start in the
19th century and mainly go through the 1950s. Content
includes: 10 early Arbuckle Brothers coffee cards, Duke
Sporting Girls large format trade card, T118 Hassan World’s
Greatest Explorers (2), four other cards from related sets,
10-Card Charlie Chaplin 1920s full strip, various 19401950s era exhibit cards, 59 Indian Medicine Man PSA 9, 62
G.P. Tea Indians (25) & Chiefs (25), some lesser sports items
and unsigned cachets. There are some neat cards in here.
Condition varies.

793.2 Grab Bag Non-Sports Card & Related Lot
			
(200+ pcs)				
...................... 50
Small box lot of non-sports cards & related item, these go
back to the 19th century. Content includes 19th century
Indians album page, many early 20th century lesser tobacco cards on scrapbook pages, a period leather, three 1933
Goudey Indians, 1934 Sea Raider #15, 1950s Lucille Ball
Star Cal Decal, Monkees playing card deck & 1976 Topps
Star Trek sticker set.
794 1910 Heroes Of History/ Men Of History
		
Collection of 22 different
VG - VG-Ex.......... 60
Very attractive issue, this pleasing condition lot ranges
mainly from VG to VG-Ex. The backs are clean, these
interesting cards display very well. The backs are both
Miners Extra and Royal Bengals.
795 1910 T118 Hassan World’s
Greatest Explorers
Complete Set (25) VG+..... 60
Vividly colored issue, these are
very attractive cards. Midgrade with no technical issues,
the backs are fine. Condition
is fairly consistent with only
mild variance, these average a
pleasing VG Plus to our eyes.
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796		
1910 T81 Recruit Military Series Die-Cuts
		
Lot of 16 different
VG-Ex/Ex..... 60
Colorful lot has 16 different plus one double. The backs are
clean, these are a very pleasing VG-Ex/Ex overall.

797
British Non-Sport Collection (530 + cards)
		w/many sets				
Ex............... 250
Collection of British non-sports sets and near-sets, condition varies but averages about Ex overall, content is as
follows: 1916 Wills Cigarettes Military Motors (50), 1922
Lambert/Players Motor Cars (10), 1924 Players Cigarettes
Natural History (50) + extras, 1924 Wills Merchant Ships Of
The World 2 Sets (50 cards each), 1927 Wills British Butterflies (48/50), 1931 Players Cigarettes Military Head Dress
(50), 1931 Wills Cigarettes Strange Craft (23/50), 1936 Players Cigarettes International Airliners (28/50), 1936 Gallagher Famous Jockeys (48), 1938 Wills Cigarettes Speed (20),
1939 Players Cigarettes Aircraft Of Royal Air Force (50) +
extras and 1939 Players Cigarettes Modern Naval Craft (50).

798 British Movie Stars Sets
Collection of 14 Sets (683 Cards)
Ex-Mt......... 200
Neat affordable lot of British movie star sets, the condition
is a clean Ex-Mt overall. A seemingly incredible value in
today’s market, the content of this lot is as follows: 1923
Ogden’s Leaders of Men (50), 1928 Wills Two Sets Cinema
Stars Series 1 & 2 (100), 1934 Godfrey Phillips Film Stars
(50), 1934 Godfrey Phillips Film Favourites (50), 1935
Gallagher Famous Film Scenes (2) (98), 1935 Gallagher
Film Partners (48), 1937 Players Cigarettes Famous Beauties
(25), 1938 Godfrey Phillips Characters Come to Life (36),
1939 Rothmans Beauties of the Cinema (40), 1939 Godfrey
Phillips Famous Love Scenes (36) and 1940 Wings Complete
Sets A-C (150).

Non-Sports Cards

799 British Movie Stars Sets
Collection of 25 Sets (1,240 Cards)
Ex-Mt....... 500
Neatly organized in the proper pages in a single binder, this
is a very compact collection. Condition is clean overall,
nothing has been picked for grading. A seemingly incredible
value in today’s market, the 25 sets are as follows: 1928 Wills
Cigarettes Cinema Stars 1st & 2nd Series (50), 1928 Four
Aces Cigarettes Film Favourites (75), 1929 British-American
Tobacco Cinema Favourites (50), 1929 Carerras Paramount
Stars (27), 1933 Godrey Phillips Stage & Cinema Beauties
(35), 1933 U.K. Tobacco Cinema Stars (32), 1934 Players
Cigarettes Film Stars plus album (150), 1934 R.J. Lea Film
Stars (36), 1934 Abdulla Cinema Stars (30), 1934 Bridgewater Series 3 (96), 1934 Geoffrey Phillips Film Favourites
(50), 1934 Army Club Cigarettes Cinema Stars (30), 1935
Gallagher Stars Stage & Screen (48), 1935 Gallagher Portraits of Famous Stars (48), Shots from Famous Films (48),
Film Partners (48), 1935 Wills Radio Celebrities (50), 1935
Bridgewater Series 4 Set in Album (48), 1936 Gallagher Film
Episodes (48), 1937 Lloyd Cinema Stars (25), 1938 Carerras
Film Stars Series 2 (54), 1938 Carerras Film Favourites (50),
1939 Rothmans Beauties of the Cinema (40), 1939 Gallagher My Favorite Part (48) and 1955 Barbers Teas Cinema &
Television Stars (24).

801 1933 National Chicle Dare Devils (24)
			 Complete Set
VG-Ex...... 400
Very desirable 1930s gum issue, how often do you see full
sets? These cards are a pleasing and very consistent VG-Ex
overall with only mild variance (technically these range
from Good to Ex). The backs are clean, the cards have
outstanding color and clean borders. Corner wear is the
only issue here, there is very little creasing. This is one of the
most attractive issues from this era.

800 1930s Foreign Issues Collection (70 pcs) Ex........... 50
Mixed lot of foreign non-sports issues. Condition is clean
overall. Content is as follows: 1916/1917 Eckstein/ Hanau’s
Der Weltkrieg (22), 1933-36 Die Reichwehr Und Deutsche
Wehrmacht (5), 1934 Saba Schiffsbilder (17), 1934 Lloyd/
Saba (15), 1934 Das Waffenstarrende Ausland 1 Large, 4
Small and 1930s Compagnia Italiana Leibig Antique Guns
(6).

Go to cleansweepauctions.com for
many additional images.
Initial bids must be placed by 6 PM EST
on Wednesday January 30.
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1933 Sea Raiders

Non-Sports Cards

802 25 John Halsey (Bilingual)
PSA 6....... 180
Remarkable condition high number, this is simply superb.
Well centered with four sharp corners, the color is great,
the borders are immaculate. This will be an upgrade for just
about all of you.
803 26 John Martel (Bilingual)
PSA 1.5...... 45
Tough grade, this is well centered with fine color. Moderate
creasing that barely cracks the paper led PSA to grade this
a somewhat harsh 1.5.
804 27 Raveneau De Lussan (Bilingual) PSA 4......... 83
Fine looking card is well centered with no creases or wrinkles; corner wear and slight surface wear likely led to the
4 grade.

815 46 Dead men tell no lies (English)
PSA 3......... 75
Classic card with a great title, this is well centered with a
fine image. Corner wear and a crease keep this at a 3.
816 47 The sport of pirates (Bilingual)
PSA 2......... 53
Fun card has a fresh look and great color. A slight crease at
the lower right corner and on the back keep this at an awfully nice looking 2.
817 48 Difference in weapons (Bilingual) PSA 3....... 105
The last card in the set, this one presents very well. Extremely well centered with even corner wear, the image looks
great. There are no visible creases or wrinkles, this presents
very well for the grade.

805 28 John Gow (Bilingual)
PSA 4......... 83
Well centered with a fine image and no creasing, this displays really well. The corner wear is mild and consistent,
the surfaces are clean. A very slight corner crease at the
lower right corner led to the 4 grade.
806 30 Diego Grillo (English)
PSA 3......... 60
Strong 3 is well centered with a superb image. The corners
approach VG-Ex, there is some very fine creasing that does
not crack the paper. The back is nice.
807 33 John Evans (Bilingual)
PSA 3......... 60
Well centered with no creases, this fun card displays well,
corner wear and a slight surface scratch by the bottom
border led to the 3 grade.
808 34 John Bowen (English)
PSA 4....... 105
Sharp looking card has four square corners, great color and
a very fresh look. Fine creasing on the back that does not
crack the paper keeps this at a 4.

818 Complete Set Low Number Set (1-24) Ex............. 300
Fun low number run, the backs are really nice overall. Centering is quite good overall, these were clearly collected with
care. Condition averages a pleasing Ex overall, we will have
front and back scans of every card on our website.

809 35 Edward Low (Bilingual)
PSA 4....... 105
Well centered, the image might be a hair out of register.
Nice card, there is a corner line by the upper left corner.
810 39 Thomas Howard (English)
PSA 4.5...... 75
Strong card has no creases or wrinkles and great color.
Well centered, this looks awfully nice for the grade.
811 41 Mary Reed (English)
PSA AA..... 23
Clean card would be about a 4, we do not know what the
alteration was.
812 42 Alwilda (Bilingual)
PSA 1......... 30
Well centered with good color and a nice back, creasing
keeps this at a 1. This looks much nicer than your typical 1.
813 43 Roc the Brazilian (Bilingual)
PSA 4....... 105
Pleasing 4 has no creases or wrinkles. The corner wear is
fairly consistent, the surfaces are clean, the card is slightly
toned.
814 44 Major Bonnet (English)
PSA 2......... 60
Not bad at all, this is well centered with a high quality image. There are no technical flaws, there is hardly any creasing, corner wear appears to be the only issue here.
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820 1936 R20 Newport Battleship Gum
		
Partial Set (28/50)
................... 75
Mixed grade set, some have slight staining on the back. Condition otherwise ranges mainly from VG to Ex Plus, averaging VG-Ex or better overall. We hardly ever see these in
non-sports collections from the 1930s. This should be a fun
project for someone to complete.
821 1936 R20 Newport Battleship Gum
		Wrapper			
Ex-Mt....... 120
Very tough and fragile wrapper, this has perfectly sharp
edges and no tears or rips. The color and imagery are superb, it would be very difficult to improve on the condition
of this wrapper.
822 1937 Gum Inc Wild West Wrapper

Ex+............ 15

Non-Sports Cards

819 Superb 1930s/1940s Dixie Lid Premium Collection
		
(274 pcs)				
................. 300
Beautiful collection, offered are extremely attractive color
1930s and 1940s Dixie Lid Movie Star premiums and similar
size black and white premiums with a facsimile signature.
The imagery here is truly wonderful. Checking in at 9x11,
these are on better stock and have two punch holes on the
left side as issued. Our consignor believes this to be a COMPLETE RUN but we did not have a checklist to verify this.
The condition varies but is clean overall, these are smartly
presented in two binders. A veritable history of Hollywood
in the Golden Age, content includes: Fred Astaire, Gene
Autry, Lucille Ball (2, 1 w/Desi), John Barrymore, Lionel
Barrymore, Jack Benny, Milton Berle, Gary Cooper, Joan
Crawford, Bing Crosby, Tony Curtis, Douglas Fairbanks Jr,
W.C. Fields, Henry Fonda, Clark Gable, Greta Garbo, Judy
Garland, Cary Grant, Rita Hayworth, Katharine Hepburn,
Charlton Heston, Bob Hope (3), Gene Kelly, Veronica Lake,
Gregory Peck, Elizabeth Taylor, Spencer Tracy, Lana Turner
and John Wayne. This collection would also be a fine accompaniment to any vintage sports card collection as well.

823 1938 Horrors of War Complete Set VG-Ex.... 1200
Vital set, one of the most important non-sports card sets
ever produced. A landmark issue, this set vividly showed the
great costs of war throughout Europe and East Asia. This
set does not in any way glorify war, the vivid images were
in fact an attempt to clamp down a rush to war by showing
its horrid effects. Among collectors, this is a real prize and
sure to be among the top highlights of any non-sport card
collection. We sent seven cards to PSA for slabbing: 240 3,
265 4, 273 4, 277 3 mc, 282 3, 283 3 & 286 3. The set varies
somewhat in grade but is a pretty consistent VG-Ex or so
overall (there are Ex and Ex-Mt cards scattered about).
There are no hammered cards here, the key high numbers
are not bad at all, there are no technical flaws. Overall, this
is a fully presentable and collectible example of one of the
most significant non-sports sets ever produced. The condition will make this within the price range of a much larger
group of collectors.
824 1939 R126 Second World War
Complete Set (47) - All PSA Graded
................. 200
Very unusual World War two color set, this is the first one
that we have seen. Likely scarce, these are very colorful and
attractive cards. The condition is very nice, with the grade
breakdown as follows: PSA 8 (2), PSA 8Q (2), PSA 7.5 (5),
PSA 7 (9), PSA 7Q (1), PSA 6.5 (2), PSA 6 (8), PSA 5 (12),
PSA 4 (5) and PSA 1.5 (1). The winning bidder should really
enjoy this very well designed and fine looking set.

Non-Sports Cards

825 1940 Hollywood Stars Strip Cards
		
Complete Set (96)
Ex+.......... 100
A who’s who of Hollywood in the 1940s, this is a very nice
looking set. Generally well cut, these display really well. The
backs have a biography, these are numbered from 101-196.
826 1940 Lone Ranger Near-Complete
Low Number Set (21/24)
Good........ 150
One of the key non-sports gum card sets, this is an honest
lower grade lot straight from the original owner. The cards
tend to have great color and fine images, corner wear and
some creasing keep these at Good overall, there are no real
technical flaws. This includes card #s 1-17 & 21-24.

831 1948 Leaf Pirates
Complete PSA-Graded Set - All 7s - 9s! ............... 1000
Very fun 49-card set was skip numbered to confuse young
collectors. The offered set is of extraordinary quality, everything is PSA-graded. There are two 9s, four 8.5s, thirty-six
8s, one 8 oc, five 7s and 1 five. An exact inventory will be on
our web site. These cards offer great color and fun images,
this is one of the most popular sets from the late 1940s and
is a perfect addition to any very high grade set collection.

827 1941 Skybirds
Complete Set (20) VG............. 90
Small but popular set, these range mainly from Good to VG
Plus and average VG overall. The backs are clean, there are
no technical defects. From the original owner, this is an
honest lower grade set.
828 1941 Uncle Sam Home Defense
Near-Set (125/144)		
VG - VG-Ex....... 150
Pleasing colorful set is filled with fun images. A few cards
could be upgraded but these are almost entirely a nice VG to
VG-Ex overall. The backs are clean. The set is complete from
1-120, then includes card #s 122, 128, 135, 138 & 143.

832 1950 Freedom’s War
Original Panel Collection (7 pcs)
................... 90
Fresh lot of seven original panels, how often do you see
these? Condition looks to be a strong Ex-Mt/NM overall, we
will have front and back scans of everything on our web site.

829 1947 Goudey Indians Wrapper
Good.......... 25
Colorful wrapper has typical wear, this is not bad at all.
830 1948 Bowman Photoplay Movie Stars
		
Complete Set (36)
Ex-Mt/NM.......... 60
Sharp set, some of these may have been cut from an uncut
sheet or panel. The cards overall have bright white borders
and a very fresh look, centering varies but is not bad at all.
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833 1951 Post Cereal Hopalong Cassidy
		
Very Near-Set (35/36)
................... 90
Small size color set, these range in grade from VG to Ex-Mt.
There are some doubles included, the condition is about
1/3 Ex-Mt, the balance in the VG-Ex range.
834 1952 Bowman NBC Stars
Complete Set (36)			
Ex+.......... 100
Vibrantly colored and attractive set, these have terrific images. Condition varies a bit, as does centering, but there are
many crisp cards. We feel this set averages Ex Plus overall.

Non-Sports Cards

835 1953 Bowman Antique Autos (48) Plus Wrapper
		Complete Set			
................... 60
With the wrapper and the viewer, this is a fun set. These cards
have great color, condition is about half Ex-Mt, half VG-Ex or
so.

841 1956 Topps Davy Crockett Green Back (80)
Complete Set
Ex+ to Ex-Mt...........200
Solid and consistent set, a few cards could be upgraded because
of centering. Our consignor originally paid over $800 for this
set, it might easily run that or more to assemble as singles.

836 1953 Bowman NBC Stars
Complete Set (96) + Wrapper
Ex-Mt....... 100
Very attractive set has great color and a clean design. Centering
varies, the corners tend to be strong, the set has mild variance.
The #1 card could be replaced, the #96 card looks great.
842 1956 Topps Davy Crockett Orange Back (80)
Complete Set
VG-Ex/Ex............200
Mixed set ranges from VG to Ex-Mt Plus with typical centering
issues. About half the cards are Ex to Ex-Mt with some fine
looking very well centered cards, the balance varies. This
should not be a difficult project to upgrade if desired.

837 1953 Who-Z-At-Star Complete Set (80) Ex+...... 150
Fun set has great stars and bright color. Very attractive issue,
these have typical centering issues. The corners tend to be
sharp, this is a very pleasing set.
838 1955 Parkhurst Race Against Time (40)
		
Plus Wrapper
Complete Set Ex............... 60
Interesting set covers various subjects. Attractive issue, these
range from VG to Ex-Mt Plus, averaging about Ex to Ex Plus
overall.

843 1956 Van Melle Biscuits - Belgium (45)
		
Complete Set (cards)
Nm-Mt............30
Super sharp color set of 1950s automobiles, these are on thin
stock.
844 1957 Oak Airplanes
Lot of 11 different w/Boeing Superfortress

Ex-Mt/NM......18

845 1957 Oak Manufacturing Premiere Animals (20)
Complete Set
NM to Nm-Mt...............30
Super sharp lot of 20 cards, we presume this to be a set but are
not sure. The condition is a very strong NM to Nm-Mt overall
and looks terrific.
839 1956 Davy Crockett Wrapper
Ex-Mt/NM......60
Bright and crisp wrapper, this looks terrific. The corners are
sharp, this tougher wrapper is perfect to pair with a sharp set.
840 1956 Parkhurst Guns & Pistols (50)
		Complete Set			
VG+................60
Honest lower grade set, these are mainly in the VG to VG Plus
range with a few nicer. There are no technical flaws, just typical
corner wear, none of the cards are ugly or destroyed; centering
is excellent.

846 1957 Oak Manufacturing Premiere Birds
		
Complete Set
NM to Nm-Mt.........30
Collection of 42 different cards, we believe this to be a full set
but are not sure. The condition is quite sharp and clean overall.
847 1957 Quaker Oats Warplanes Near-Set (27/28)..........30
Playing card size set, these have vivid color images of the various warplanes from the 1950s.

Non-Sports Cards

848 1957 Topps Hit Stars Complete Set (88) Ex-Mt..... 200
Desirable 1950s set, these have sold for well over $1,000 over
the years. Similar in design to the Topps sports sets, these
are very popular among collectors. Checking in at 88 cards,
these tend to be quite sharp but with centering issues. Fresh
set, nothing has been picked for slabbing.
849 1957 Topps Robin Hood (60) Complete Set
										
Ex-Mt............ 150
Better 1950s non-sports set, full sets are not easy to find.
These cards are generally well centered with wonderful period color images. There is only very mild variance in grade,
this is a solid and consistent set.
850 1958 A & BC Who-Z-At-Star
		
Complete Set (70)

Ex-Mt............ ..25

851 1958 Parkhurst Missiles & Satellites (50)
		
Complete Set
NM to Nm-Mt...... 60
Superb condition, these very attractive cards have fine color
images throughout. Condition is almost entirely NM to
Nm-Mt, there are hardly any weaker cards, nothing has been
pulled for grading.

852 1958 Topps Zorro (88) Complete Set Ex-Mt........ 120
Clean and colorful set, these tend to have crisp corners and
clean borders. Centering varies somewhat, some cards could
be upgraded if desired. Condition looks to be about 70% ExMt or better, the balance is mainly in the VG-Ex to Ex range.
853 1959 Sicle Airplanes
Lot of 17 different + extras

NM.................... 23

854 1960 Fleer Spins & Needles
Complete Set (80)				
Ex-Mt................ 50
Uncommon set from 1960, these are crisp and clean cards.
Centering varies as is probably typical, there are some Near
Mint cards here.
855 1963 Topps Beverly Hillbillies
		
Complete Set				
NM.................. 150
Popular 1960s pop culture set, this attractive color set is
filled with fun images. The set has some off-center cards but
is a strong Near Mint overall, these are really nice cards.
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856 1965 Fleer Hogans Heroes
Complete Set
Ex-Mt/NM......... 150
Fun set from this classic 1960s comedy, this 66-card is very
clean overall. Set is problem free, centering is solid overall,
this is a strong Ex-Mt/NM set. About 30% of the set is
Near Mint, the balance is almost all Ex-Mt or Ex-Mt/NM.
857 1966 Donruss Green Hornet
Complete Set
NM to Nm-Mt............ 150
Super sharp and clean set, these look terrific. Bright and
very fresh 44-card set, centering varies mildly, nothing has
been picked for grading. These look NM to Nm-Mt all the
way to our eyes.
858 1966 Fleer Three Stooges Complete Set NM........ 250
Very sharp, pack fresh set, this has centering issues. We sent
nine cards into PSA, they came back as follows: PSA 9 oc:
5, 15, 21, 51, 56; PSA 8 oc: 1, 66; PSA 7: 41 & PSA 5: 22. The
balance of the cards are sharp and fine, 24 are fairly well
centered, the balance have centering issues.

859 1967 Fleer Mr Magoo Tattoo Wax Box Ex-Mt/NM.. 50
Full box has 120 tattoo transfer packs. The box shows general wear, the backs are tight and clean. We have seen single
packs sell for almost $20.
860 1971 Brady Bunch Complete Set		................ 400
Beloved and iconic television show, one of the most popular
ever created. For whatever reason, the cards were produced
in a fairly limited quantity and are very hard to find. Missing from almost all non-sport set runs from this era, this is
only the second or third full set that we have handled.
The offered set could use a handful of upgrades but is a
pleasing Ex to Ex Plus overall. Approximately 20-25% of the
set is Ex-Mt, there are some VG and VG-Ex cards, but they
are mainly in the Ex to Ex Plus range. Centering varies, this
is a well-presented example of a very difficult and classic set.
861 1971 Partridge Family
Empty 5 Cent Display Box
862 1977 Saturday Night Fever
Full Wax Box					

Ex............... 20
Ex-Mt/NM........ 25

Basketball Cards & Memorabilia

Basketball

864 1950 Royal Desserts
2 Dick McGuire
PSA Authentic.......... 75
Very scarce card, these hardly ever come to market. Fully
original and unaltered, wear and a short hand-cut led to the
authentic grade. The card still presents reasonably well, with
a nice image and a clean back. This should be of great interest to very advanced vintage basketball card collectors.
865 1957 Topps 77 Bill Russell RC
PSA 2....... 150
Creasing keeps this vital basketball card at a 2. With that
disclosed, this card offers a perfect image, rich color and
clean white borders. Centered to the left border as is typical,
the corners are Ex or better overall. An affordable example
of a very pricey card needed by so many collectors, this
should be a very popular lot!

866 1957 Topps 62 different w/some stars VG-Ex...... 350
Missing only 18 cards, this is one the most classic of all basketball card sets. About 25% of the cards are well centered,
the balance is typical for the issue but certainly not terrible.
Without respect to centering, the cards are Ex to possibly
Ex Plus overall, centering lowers the overall grade as usual.
A very pleasing and acceptable foundation for a mid-grade
set, these better cards come in the lot: 1 Clifton, 2 Yardley, 5
Sharman, 10 Arizin, 12 S. Martin, 13 Schayes, 15 F Ramsey,
24 Pettitt, 26 Shue, 28 Mikkelsen, 29 Naulls, 43 Hundley, 44
Gola, 59 Bianchi, 71 Twyman and 78 Lovellette.
868 1969 Topps Collection of 63 stars
w/3 each Havlicek, West, Bradley
VG-Ex...... 250
Good mid-grade 1969-70 Topps star lot, three cards are
slabbed: 45 Lucas PSA 4, 60 Reed RC BVG 5.5 & 84 Greer
BVG 4. The rest of the cards include: 15 Hawkins RC (4), 20
Havlicek RC (3), 35 Baylor (2), 40 Cunningham RC (3), 43
Bradley RC (3), 45 Lucas RC (3), 50 Robertson (2), 55 Bing
RC, 56 Unseld RC (4), 60 Reed RC, 75 Hayes RC (2), 78 Love
RC, 80 Monroe RC (2), 82 Nelson RC (4), 85 DeBusschere
RC (3), 90 West (3), 98 Frazier RC (2) and 99 Checklist. The
condition is mainly Good - VG-Ex, several cards have creasing and centering issues, these are perfect for a lower grade
collector and/or for getting autographs.

869 1969 Topps Complete Set
Ex-Mt....... 300
Classic Topps basketball set, these are not rare but are just
loaded with big name stars. Smartly designed with a clean
look and a tall size befitting the subject, the offered set is
nice. Condition is about 75-80% Ex-Mt to Near Mint. Centering is not bad at all, a few star cards could benefit from
an upgrade if desired. We grade the key cards as follows: 1
Chamberlain Ex-Mt, 2 Goodrich RC Ex-Mt+, 20 Havlicek
RC Ex, 25 Alcindor RC PSA 4 (bright card with tiny surface
wrinkle), 35 Baylor Ex-Mt+, 40 Cunningham RC Ex, 43
Bradley RC NM, 50 Robertson VG-Ex/Ex, 56 Unseld RC
Ex-Mt, 60 Reed RC Ex-Mt, 75 Hayes RC Ex-Mt, 90 West ExMt+, 98 Frazier RC VG and 99 Checklist VG-Ex mk.

870 1972 Topps 195 Erving RC
PSA 7....... 100
Ideal 7, this is very well centered with four sharp corners.
The color is terrific, the image looks great, and the borders
are bright white.
871 1986 Fleer 57 Michael Jordan RC BVG 8.5... 750
Super popular card, the demand for these seems to be endless. Centered 55/45 or so to the right border, this has great
color and four super sharp corners. There are no chips in
the color borders. This looks to be a very precise and fair
grade to our eyes.

Basketball

872 1986 Fleer Complete Set
NM.......... 500
Sharp set has some centering issues. The Jordan Rookie
came back a PSA 8 oc. The cards are mainly 60/40 to 65/35
left to right, about 30% centered somewhat heavily to heavily to the bottom border, they are otherwise sharp and clean.
The other key cards are as follows: 1 Jabbar NM, 7 Barkley
RC NM, 9 Bird NM, 26 Drexler RC NM, 32 Ewing RC NM,
53 Magic Johnson NM, 68 K Malone RC Nm-Mt, 82 Olajuwon RC NM and 109 Thomas RC NM.

874 1961 Boston Celtics World Championship
Banner w/autograph
................. 100
Fun piece, this 36x58 green and white vinyl banner almost
certainly hung at Boston Garden. Simply designed, this
celebrates the Boston Celtics 1961 title over the Lakers in
seven games. Celtic team member Satch Sanders signed the
banner. Bright and clean, this displays very well.
JSA LOA (autograph).

875 Auto Basketball Jordan, Michael (HOF, UDA)
									
9.5............ 300
Great Jordan signed basketball, this is a UDA ball in the
original box with the paperwork. Signed Michael Jordan
HOF 2009, the signature and inscription are in bold black
sharpie ink. Very limited edition piece (34/50), this would
be a fantastic addition to any quality basketball collection.
One of the most popular athletes in the world, this is a serious signed basketball.
873 1986 Fleer Complete Set + Stickers
		
w/Jordan BVG 8.5
............... 1000
Hot basketball set, a really nice 8.5 Jordan anchors this one.
The Jordan Rookie has outstanding color, four really sharp
corners and terrific borders; centered just a hair to the left
border, this probably kept it from grading a 9. The sticker
set is included, the Jordan came back an 8 st from PSA. The
remainder of the set is a strong Nm-Mt or better overall,
with 1/3 of the cards 65/35 to 80/20 in centering. The keys
are as follows: 1 Jabbar NM, 7 Barkley RC NM, 9 Bird NM,
26 Drexler RC Nm-Mt, 27 Dumars RC Nm-Mt, 31 Erving
NM, 32 Ewing RC NM, 53 Magic Johnson NM, 68 K Malone
RC NM, 77 Mullin RC NM, 82 Olajuwon RC Nm-Mt, 109
Thomas RC NM and 131 Worthy RC NM.
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876 Auto Basketball Robertson, Russell & West! 9.5... 150
How is this for some NBA star power? The offered lot has
high grade official basketballs signed by none other than
Oscar Robertson (Mr Triple Double), Bill Russell and Jerry
West. Each has a PSA sticker, two have the cards as well.
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Signed Jerseys

Basketball

877 James, LeBron (UDA)
9.5............ 200
In the original box with the paperwork, offered is a great
LeBron James size 52 All Star jersey. Limited edition
(110/123), this perfectly clean and attractive jersey has a
huge flowing black sharpie ink signature on the front.
How neat is this?

883 Jordan, Michael (UDA, superb)
9.5............ 250
Great piece, this is a superb high quality Mitchell & Ness
home white Michael Jordan Chicago Bulls model jersey.
A UDA piece in the original box, this is a very limited edition (62/123). Signed by Jordan on his uniform number on
the back, Jordan added a rare HOF inscription in his own
hand. How nice is this for a Jordan signed jersey?

878 James, LeBron (UDA)
9.5............ 200
In the original box with the proper UDA holograms, offered
is a wonderful LeBron James reproduction jersey from his
first All Star Game in 2005. Part of an extremely limited edition (99/123), this is a real treasure for a big LeBron or NBA
collector. LeBron signed the back in bold black sharpie ink,
the signature looks terrific. This is a beautiful jersey.

884 Jordan, Michael (UDA, superb)
9.5............ 250
Another great piece, this is a superb huge high quality NBA
USA basketball Michael Jordan model jersey. A UDA piece
in the original box, this is a very limited edition (51/209).
Signed by Jordan on his uniform number on the back, the
signature is in Mint silver sharpie ink. How nice is this for
a Jordan signed jersey?

879 James, LeBron (UDA)
9.5............ 200
In the original box with the proper UDA holograms, offered
is a perfectly clean Miami Heat Back 2 Back LeBron James
model jersey. Extremely limited edition (4/25), this has a
large LeBron James signature on the front.

885 Jordan, Michael (UDA, superb)
9.5............ 250
Great piece, this is a superb high quality Mitchell & Ness
home white Michael Jordan Chicago Bulls model jersey.
A UDA piece in the original box with the paperwork, this
looks terrific. Signed by Jordan on his uniform number on
the back, this is a large, bold and classic MJ exemplar. It
does not get any cleaner or more attractive than this for a
Jordan signed jersey.

882 Jordan, Michael				
9.5............ 300
Gorgeous home white Mitchell & Ness Michael Jordan Chicago Bulls model jersey, this is in the original UDA box with
the paperwork. The jersey is signed boldly by Jordan on
his uniform number in black sharpie ink. In a great touch,
Jordan added The Shrug vs. Portland 6/30/1992. The shrug
refers to a famous three-point shot by Jordan in the NBA
finals against the Portland Trail Blazers. Extremely limited
edition piece, this is number 15/23.

886 Jordan, Michael (UDA)
9.5............ 300
Perhaps the ultimate signed basketball jersey, offered is a
well displayed Michael Jordan. A UDA piece (with paperwork), this is perfectly presented in a 36x44 frame. MJ
signed on his number 23 in jet black sharpie ink. A modern
classic, these are always extremely popular among collectors.

Large Prints

Basketball

887 James, LeBron				
9.5................... 125
Fun 22x34 color poster, this graphic image is titled King
James and was produced by DC Comics. LeBron signed this
in bold black sharpie ink in a perfect spot. Well matted and
framed, the total size is 31x43.

893 Magic Johnson/Michael Jordan (UDA) 9.5............. 150
How is this for some star power? Offered is a magnificent
16x20 color image of two legendary NBA stars facing off
against each other. Each has signed in bold matching black
sharpie ink by the bottom border. This comes with the original UDA paperwork.

888 James, LeBron				
9.5................... 150
A signature LeBron image, this is great photography. Pictured with the Miami Heat, this arresting image is 24x26
and is presented in a fine custom shadow box style display.
Signed in large and perfect silver sharpie ink, the autograph
looks terrific. Very limited edition UDA piece (19/50), this
has the hologram but not the paperwork.
902 Jordan, Michael (UDA)
9.5................... 150
Great looking 16x16 collage has four Images of MJ in Chicago Bulls home and road uniforms doing a dunk. This has a
large silver sharpie ink signature near the bottom border.
Matted and framed, total size 21x21. This has the UDA
paperwork.

889 James, LeBron (UDA, lot of 2)
9.5................... 250
Spotless matched pair of desirable LeBron James UDA pieces, these both celebrate LeBron’s 2002 NBA title, his first
Championship. This is a great looking 36x18 composite
image with a huge shot of LeBron right in the center.
LeBron signed each print in perfect silver sharpie ink.
Both have UDA holograms, one has the paperwork as well.
These eagerly await your choice of frame!

892 James/Anthony (UDA)
9.5................... 100
Fine early LeBron James piece, this great looking 20x16
limited edition (36/50) Upper Deck piece features a very
young LeBron James and his buddy Carmelo Anthony.
Titled Rivals, each player signed next to their image in large
and perfect black sharpie ink. It is amazing how young these
two superstars look in this image. Nicely matted and framed
in a heavy frame, total size 22x26.

903 Jordan, Michael (UDA)
9.5................... 150
This is a simply awesome 20x16 color image of Jordan with
hair dunking very high in the air in the 1980s. A signature
image from the Slam Dunk contest, the autograph is also
special. Jordan signed this in Mint silver sharpie ink, the
autograph is an amazing nine inches long! This comes with
the UDA paperwork.

904 Jordan, Michael (UDA)
9.5................... 150
This is a simply awesome 30x12 panoramic style image of
Jordan with hair dunking very high in the air in the 1980s.
A signature image from the Slam Dunk contest, the autograph is also special. Jordan signed this in Mint silver sharpie ink, the autograph is an amazing nine inches long! This
has the UDA hologram but not the paperwork.
Limited edition (271/500).
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Large Prints

Basketball

905 Jordan, Michael (UDA)
9.5................... 150
Offered is a high quality limited edition (127/300) MJ
signed 16x20. Jordan is dunking in a home white uniform.
Fine image, MJ signed this in large and flowing silver
sharpie ink in a perfect spot. This has the UDA hologram
and paperwork. Matted and framed, total size 21x25.
906 Jordan, Michael (UDA)
9.5................... 150
Offered is a high quality very limited edition (58/123) MJ
signed 16x20. Jordan is cradling a basketball he is about to
dunk. Great photography, MJ signed this in large and flowing silver sharpie ink in a perfect spot. This has the UDA hologram & paperwork. Matted and framed, total size 21x25.

907 Jordan, Michael (UDA)
9.5................... 150
Fine color image of Jordan dunking in a red Bulls uniform,
this is a great aerial image. Signed by Jordan in large silver
sharpie ink in a perfect spot, this looks great. Very limited
edition UDA piece (35/123), this comes with the paperwork.
912 Jordan, Michael (UDA)
9.5................... 200
Classic MJ signed 16x20, he is running the court in a home
white Chicago Bulls uniform. Great oversize UDA piece,
this has a large and perfect black sharpie ink signature right
in the center. This has the UDA hologram but not the paperwork. Total size 21x25.

913 Jordan, Michael (UDA)
9.5................... 200
Terrific 2004 UDA piece, this is a very limited edition (5/23)
item. This 14x19 print celebrates Jordan’s 4th NBA title in
1996. Signed by Jordan in a perfect spot, this is a huge and
perfect black sharpie ink signature. Smartly matted and
framed to 20x25, this comes with the UDA paperwork.
914 Jordan, Michael (UDA - great golfing image) 9.5... 150
Very fun Jordan UDA piece, this is a wonderful oversize
13x19 color image. Jordan signed this in bold black sharpie
ink. Limited edition (42/230), this has a UDA hologram and
paperwork. Matted and framed, total size 19x24.

915 Jordan, Michael (Peter Max)
9.5................... 150
The classic Peter Max litho of Michael Jordan, this has the
UDA hologram but not the paperwork. Limited edition,
this is perfectly clean, with a terrific Jordan signature.
Pricey piece, these have sold for up to $2,000 over the years.
Numbered 298/423, this has UDA and JSA stickers.
916 Super NBA HOF Lot of jerseys
		
& large prints (5 pcs)
9.5................... 250
Super star power here, offered are two signed jerseys of
Oscar Robertson and three large prints. The three large
prints are of Oscar Robertson, Bill Russell and these two
paired together. Each item comes with an individual JSA or
PSA LOA card.

Boxing Cards & Memorabilia

Boxing

917 Large Print Ali, Muhammed
9.5............ 100
Classic 18x24 Paluso litho, 61/300, this has a particularly
large and impressive Ali signature in the bottom margin.
Signed by Ali and Paluso, this eagerly awaits your choice of
frame. There is a JSA sticker but no paperwork.

922 Louis, Joe Triple Signed 1975 Program + Ali 9.5.... 225
Great item, offered is something we have not seen before.
This is a special Boxing Writers Dinner program from 1975.
Signed by the legendary Joe Louis a full three times in three
different places!, how neat is this? In addition, this has a
rare M. A. abbreviated Muhammed Ali signature on the
back cover. How often do you find a nice item that pairs the
beloved Joe Louis and Muhammed Ali? JSA LOA.

918 Ali, Muhammed Signed 1971 S.I.
9.5............ 120
Full S.I. issue with an Ali cover, we do not see this one
signed very often. Ali signed and dated this 1983, the
autograph is huge and superb, as nice as you will see. Good
piece. JSA LOA (full).

919 8 x 10 Ali (Ring Magazine print, superb) 9............. 150
Beautiful and possibly rare Ali 8x10, offered is an original
Ring Magazine print of a young Ali. Signed by Ali in red
ink, this is a huge, flowing and terrific earlier Ali signature.
This is so much nicer than the contemporary 8x10s with
tiny signatures. JSA LOA (full).

923 3 x 5 Substantial Collection w/strong content
(120 pcs)						
9............... 150
Fine lot of 3x5s and related flats, the condition is very clean.
These range from the 1930s through about 1990. Some are
inscribed, these better autographs come in the lot: Baer
(dated 1955), Bonavena (2), Conn, Dempsey, Dunphy,
Duran, Foreman, Goldstein, Graziano, Holmes, Holyfield,
Huarte, Johannsen, LaMotta, L. Lewis, Fl. Patterson, Pep, S.
Ray Robinson, Root, Rosenbloom, Ross, Scalzo, Schmelling,
Izzy Schwartz, Spinks, Tunney, Walcott (1950s) and Zale.
JSA LOA.

920 Ali, Muhammed Signed Salvino Statue Lot
		
(4 pcs)				
9............... 300
Good lot of Ali Salvino statues, each is hand-signed and in
the original box as issued. It is very unusual to find these
in any kind of quantity.

921 Large Print Lot of 4 Alis + One Tyson 9.5............ 400
Offered is a terrific lot of three perfectly clean color 16x20s
of Ali; each image has a large and top quality gold sharpie
ink signature and has a Mounted Memories LOA card. Also
included is a signed limited edition (157/300) Christopher
Paluso Ali litho and a Mike Tyson 16x20 with a Steiner LOA
card. Good oversize boxing lot.
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924 James Jeffries Complete Set in box (53 cards)
								
Ex............. 150
A fabulous 1909 deck of Jeffries Championship Souvenir
Playing cards, featuring heavyweight champion Jim Jeffries
on the back of each card with other fighters and fight scenes
of the era on the face/suit side of each card. The deck is
complete with 52 poker playing cards and two additional
cards including a Joker and title card naming the deck and
even includes the rare, slightly torn paper foldout checklist
of the fighters represented on each card by suit. The deck
is housed in its original decorative box which is split open
on one side, the cards themselves have seen ample play and
remain in respectable condition.
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Boxing/Football

Football Cards & Memorabilia

925 1910 T210 Mecca White Borders
42 different w/Sullivan
GVG......... 100
Lower grade lot ranges from Fair to VG-Ex, averaging
roughly GVG overall. There might be a few duplicates,
several stars are included.
926 Beagles Postcard Jack Johnson
SGC 3......... 90
Neat piece, offered is a very uncommon vintage 1920s
Beagles Postcard (printed in England) of renowned Heavyweight Champion Jack Johnson. This offers an attractive
image, has not been mailed and no obvious creasing.
The corners exhibit mild and consistent wear.

927 Jack Dempsey Large Cardboard Sign
................. 100
Much rarer than a much smaller sign that exists, offered is a
wonderful large 32” tall (16” wide) 1930’s vintage die-cut
standee of heavyweight boxing champion Jack Dempsey.
Missing from above his extended arm is the advertising
for Rippled Wheat for which this display was intended to
promote in stores. Good condition with a crease across
Dempsey’s face and stains that have been touched up along
the bottom of the display. This is only the second such sign
that we have ever seen.
928 1951 Ringside Complete Set -16 (80 pcs)
		
VG w/many nicer......... 250
Set is missing #s 1, 7, 11-12, 32, 42, 48-9, 60-1, 67, 86, 88-9,
95-6. The cards are mainly an honest VG to VG-Ex with
some variance, lower grade but not abused or ugly. There
are many high numbers here, providing for a substantial
value. It should not be terribly difficult to complete this set
if desired. These better cards come in the lot: 3 LaMotta VG,
31 Walcott Good, 43 R Robinson VG+, 51 Willard VG, 54
Jeffries Ex-Mt mc, 55 Fitzsimmons SP GVG, 59 Corbett Ex,
69 JL Sullivan VG-Ex/Ex, 72 Ketchell VG+, 73 Gavilan Ex,
83 Apostoli VG-Ex/Ex and 85 Charles/Walcott VG+.

929 1935 National Chicle Wrapper
................. 195
Vital wrapper from one of the ultimate football sets, these
do not come around very often. The offered wrapper has no
tears or technical flaws and good color. There is some fine
creasing in spots, the edges are all crisp. You almost have to
add this to a nice 35 Chicle set!
930 1935 Wheaties Red Grange
SGC 4....... 125
So undervalued, this is a terrific and very attractive oversize
card of a football legend. Very well cut with full borders,
this has great color and a flawless image. The surfaces are
clean, the back has no issues. We could not see any creases
or wrinkles, this may well be undergraded, but either way it
looks great.

931 1948 Bowman Complete Set
VG+......... 500
Tough set with the many short-prints, full sets do not come
around every day. The offered set is an honest VG Plus
to VG-Ex set overall with mild variance. There are seven
slabbed cards, all but one PSA, 3s to 5s. The key cards grade
individually as follows: 1 Tereshinski VG-Ex, 3 Lujack VG+,
7 Van Buren VG-Ex, 12 Conerly Good, 22 Baugh PSA 4, 26
Waterfield VG+, 36 Turner VG-Ex, 48 Kutner VG, 60 Nickel
GVG, 63 Pihos VG+, 81 Goldberg PSA 3, 84 Crisler PSA 3.5,
90 Garnaas BVG 5, 99 Gilmer VG+, 102 Angsman VG-Ex,
107 Luckman VG and 108 Ray VG. The short-printed cards
are not bad at all, this is a very pleasing and nice set for the
grade.
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Football

1955 All Americans

933 1
Hickman
PSA 7..................... 50
Crisp and clean #1 cad has square corners and clean borders. Centered mildly to the right border, this is a nice 7.
934 7
Bershak
PSA 8..................... 30
Well centered with four sharp corners, solid 8.

932 1950 Bowman Complete Set
VG - VG-Ex........ 500
Classic Bowman set, this has many stars. The offered set is
a very pleasing and consistent VG to VG-Ex overall. There
are some cleaner cards scattered about, the backs are clean,
nothing really needs to be upgraded. A great value as a set,
the many key cards grade as follows: 1 Walker VG, 5 Tittle/
RC PSA 3, 6 Groza/RC VG-Ex, 9 Canadeo/RC VG-Ex/Ex,
16 Davis Army RC VG+, 17 Waterfield VG-Ex, 23 Van Buren
Ex-Mt, 26 Lujack GVG, 27 Luckman Ex, 35 Perry RC Ex-Mt
oc, 37 Layne FBC VG, 43 Motley RC Good, 45 Graham RC
PSA 2.5, 51 Fears RC VG+, 52 Hirsch RC VG-Ex, 100 Baugh
VG+, 132 Bedarnik FBC VG+ and 144 Ramsey RC VG+.

935 12 Graham
PSA 7..................... 60
Well centered with four sharp corners, this is a terrific 7.
A key to the set, this looks great.
936 14 Tinsley RC
PSA 8..................... 35
Quality 8, this is reasonably well centered with four sharp
corners.
937 21 White RC
PSA 7..................... 40
Very well centered, this fine 7 has a touch at the upper left
corner.
938 27 Grange
PSA 8................... 175
A key to the set, this fine 8 is well centered with four sharp
corners. The color is rich, the borders are white. This looks
to be a very high-end 8 to our eyes.
939 28 Hein RC
PSA 9................... 300
A key to a Mint 9 set, this is a newly graded Mint example of
the popular Mel Hein card. Perfectly centered with four
Mint super sharp corners, this has pristine white borders
and simply looks great. Who wants to move up on the set
registry?
940 34 O’Brien RC
PSA 8..................... 40
Attractive card has great color. There are four sharp corners,
centering is 60/40 or better all around.
941 49

Zimmerman

PSA 8..................... 35

943 53

Green

PSA 8..................... 35

942 52 Lujack
PSA 9................... 275
Mint card of this popular HOFer, this has four perfect corners, outstanding centering and pristine surfaces. Fully
deserving of its 9 grade, this is a great addition for any high
grade set collector looking to move up on the registry.
944 55 Merritt
PSA 8..................... 35
Short-print 8, this is well centered with four sharp corners.
945 57 Hanson
PSA 8..................... 35
Very colorful short-print 8, this is well centered with four
sharp corners.
946 61 Brickley
PSA 8.5.................. 70
Extremely sharp and fine card, we do not know why it did
not come a Mint 9. The corners look terrific, this is well
centered as well.
947 89 Goldberg
PSA 8..................... 35
Popular player this is well centered with four sharp corners.
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1955 All Americans

Football

948 Collection of 16 w/many PSA 7s (SMR $426).......... 125
Clean lot with many nicer cards, the SMR value is $426 at
time of writing. All are PSA-graded unless noted, content is
as follows: 5 7, 15 7, 21 White RC SGC 5.5, 24 Strong SGC
5, 25 SGC 5, 33 7, 35 Harmon RC SGC 6, 44 6, 46 7, 58 6, 64
SGC 4, 73 6, 75 7, 85 Luckman 5, 86 7 and 91 6.

951 1957 Topps

32 Bobby Layne

PSA 8......... 20

952 1958 Topps CFL Complete Set
Ex............. 200
Very uncommon 88-card Canadian Football League set, the
condition varies. There is one slabbed card: 87 Kwong SGC
7. Two cards have a stray check mark on the front, the set
varies mildly and averages about Ex overall.
953 1959 Topps CFL Complete Set
Ex-Mt....... 200
Very uncommon 88-card Canadian Football League set,
centering varies but the set is about 80% or more Ex-Mt or
higher. A handful of cards could be upgraded, the set has a
very fresh and clean feel to it.

949 Complete Set				
Ex............. 500
Key set, a vital and classic issue. Loaded with big names,
these are always very popular among collectors and dealers.
The offered set varies from VG to Ex-Mt Plus, averaging Ex
overall. The key cards reflect the condition of the set. There
are some very nice looking stars in this quality mid-grade
set, we grade them individually as follows: 1 Hickman VGEx/Ex, 6 Kinnick RC Ex-Mt, 12 Graham Ex+, 16 Rockne
VG-Ex/Ex, 20 Baugh Ex-Mt, 21 White RC VG+, 27 Grange
Ex-Mt+, 29 Nomellini VG+, 35 Harmon RC VG-Ex/Ex,
37 Thorpe VG (no creases), 38 Stagg RC VG+, 52 Lujack
VG-Ex/Ex, 56 Nevers RC Ex, 59 Blanchard RC VG-Ex/Ex,
68 Four Horsemen RC Ex, 85 Luckman Ex, 97 Hutson RC
Ex-Mt mc, 98 Feathers VG-Ex/Ex, and 100 Henry RC Ex ctd.

950 1956 Topps
Complete Set
VG+......... 250
Honest VG to VG-Ex set, this is fairly consistent, a small
number of cards can be upgraded if desired. The cards tend
to have good color and display well, there are no technical
issues. The key cards are as follows: 1 Johnny Carson SP
VG+, 11 George Blanda Good, 13 Vic Janowicz SP VG+,
22 Chicago Cardinals SP VG, 44 Joe Schmidt RC VG+, 49
Eddie LeBaron GVG, 53 Frank Gifford VG, 58 Ollie Matson SP VG, 60 Lenny Moore RC VG-Ex/Ex, 61 Washington
Redskins SP VG, 86 Y.A. Tittle Ex-Mt, 101 Roosevelt Grier
RC VG+ mk, 116 Bobby Layne Ex and 120 Billy Vessels RC
VG+.

954 1960 Topps CFL Complete Set
Ex+.......... 175
Very uncommon 88-card Canadian Football League set.
Condition is not bad at all, but the cards do vary, about half
Ex, the balance almost all a strong VG to VG-Ex or VG-Ex/
Ex. The set has a very attractive design.
955 1961 Topps CFL Complete Set
Ex+.......... 175
Larger CFL set, this one checks in at 132 cards. The checklist
is not marked, the last card is nice. Black and white, many
cards are significantly off-center. Condition is about half
Ex-Mt, the balance tend to be crisp but off-center. There are
several recognizable names in this set.

956 1962 Topps CFL Complete Set
Ex-Mt....... 175
Even larger CFL set, this one checks in at 169 cards. Smaller
format issue, this set is a clean Ex-Mt overall with only mild
variance. Several former or future NFL players are in this
neat looking set.

Football

957 1963 Topps CFL Complete Set
Ex+.......... 150
Colorful 88-card CFL set, this has a clean checklist. Condition ranges almost entirely from Ex to Ex-Mt and is nice;
70% of the set appears to be Ex-Mt or better to our eyes.
959 1964 Topps CFL Complete Set
Ex-Mt....... 125
Very colorful and attractive 88-card CFL set, condition averages a very solid Ex-Mt or better throughout, this displays
really well. The checklist is mid-grade and unmarked.

961 1965 Topps
Complete Set
Ex+.......... 800
Vital football set, these are not easy to find and are always
desirable. A very pleasing, well-centered Joe Namath Rookie
SGC 3.5 anchors the offered set. The card has great color
and a perfect image, a corner line by the upper left keeps
this at an awfully nice VG Plus. The balance of the set is
quite sharp overall but with many off-center cards; one
checklist looks great, one is marked. The key cards grade as
follows: 1 Tommy Addison SP VG-Ex/Ex, 35 Jack Kemp SP
NM oc, 36 Daryl Lamonica NM oc, 46 Willie Brown RC SP
NM, 69 Blanda Ex-Mt+ st, 87 Checklist SP Ex-Mt+,
91 Bell NM oc, 94 Buchanan NM oc, 99 Dawson NM mc,
121 Maynard Ex-Mt+, 122 Joe Namath RC SP SGC 3.5, 133
Fred Biletnikoff RC SP Ex, 137 Ben Davidson RC SP VG+,
155 Lance Alworth Ex-Mt+ and 176 Checklist SP VG.

958 1964 Philadelphia 79 Starr
PSA 8......... 60
Well centered with four sharp corners, the color is vibrant,
the corners are bright white.
960 1965 Topps 122 Joe Namath RC
PSA 1....... 150
Tape and some issues by the top and bottom borders keep
this at a 1. The card retains perfect color and image quality,
this should be a very popular lot.

962 1965 Topps CFL Complete Set
Ex-Mt....... 125
132-card set, these have great color and bright white borders. The checklists are both unmarked, condition varies
slightly but averages about Ex-Mt overall.
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963 1969 Topps
Complete Set
Ex-Mt....... 150
Fine looking set, this has always been one of my personal
favorites with the great color backgrounds. Crisp and very
clean overall, condition is about 80% Ex-Mt or better, the
balance is almost entirely Ex or so, very, very few cards are
in need of an upgrade. The key cards grade as follows:
1 Kelly Ex++, 25 Unitas NM, 26 Piccolo RC VG,
51 Sayers Ex-Mt+, 75 Meredith Ex++, 100 Namath NM,
120 Csonka RC Ex+, 139 Butkus Ex++, 161 Griese Ex-Mt,
215 Starr Ex-Mt+ and 232 Blanda Ex-Mt+.

Football Autographs

Football

964 Auto Football 1959 Cleveland Browns
w/Jim Brown & Paul Brown
7............... 150
Quality 1950s signed football, this reasonably clean Wilson
model has 34 total signatures. The autographs very mildly in
darkness, they are on the light side. Interesting enough, Jim
and Paul Brown are above and below the main panel signed
by the team. Fine ball as this has such an early Jim Brown
signature, also Paul Brown is not easy to find on a football
either. There are an amazing eight HOFers on this football.
Other better signatures include Chuck Noll, Lou Groza,
Bobby Mitchell, Willie Davis, Milt Plum, Billy Houghton,
Frank Clarke and Ray Renfro. JSA LOA (full).

965 Mini Helmet
Brady, Tom
9.5............ 100
Vital signed mini helmet, these are missing from almost all
collections. Offered is a Pats model, singed by Tom Brady
in spotless black sharpie ink. This has a Mounted Memories
hologram and LOA card.
966 Mini Helmet
Brady, Tom
9.5............ 100
Vital signed mini helmet, these are missing from almost all
collections. Offered is a Pats model, singed by Tom Brady
in spotless black sharpie ink. This has a Mounted Memories
hologram.

967 Signed Helmet Brady, Tom
9.5............ 150
Desirable Riddell Revolution Speed official helmet, this is in
the original box. Brady signed this silver Pats full size helmet in bold blue sharpie ink. This has a Tristar hologram.

970 Signed Helmet Brady, Tom (lot of 3 different)
								
9.5............ 300
Something you never see, this is a lot of three different Tom
Brady signed full size helmets. The ultimate football player,
these are in the original boxes and have bold sharpie ink
signatures. The first helmet is a classic Pats silver helmet
(Tristar LOA), the second is a white Pats throwback model
(Tristar LOA) and the third is a Super Bowl MVP helmet
(Tristar hologram).

971 Jersey Brady, Tom (Steiner)
9.5............ 150
Vital signed jersey from the ultimate football player, this is a
high quality NFL on field model. This road jersey has a bold
and large black sharpie ink signature. This comes with a
Steiner LOA card.
972 Brady, Tom Signed Ice Alternate Helmet 9.5......... 150
Good piece, this is a very uncommon Tom Brady official
Riddell Speed Replica full size helmet. With a Steiner LOA
card, this white Patriots Ice Alternate full size helmet is
signed by Brady in red sharpie ink. This comes in the original box. Extremely limited edition, 3/12.

973 Goal Line Collection of 50 different
		
signed postcards
9.5............ 350
Spotless run of signed Goal Lines, this is a nice start on a set
or can fill in many holes at a (potentially) great price level.
An exact listing will be on our web site. Content includes:
Badgro, Bilentnikoff, Campbell, Canadeo, Connor, Csonka,
W. Davis, Ditka, Dorsett, Dudley, Fears, Groza, Hornung,
Motley, Nomellini, Singletary and Tittle. JSA LOA.

Football

974 Heisman Trophy Winners Signed Helmet
		
(28 different sigs!)
9.5............ 500
Fine Heisman Trophy winners signed helmet, this has 20
different signatures. With a Steiner hologram, the quality
is terrific. Loaded with big name players, including Berwanger, Davis, Cassidy, Simpson, Plunkett, Dorsett, Campbell, Sims, H. Walker, Flutie, Bo Jackson, Barry Sanders and
more. We see people asking $2,500 for these when they come
to market. JSA LOA.

975 Large Print Key Football HOFers
w/Brady & Montana (8 pcs)
9............... 200
Big time lot of signed football 16x20s and related items, this
absolutely loaded lot is as follows: Bradshaw (PSA card),
Brady (Mounted Memories hologram), Montana (2 Ron
Lewis posters, one has a PSA card), Rice (PSA sticker/his
hologram) and Starr (2, 1 has a Mounted Memories hologram) and Unitas (litho, PSA card). These would look great
displayed together.

976 Jersey Manning, Peyton (lot of 2)
9.5............ 125
Quality pair of Peyton Manning orange Denver Broncos
road jerseys, each is signed in black sharpie ink. Both have
Steiner holograms, one has an LOA card as well.
977 Signed Helmet Manning, Peyton (lot of 2) 9.5....... 150
Pair of high quality Riddell Revolution full size official
Broncos helmets, these are in the original boxes. Each is
signed in bold silver sharpie ink. One has a 55 TDs, 509th
TD inscription (5/18) w/Fanatics hologram; the other is inscribed NFL REC 55 TDs 5477 YDS (27/118) with a Steiner
hologram.
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978 Large Print Manning, Peyton (lot of 4) 9............... 150
Fine quartet of Peyton Manning signed 16x20s. Content is
as follows: Colts uniform (UDA w/paperwork), SI Cover
(Steiner hologram), Super Bowl XLI w/MVP inscription
(Mounted Memories card) and Broncos uniform w/Steiner
card.

979 Photo Piccolo, Brian
9............... 500
Beautiful piece, this is a great looking b/w postcard size
photo of the beloved Brian Piccolo. Piccolo tragically died
in 1970 at age 26 and was immortalized in the classic film
Brian’s Song. The offered piece is a fine looking image with
a particularly large and impressive flowing black sharpie ink
signature. PSA slabbed.

Football Memorabilia
980
Thornton, Sidney
		
Game Used Pittsburgh Steelers Helmet.............. 150
This rare artifact is an authentic 1970’s Pittsburgh Steelers
game worn football helmet worn by Steelers running back
and two time Super Bowl Champion (1979, 1982) Sidney
Thornton (1977-1982). The helmet, which features the Pittsburgh Steelers logo on the left side and decals with Thornton’s uniform number 38 on the front of the helmet, exhibits
heavy game use throughout. Here is an opportunity to own
a Pittsburgh Steelers game used helmet from their historic
era related to one of the greatest NFL dynasties of all-time.
Completely fresh to the hobby, a Steelers collector is going
to really enjoy this terrific helmet that could not have any
more use!
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Great Run of Super Bowl MVP Signed Programs!

981 Collection of Four Early Football Photos............... 100
Engaging lot of vintage football team photos, these are late
19th to early 20th century cabinet style images. The condition is clean overall, these vary in size from 10x8 to 13x9
(without respect to matting or framing). Everything will be
pictured on our web site, interesting aspects of these images
include an African-American mascot and bulldog nose
guards.

983 1968 Super Bowl II Signed by Starr
.................... 300
The scarcest Super Bowl program, this has a slight corner
crease at the lower right but otherwise looks great. NFL
legend and SB MVP Bart Starr signed the cover with an
SB MVP Inscription in flawless silver sharpie ink. This displays very well. There is a Tri-Star hologram and LOA card
for the autograph.
984 1969 Super Bowl III Signed by Namath .................... 100
One of the most famous of all Super Bowls, offered is an
original program signed by Joe Namath. The program itself
has some mild creasing and general wear, it is VG to VG-Ex
overall. The Namath autograph is in huge and flawless black
sharpie ink, this is signed Best Wishes Joe Namath x12.
PSA DNA (full).
985 1970 Super Bowl IV Signed by Dawson	  9.5.
...............
9.5
25
Clean program, this has a bold and fine silver sharpie
signature and SB inscription. Tristar LOA card.

982 Outstanding Square Base Nodders
		
Complete Set (13 pcs)
Ex-Mt/NM....... 500
Wonderful lot, this is something that you just never see.
Offered is a full set of the desirable 1960s wood base football
nodders. Everything is vintage, the condition is quite nice
overall. Every nodder will be pictured front and back on our
web site. These teams come in the lot: 49ers, Bears, Browns,
Cardinals, Colts, Cowboys, Eagles, Giants, Lions, Packers,
Rams, Steelers and Vikings. There is no obvious cracking,
these present extremely well. These can easily sell for hundreds of dollars a piece, this is a difficult run to assemble
as singles. We are going open this at a super low minimum
bid to make things interesting. If you have a good place for
these, these are just utterly charming and adorable collectibles that are simply ideal for display.

986 2002 Super Bowl XXXVI Signed by Brady................ 150
Desirable item, this is Tom Brady’s first Super Bowl and
title. Very clean, the nicely designed cover has a Mint blue
sharpie ink Brady signature. The autograph is large, and
contrasts perfectly against the clean program. This comes
with a Gridiron Authentics hologram and LOA card.
987 2004 Super Bowl XXXVIII Signed by Brady............. 150
Brady’s second title, this has a pleasing black sharpie ink
signature in the center of the cover. The program has slight
wear, this comes with a Tristar hologram and LOA card.
988 2007 Super Bowl XLI Signed by Peyton Manning 9... 50
Fine large signature, Peyton’s first title. Peyton also penned
his uniform number and SB MVP. This has a PSA DNA
sticker but no card.
989 2010 Super Bowl XLIV (Drew Brees) 9.5................. 50
Fun piece, this is signed by the beloved Saints MVP Drew
Brees on the cover in bold and flowing silver sharpie ink.
JSA LOA.

Football

990 2011 Super Bowl XLV (Aaron Rodgers) 9.5............... 75
Key piece, this was Aaron Rodger’s only Super Bowl appearance. Signed in spotless blue sharpie ink right in the center,
very nice. There is a Fanatics hologram. JSA LOA.
991 2015 Super Bowl 49 Signed by Brady .................... 150
Clean program, this has a bold and flowing Tom Brady
signature in a good spot by the left side of the program.
This has a Tristar hologram and LOA card.
992 2017 Super Bowl 51 Signed by Brady .................... 150
Memorable game, Brady’s Patriots staged a historic comeback against the Atlanta Falcons in the second half. Clean
program, this has very large and spotless blue sharpie ink
signature in a perfect spot on the Lombardi trophy.
JSA LOA.
993
Baltimore Ravens (lot of 2)
9.5................. 20
Pair of Ravens SB programs, one cover is signed by
Ray Lewis (sec), the other Joe Flacco. JSA LOA.
994
Broncos SB MVP Programs (2)
9.5................. 75
Nice pair of Denver Broncos title programs, one is signed
by John Elway, the other by Terrell Davis. JSA LOA.
995
Dallas Cowboys (lot of 6)
9.................. 200
Great lot of Big D signed Super Bowl programs, this is a full
run of all six Cowboys title teams! This terrific lot starts
with the vary scarce Super Bowl V program signed by Howley, VI by Staubach, XXII by White and the triple title teams
from the 1990s, signed by Aikman, E. Smith and L. Brown.
These are hardly ever offered as a set. JSA LOA.
996
Miami Dolphins (lot of 2)
9.5............... 100
Pair of better signed Super Bowl programs from these historic early 1970s Dolphins teams, offered are tougher SB 7
and 8 programs, signed on the cover by Larry Csonka, Don
Shula and Jake Scott. One program has a PSA sticker but no
card, the other the ticket from when it was signed. JSA LOA.
997
NY Giants (lot of 4)		 9.5............... 100
Neat lot has SB programs signed by the MVPs from all four
New York Giant titles. The autographs are as follows:
Simms, Anderson and two Eli Mannings. JSA LOA.
998
Oakland Raiders (lot of 3)		 ...................... 50
Trio of Oakland Raiders signed Championship programs,
these are SB XI (Biletnikoff), XV (Plunkett) and XVIII (M.
Allen). Two of these have JSA or PSA LOA cards.

999
Pittsburgh Steelers (lot of 6)
9 .................... 200
Great lot of Steelers signed Super Bowl programs, these
hardly ever come as a full run. These start in 1974 and end
in 2014. This very substantial lot has two Bradshaw signed
covers, Franco Harris, Lynn Swann, Santonio Holmes and
Hines Ward. JSA LOA.
1000 San Francisco 49ers (lot of 5)
9.5................. 200
How is this for some star power? Offered are signed Super
Bowl programs from five 49ers titles, all signed by the Super
Bowl MVP. Three have Joe Montana, one Jerry Rice and the
other Steve Young! JSA LOA.
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1001
Washington Redskins (lot of 3)
9.5................. 75
Three Redskins Championship programs, these have been
signed by Riggins, Williams and Rypien. JSA LOA.
1002
Collection of 6 SB MVP Signed Programs 9...... 100
Good lot of six Super Bowl signed programs, the autographs
are as follows: Deion Branch, Richard Dent, Desmond
Howard, Dexter Jackson, Malcolm Smith and Kurt Warner.
Also included are unsigned programs from 2016 and 2018.
JSA LOA.

College Football & Pin Collection

Large College & High School Vintage Pin
& Related Collection

1003
Better U Penn Football Pin Lot (8 pcs)................ 100
Solid lot of U Penn football pins, two are from the 19th
century. Neatly arrayed in a small butterfly box, these look
terrific. We are told that the two early pins can sell for $200
each.
1004
Collection of 36 Pins in Display
...................... 75
Nicely composed 12x17 display has various colorful and
attractive vintage High School and College football pins.
These are mainly from the 1940s and the 1950s and come in
various sizes.
1005
MacAlester Pin Display (4 pcs)
...................... 40
Smartly composed presentation of four very attractive 1920s
and 1930s Macalester pins; three have the ribbons and/or
ornaments, which is always nice.
1006
Amazing College Football Pinback Display
		
(143 pcs)		
Ex-Mt/NM........... 200
Stunning 40x28 display, this is absolutely loaded with various size pins, all vintage, these look to be mainly from the
1940s through the 1960s. Some have ornaments and original
ribbons, the overall condition is very strong. 17 vintage
football ornaments line the bottom of this great display.
Various college teams from throughout the country are
pictured here, some could well be scarce or rare.
1007
Amazing Display w/66 different pins!
							
Ex-Mt/NM........... 200
Gorgeous display of vintage pinbacks, these look to be
mainly from the 1940s and 1950s. Superb presentation,
these are elegantly presented in a custom 33x19 display. The
pinbacks are all about one inch in diameter and have the
original football ornament and ribbon. Condition varies
somewhat, but these are quite nice overall. This is a truly
wonderful, evocative and museum-worthy display piece.
1008
Army-Navy Display (28 pcs)
Ex-Mt/NM.... 50
12.5 x 16.5 butterfly box is neatly presented with 28 different
Army, Navy and Air Force pins. A few have ornaments and
ribbons, the condition is very clean overall.
1009
Collection of 10 pin trays, 342 pcs .................... 350
If you are into vintage football and related pins and like
quantities, than this is the lot for you. These are all smartly
presented in butterfly boxes, the overall condition is very
clean, and these look terrific. Content is mainly High School
and College Football, but it can get into other subjects as
well. Everything will be pictured on our website for those
looking for buried treasure! Content includes pins from
Ansonia, Army, St. Johns, Swarthmore and Yale. The bulk
of the pins are High School and oddities, these look to be
mainly from the 1940s and the 1950s. Let’s start these at all
of a $1 a pin and see what happens.
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1010
Collection of 81 pins
.................... 160
If you are into vintage football and related pins and like
quantities, than this is the lot for you. These are all smartly presented in 23 small butterfly boxes, mainly arranged
by school, the overall condition is very clean, these look
terrific. Content is mainly College Football, but it can get
into other subjects as well. Everything will be pictured on
our website for those looking for buried treasure! Content
includes pins from most of the classic football schools
and others, these look to be mainly from the 1940s and
the 1950s. Let’s start these at all of a $2 a pin and see what
happens.
1011
Duke Display (21 pcs)
Ex-Mt/NM.... 50
12.5 x 16.5 butterfly box is neatly presented with 21 different
Duke college football and related pins. A few have ornaments and ribbons, the condition is very clean overall, and
there may well be something quite scarce or rare here.
1012
High School Football & Related Pins (100 pcs)... 100
If you are into vintage pins and like quantities, than this is
the lot for you. These are all smartly presented in 29 small
butterfly boxes, mainly arranged by school, the overall
condition is very clean, these look terrific. Content is mainly
High School, but it can get into other subjects as well. Everything will be pictured on our website for those looking for
buried treasure. These look to be mainly from the 1940s and
the 1950s; let’s start these at all of a $1 a pin and see what
happens.

College Football & Pin Collection

1013
Stanford Display (28 pcs)
Ex-Mt/NM.... 50
Fun piece, this 12.5 x 16.5 butterfly box is neatly presented
with various size Stanford and USC college football and
related pins. A few have ornaments and ribbons, the condition is very clean overall, there may well be something quite
scarce or rare here.
1014
Vintage Pin Display (43 pcs)
...................... 80
20x14 display is filled with colorful and attractive pins,
some with ornaments. These are mainly college football.
Various schools throughout the country are included, there
are some High School pins here too. These appear to be
mainly from the 1940s and the 1950s.
1015
Vintage Pin Display (82 pcs)
.................... 100
20x14 display is bursting with mainly smaller size colorful
and attractive pins, some with ornaments. Various schools
throughout the country are included, both college and high
school. These appear to be mainly from the 1940s and the
1950s.

1016
Oregon Pin Display (5 pcs)
...................... 30
1017
Collection of 16 Pins, all with ornaments............. 80
Fun open shadow box style display, this has 16 vintage college football and related pinbacks. Colorful display, each pin
has an original ribbon and ornament, providing for terrific
display value. Total size 18x13.
1018
Collection of 27 Pins, many with ornaments........ 75
Neat butterfly box has 27 assorted college , high school football and related pins. Many have ribbons and ornaments, the
pins are in various sizes and shapes; subjects include Notre
Dame, Georgia Tech, Yale and Rutgers.
1019
Collection of 28 1 1/4 Inch Pins
Ex-Mt/NM.... 50
Fine looking display, this 12 x 8.5 butterfly box contains
28 neatly arranged 1 1/4 inch college football pins.
We believe these to be mainly from the 1940s and the 1950s,
condition is clean overall.
1020
Columbia University (17 pcs)
Ex-Mt/NM.... 50
Creative display, this 12 x 8.5 butterfly box contains 17 neatly arranged college football pins of various sizes. Very
attractive lots as these all have a light blue and white color
scheme; these are all Columbia University pins.
1021
Georgetown University Pin Display (14 pins)..... 100
Substantial lot has many highly collectible and desirable
Gtown pins. These are mainly smaller size, with the trademark dark blue school colors. This is almost a must-have
for a Georgetown alumni who is into sports!
1022

Georgia Tech (8 pcs)

Ex-Mt/NM ............ 25

1023
High School Football Pin Display (130 pcs)
									
Ex-Mt/NM.. 100
Very well rendered display, this custom 22x14 piece is loaded with charming vintage pins. These appear to be all High
School football pins; we believe these mainly dated from the
1940s and the 1950s. Various sizes, these smaller pins tend
to be one inch or small in diameter, with some neat flag pins
in the bottom row. There could well be something scarce or
rare here, the presentation again is terrific.
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1024
Lafayette University (10 pcs)
Ex-Mt/NM.... 40
Neat presentation, offered are ten pins of various sizes.
Clean lot, these go back to 1921.
1025
Large Format Pin Display (12 pcs) Ex-Mt/NM.... 50
Fun display, these are all larger format pins, one with a
ribbon. Various subjects. These come in a 12.5 x 16.5
butterfly box.
1026
Notre Dame (5 pcs)
Ex-Mt/NM.... 40
Small butterfly box contains five clean vintage Notre Dame
pins. Various sizes, one has the original ribbon.
1027
Oregon State (7 pcs)
Ex-Mt/NM.... 25
1028
Sugar Bowl Display (11 pcs)
Ex-Mt/NM.... 50
Neat display piece, this 12.5 x 8.5 butterfly box has 10 Sugar
Bowl pins that date back to 1941. Also included is a small
colorful advertising header card from the 1941 Sugar Bowl.
1029
University of Chicago (6 pcs)
Ex-Mt/NM.... 30
Small butterfly box contains six clean vintage University of
Chicago pins and related items. Various sizes, two have the
original ribbon.
1030
University of Pittsburgh (10 pcs, mainly 1950s)
									
Ex-Mt/NM.... 30
1031
University of Wisconsin (6 pcs, mainly 1950s)
									
Ex-Mt/NM.... 25
Please note this lot contains a rare 1960s pin. Also included
is a wonderful original photo of the Wisconsin pins being
sold at a game!

Various Sports

1032
Vintage Pin Display (28 pcs)
		
- all with ribbons or ornaments!
.................... 100
Very fun lot, this 20x14 display is filled with 2 - 3 inch wide
football shaped pins. Most read Beat or Go Get ‘Em in classic style. Each has a ribbon, many also have an ornament.
Mainly High School and/or lesser Colleges, this is a highly
evocative vintage display piece that must have been really
difficult for our consignor to assemble.
1033
Williams College (9 pcs)
Ex-Mt/NM.... 25
Offered are nine Williams College vintage pins, circa 1950s,
two have the original ribbons. Three of these are dated 55,
one other reads ‘13 on the front.

Golf Autographs
1034 Jones, Bobby Signed
		
The Bobby Jones Story 1953
.................... 600
Beloved and legendary golfer, anything signed by the one
and only Bobby Jones is desirable. Signed Bobby Jones
books are some of the best ways to collect this most vital golf
autograph. One of the very finest golfers ever, Jones is as
revered for his talent as his character and grace. Offered is
a very well preserved example with the original dust jacket.
Published by The Fireside Press by W. Foulsham & Company in London, England, 1953 is written in pencil on the title
page. Jones signed the title page in pleasing blue ballpoint
ink. This is one of the most desirable of all attainable signed
sports autobiographies. PSA DNA (full).

1035 Terrific Master’s Collection w/Jordan Spieth,
Tiger Woods & Many Keys (46 different!) 9.5............... 800
Neatly presented in one pocket sheets in a binder, this is a
wonderful run of Master’s Winners autographs. These run
from Gene Sarazen (1935) to Sergio Garcia (2017). These
are signed on Master’s cards, 8x10s and sometimes smaller flats. Highlights include: Ballesteros, Ford (artwork),
Garcia, Hogan (contract), Nelson, Nicklaus, Palmer (dated
1974), Picard, Sarazen, Snead, Spieth, Woods (large signature w/full PSA DNA LOA) and Zoeller. This is a rare
opportunity to own one of the most popular runs in all of
golf collecting. JSA LOA.
Hockey Cards
1911 C55 Tobacco Cards
1036
5
Ed Oatman RC, Quebec
SGC 5........... 50
Clean 5, this has good color and clean borders. Corner wear
is mild and consistent, this is centered to the left border.
These cards seem so undervalued in 5 quality.
1037
6
Tommy Dunderdale, Quebec SGC 5......... 100
Great name, the image has perfect color, this is well centered. Mild corner wear keeps this at a nice 5.
1038
10
Albert Kerr RC, Ottawa
SGC 5........... 50
Well centered with good color, the corners are a bit soft.
Nice 5.
1039
11
Marty Walsh, Ottawa
SGC 2........... 75
This card has a clean front, there are no creases. Centered to
the right border, very slight wear in two spots on the back
led to the 2 grade.
1040
24
S. Cleghorn RC, Renfrew
SGC 5......... 100
Another great name, the image on this fun card looks great.
Centered slightly to the right border, a fine looking Ex 5
overall.
1041
25
Odie Cleghorn RC, Renfrew SGC 2........... 50
Clean front is Ex and nice, two very minute marks on the
otherwise clean back led to the 2 grade.
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1911 C55 Tobacco Cards

Hockey

1042
30
Harry Hyland, Mtl W
PSA 3............ 60
Well centered and clean 3, there are no visible creases or
wrinkles, the surfaces are clean, corner wear is the only
issue here.

1047
1963 Parkhurst 42 Alex Faulkner PSA 9 ......... 180
Mint in all respects, these are such great cards when they
can be found in this quality. Perfectly centered, this card
has four dead Mint corners and is immaculate.

1043
42
Edoard Lalonde, Mtl
SGC 2......... 150
Key early hockey HOFer, this is a desirable card. Well centered with particularly rich color, this has mild corner wear,
mainly at the upper right. Subtle wear on the back led to the
somewhat harsh 2 grade.

1048
1979 Topps 18 Gretzky RC
SGC 7.5...... 300
Another hot card, this has especially rich color and a perfect
image. Well centered, the slightest flick of white at the upper
left corner led SGC to split hairs a bit with the 7.5 grade.
This is a very nice card, easily comparable to many 8s.

1044
43
Eugene Payan RC, Mtl
PSA 3............ 60
Colorful card has hardly any creasing and consistent corner
wear.

1045
1927 LaPatrie Premiums
		
Complete Set			
VG-Ex/Ex............ 450
Lovely 8 3/8 x 11 oversize issue, this is a desirable set. Filled
with key hockey stars from the era, the condition is a very
pleasing mid-grade overall (a few are weaker). The backs are
clean, these have terrific large period images. The set has
some real star power, including Aurele Joliat, E.C. Lalonde,
Howie Morenz and Georges Vezina.

1046
1953 Parkhurst Collection
		
of 5 cards w/stars
VG-Ex........... 50
Attractive mid-grade lot, these tend to have subtle surface
creases but present as higher-grade cards. Content is as
follows: 33, 41 Pronovost, 45, 52 Lindsay and 100 Quackenbush.

1049
1979 Topps
		
Complete Set w/Gretzky PSA 7
NM............. 100
Sharp NM to Nm-Mt set, this is fresh to market. The key
Gretzky card is a PSA 7, very sharp but off-center. The corners show literally no wear. None of the cards in the set have
been picked for grading.
Hockey Autographs
1050
1989 OPC Sticker Book w/179 autographs 9.... 180
Fun piece, this is a 1989 OPC hockey sticker book. Many of
the stickers are mounted as intended, this is special as there
are an amazing 179 signatures here. The autographs tend to
be in bold blue sharpie ink. These are some of the better signatures: Chelios, Francis, Fuhr, Brett Hull, Kurri, LaFleur,
LaFontaine, Leetch, MacInnis, Moog, L. Robinson, Robitaille, Roy, Trottier, Vanbiesbrook and Yzerman. JSA LOA.
1051
Large Print Gretzky, Wayne (canvas print) 9.5..... 50
Terrific oversize Wayne Gretzky piece, this is a very unusual
17x23 canvas print of Gretzky as a Ranger. Very well done,
this is signed in bold black sharpie ink in a perfect spot.
Matted and framed, total size 23x29. This has a PSA DNA
sticker.
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Hockey

1052
Jersey Gretzky, Wayne
		
(lot of 3 different teams)
9.5............... 200
How is this for something you do not see very often? Offered
is a matched set of Wayne Gretzky signed jerseys, one is an
Edmonton Oilers, the second an LA Kings and the third a
New York Rangers. The Oilers has a Beckett LOA sticker,
the Kings has a PSA sticker and the Rangers a WG Authentic LOA. The autographs are in matching bold sharpie ink.
These would look terrific in the right display.

1053
Hockey All Time Greats Signed Pucks
				(6 pcs)				
9.5............... 100
Collection of vital hockey HOFers: Gretzky (JSA card),
Howe (Steiner LOA), Bobby Hull (PSA card), Lemieux
(Steiner LOA), Messier (Steiner LOA) and Orr (hologram/
LOA). How is that for some star power?

1057
Jersey Orr, Bobby (lot of 2)
9.5............... 100
Fine pair of high quality CCM Bobby Orr model jerseys, one
is a home, the other is a road. One has a Steiner hologram,
the other a Bobby Orr hologram/LOA. Each is signed in
matching bold black sharpie ink.

1058
Jersey Collection of 7 key HOFers w/Howe 9.5.. 150
Terrific lot of signed hockey jerseys, the star power here is
significant. All are quality official jerseys, most have
JSA LOA cards. Content is as follows: Brodeur, Bucyk, Fuhr,
Gillies, Hasek, Gordie Howe and Bobby Hull. The
signatures are strong.

1054
Signed Puck Howe, Gordie (lot of 6) 9.5........... 100
Collection of six pucks single signed by Mr. Hockey. The
autographs are in bold sharpie ink, various colors. Four
have UDA stickers, the other two are Steiner and a limited
edition.

1055
Signed Puck New York Rangers
		
Lot of 30 w/Messier
9.................. 150
Substantial collection of single signed pucks, most have
Steiner LOA cards, others have JSA cards and JSA has
looked at the whole lot. Content includes Messier, Lundqvist, Leetch, Richter, Worsley, Gilbert, Gadsby, Howell,
Giacomin and some newer players.
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1059
Large Print Collection of 7
		
w/Gretzky & Lemieux
9.5.............. 150
Good lot of unframed 16x20s, some are matted. The autographs are bold, content is as follows: Gretzky (UDA sticker), Lemieux (Steiner card), McDonagh (2), Nash (3, 1
w/Steiner card) and St. Louis.
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World Series Programs

1064
1060
1921 WSP At Yankees
Fair............. 120
Key program, the first World Series with Babe Ruth as a
Yankee. The cover is detached, with creasing and general
wear on the images of the two managers. The interior pages
are not bad, the issue with the cover can surely be remedied
if desired. Scored for an inning, these seem to have really
dried up in recent years.
1061
1923 WSP At Giants
Good.......... 180
Desirable program as this was the first Yankee World Championship team. An honest Good, this has been folded and
has general wear on the cover. Unscored, the interior pages
are not bad at all, the spine is tight; affordable example of a
vital 1920s World Series Program.

1062
1926 WSP At St. Louis
VG.............. 270
Scored in pencil, this was the first St. Louis Cardinals World
Series team. A classic World Series with a heroic turn from
Grover Cleveland Alexander, the offered program is a pleasing VG. The spine is tight, the program has been lightly
folded and general wear is visible on the cover. Scored in
pencil, nice piece.
1063
1927 WSP At Yankees
VG-Ex......... 600
Fine mid-grade program, this has no center crease from
folding. The cover is bright and clean, with good color and
two fine images. Unscored, the interior pages are clean. The
edges are reasonably crisp, the borders are nice and white.
This has general wear only and presents extremely well for
the grade.
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1928 WSP

At Yankees
VG-Ex (signed Connie Mack).......... 450
Quality 1920s WSP, a historically great Yankee team avenged
their loss to the Cardinals in 1926. Clean and nice, this has
a colorful cover with a neat period fountain pen ink Connie Mack signature in a perfect spot. The spine is tight, the
interior pages look great. Scored. JSA LOA.
1065
1929 WSP At Philadelphia
VG-Ex......... 250
Hefty program often has major condition issues. The offered
lot is a very nice VG-Ex, with a clean cover, a tight spine and
very clean interior pages. Unscored, some very fine creasing
by the spine keeps this at VG-Ex. This will be an upgrade for
most of you.

1066
1930 WSP At Philadelphia
VG.............. 180
Colorful program, this has one of the most attractive covers
of the era. VG due to some wear on the spine, this displays
very well. Partially scored, slight partial tears in the top and
bottom border do not distract from the overall visual appeal
here.
1067
1931 WSP At St. Louis
VG.............. 150
Large format program, this has a tight spine and a pleasing
cover. There is general wear by the upper right corner and
on the right edge, not bad at all. The interior pages look
good, this is scored.
1068
1934 WSP At Detroit
VG.............. 150
Uncommon program, this has a very colorful and attractive
cover. Some nicks in the right border keep this at a technical VG but this displays much better than that. Scored,
the spine is tight with one partial split only, the cover is as
attractive as we have seen on one of these.
1069
1934 WSP At St. Louis
VG.............. 120
Unscored, this has a colorful cover and a pleasing look.
Corner wear and general wear keep this at a pleasing VG,
this is not bad at all.
1070
1935 WSP At Chicago
VG+............ 120
Bright and colorful program, this has a tight spine and a
nice cover. There is slight creasing on the cover, this has
been scored. Elusive 1930s WSP, we do not see these very
often.
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Baseball Publications

1071 Interesting Pub Box w/good content (23 pcs)........ 100
Quality lot of pubs and related flat items, this should have
some serious breakdown value. Condition is not bad (but
does vary), mid-grade or better for most of the lot. Content
includes: 1888 Beadles Dime Library, 1889 Outdoor Sports
& Pastimes, 1914 Pitching Course w/key HOFers noted on
cover, 1921 Spalding How To Bat, 1921 Popular Science
Ruth cover, 1929 Famous Sluggers, 1934 Famous Sluggers
Gehrig/Waner (2), 1935 Literary Digest w/Ruth cover (2),
1936 Babe Ruth’s Baseball Advice, May 1935 Baseball Magazine w/Ruth cover, 1940 Spalding Ty Cobb cover, 1944 Connie Mack program, Sport Magazine: 10/48, 10/49, 5/51, 1948
Babe Ruth Physical Culture, 1951 Packard Library Ty Cobb
issue and 1955 Golden Book Brooklyn Dodgers w/stamps.
This is perfect for adding items to a vintage pub collection
or for a dealer, especially with the many Ruth covers.
1072
1935 Program All Star Game
VG.............. 120
Partially scored, the cover has two ink marks by the top
border. The cover otherwise has a tight spine and terrific
color. This is only the third All Star Game program.

1073
Fine 1954 and 1955 Sports Illustrated Run
		
w/first two issues (52 pcs)
VG-Ex......... 150
Good lot contains 20 different issues from 1954 including
the first two and 32 issues from 1955. Almost all have the
mailing labels, these are mid-grade issues, mainly VG-Ex or
Ex. The content is great, with all of the better baseball covers
and many classic sports images. These are so undervalued
right now and include all of the baseball card inserts.
1074
1962 Yearbook New York Mets - Rare 1st Edition
		
w/black white back cover!
Ex............... 450
The holy grail of all team yearbooks, this is the first edition
of the beloved and iconic 1962 Mets yearbook. The cover is
unforgettable to any collector. This issue is so special and
unique as it has a black and white back cover, immediately
distinguishing it from the other versions of the 1962 Mets
yearbook. A key item, only the second we have ever handled,
this true rarity offers a perfectly tight spine, clean covers
and clean interior pages. Mild general wear keeps this a very
pleasing Ex. The great image of the baby Met fan is flawless.
The last example we had sold for over $2,200 in 2015.

Game Used & Collector Bats

1075
Circa 1890 Estes Professional Model Bat............. 100
Extremely scarce bat, we could only find two public sales.
The bat exhibits an attractive center band logo of a 19th
century baseball player with a pillbox hat and mustache.
The bat measures 35 inches long. Condition is Good overall,
with a crack and tape remnants on the handle. A large capital A is carved on the knob.

1076
Alomar, Roberto Game Used Bat .................... 200
Terrific looking gamer from 2001, HOFer Roberto Alomar
used this as a Cleveland Indian. The bat measures 35 inches
long and weighs 32.1 ounces. Used in batting practice, the
use and display value here is tremendous. This comes with
a PSA DNA LOA.

1077
Bench, Johnny 1981 Game Bat
.................... 400
Always a desirable gamer, offered is a 1981-1982 era Johnny
Bench B278 pro model bat. The bat measures 35.5 inches
long and weighs 31.3 ounces. There is pine tar on the bat
and it appears to have been used, but the included PSA
LOA describes the bat as game ready. This is an affordable
version of a pricey and very desirable bat.

1078
Boggs, Wade Game Used Red Sox Bat................. 150
Fine looking Wade Boggs gamer, this 1991-1992 era Louisville Slugger B349 model shows excellent use according to
the PSA LOA. The bat is 33.75 inches long and weighs
30.8 ounces. Boggs’s 26 is written on the knob in black
marker. Very nice.

1079
Cobb, Ty Higher Quality Store Model Bat........... 150
Offered is a very attractive Louisville Slugger 40TC Ty Cobb
signature model bat. The bat has an excellent patina, it is 36
inches long as noted on the engraving on the knob.
Far scarcer than similar Ruth bats, this is really nice.
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1080
DiMaggio, Joe 1972 Game Bat
.................... 500
This is a beautiful circa 1970-72 Joe DiMaggio Coach’s bat.
Exhibiting excellent use, this Hillerich & Bradsby Louisville
Slugger 125 Joe DiMaggio signature model bat measures
36 inches in length, and weighs 35.3 ounces. The knob end
displays the identification D29L. This is a great opportunity
to acquire a bat of this baseball legend at a fraction of what a
bat used during his playing career would sell for. PSA LOA.

1081
Foxx, Jimmie LS125 Player Model Bat ................ 150
As close as almost all of us will ever get to a Jimmie Foxx
career used game bat, offered is a fine looking post career
professional model bat. This is uncracked and displays very
well. A Louisville Slugger F3 model from circa 1955, this
weighs 33.2 ounces and is 35 inches long. This comes with
a PSA LOA.

1085
Collection of 6 Pre-1950 Bats
.................... 125
Nice lot of six bats, these include a Ringer Line Balanced Bat
by Stahl & Dean, D&M Major League Special Model 58,
American Bat #796 Jimmie Foxx Major League Model, Grier
Mfg Co 500 Diamond Ace (noted as type of bat used by
Hank Greenberg), Krens Special Walker Cooper Signature
Model and a John Wannamaker Men’s Store labeled number
4 bat. Please see the images on our website for condition
detail, two bats have cracks.

1086
Collection of 7 Bats w/Four Mushroom Style Bats
									
.................... 200
Lot of interesting bats, with four mushroom style bats.
The first mushroom bat is unbranded, one is Spalding and
two are B.H. Piper Company models. The lot continues with
two unbranded early 20th century bats and a charming
1993 custom Babe Ruth folk art bat. Mushroom bats can
sell for $200-$300 each, this is a somewhat substantial lot.

1082
Gowdy, Hank Full Size Decal Bat .................... 100
Offered is a rare 1915-1920 Louisville Slugger 40HG decal
bat. This has a heavily worn decal of the popular player and
war hero Hank Gowdy, the bat measured 36 inches long and
exhibits a rich patina.

1083
Powell, Boog Game Used/Signed 1975 Bat.......... 200
Fun bat from a charismatic slugger, this well used 35 inch
Adirondack 302 Boog Powell pro model bat shows outstanding use. There is missing wood on the back of the barrel
from a chip. Powell signed this as follows: Boog Powell Indians-1975 297 BA 27 HRs 86 RBIs. PSA DNA LOA (bat).

1084
Rodriguez, Ivan Game Used/Signed Bat............. 200
Desirable gamer is from a 2008 Detroit Tigers-Colorado
Rockies game. This has an MLB hologram and exhibits
terrific use. HOFer Ivan Rodriguez signed this in very attractive silver sharpie ink. Various details are written on the
knob in bold black sharpie ink. JSA LOA (signature).

1087
Collection of 8 Better Bats
.................... 200
Substantial lot of eight bats, as follows: H&B King of the
Field #13, Louisville Slugger 125ER Edd Roush signature
model, 40GK George L. Kelly signature model, 40K Kork
Grip model w/handle masked in heavy black tape, two
Reach bats, one Burley 5-0, the other Special #3/0 with one
taped heavily on the handle, a Spalding Charles Hollocher
autograph model and George A.H. Sisler autograph model.
Please note the Sisler is heavily taped on the handle.
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1088
Lot of 4 Decal Style Bats w/Baker & Sisler........... 100
Collection of four bats is anchored by a Louisville Slugger
40FB Frank Baker decal bat (most of the decal is missing)
and the bat has cracks and damage from extensive use. The
other bats are: D&M w/SPECIAL decal, unusual branded
Louisville Bat Company number 19 bat with a worn decal
and a Louisville Slugger autograph model George Sisler
decal bat, providing for some solid value here.
1089
Collection of 12 different HOF Induction Bats
									
Nm-Mt....... 180
Very clean lot of these collectible bats, these are the years:
1981, 1996, 1998, 2000, 2004, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2012,
2014 and 2015.
Superb Condition Hartland Statues
1090
Aaron
NM......................... 60
White, bright and superb, this is a beautiful Aaron. This has
new gloss and is exceptionally clean and fresh. This will be
an upgrade for almost all of you.
1091
Aparicio
Ex........................... 75
Bright white and super clean, this has a chipped toe plate
but otherwise looks terrific.
1092
Banks
NM....................... 120
Beautiful example of this very condition sensitive Hartland,
this is white and quite fine. Bright with new gloss, this looks
great and will be an upgrade for almost all of you. This
stands perfectly without assistance.
1093
Drysdale
NM....................... 135
A key to the set, this has the pitching rubber and the toe
plate. Bright and exceptionally clean, this is near-white
and superb.
1094
Fox, Nellie
NM......................... 75
Bright and clean, this has no wear and looks great. White
but not snow white, this displays really well.

1095
Groat
NM....................... 360
The key to the set, this is one of the very nicest examples
that we have had. White with bright gloss, this has a super
fresh look and feel. The facial details are impeccable, there is
no visible wear to our eyes. The color is white but not snow
white, this is sure to be an upgrade for almost all of you.
1096
Killebrew
NM....................... 150
One of the most desirable pieces in the set, these have been
hot in recent years. White and untouched, the base looks
good, this has virtually no visible wear and is in superb
condition.
1097
Mantle w/original box!
NM....................... 250
Sterling Mantle Hartland, this is bright white and simply in
superb condition. This comes with a window style box sans
the cellophane. The box stands perfectly upright with some
creasing. There are no tears or missing flaps, this is a nice
box overall. While certainly not rare, Mantle Hartlands in
this quality seem so undervalued to us.
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1098
Mantle, Mickey Ash Tray (rare)........................... 750
Known as one of the rarest of all sports themed Yoo-Hoo
items associated with their famed New York Yankee promoter Mickey Mantle, this exclusive Mickey Mantle Hartland
ashtray reportedly was only given to Yoo-Hoo distributors.
The Mantle is even scarcer than the few similar Yogi Berra
ashtrays known to exist. Attached to the ceramic ashtray,
which is identified by the manufacturer on the bottom The
Hyde Park, No. 1970, is an original Hartland Mickey Mantle
figurine. This is attached to a plate that attaches to the
ashtray from the bottom with a fancy circular metal insignia that is adorned with a fancy scripted initial M and the
resemblance of a the initial H beneath. We know of only one
other having ever appeared for public auction; it realized
over $3,000.
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Superb Condition Hartland Statues
1099
Maris
Nm-Mt (stunning quality).......... 180
White and gorgeous, this is one of the very nicest Roger
Maris Hartlands that we have ever seen. White and pristine,
this stands perfectly straight, looks terrific and is sure to be
a major upgrade for almost all of you.
1100
Mays
Nm-Mt (stunning quality)........... 135
White and gorgeous, this is one of the very nicest Mays
Hartlands that we have ever seen. White and pristine, this
looks terrific and is sure to be a major upgrade for almost
all of you.
1101
Musial
NM....................... 105
Often found with condition issues or serious toning, this is
one of the very nicest Musial Hartlands that we have handled. The statue retains super bright gloss and is immaculate. We cannot see any wear, this is white but not snow
white, it looks terrific.
1102
Ruth, Babe (w/tag)
NM......................... 75
Beautiful Babe Ruth Hartland, this is white and in superb
condition. Bright and clean, this comes with a desirable
original tag.
1103
Snider
NM....................... 150
Bright, white and really nice, this is a key to the set. There is
hardly any wear, this is white but not snow white.
1104
Williams, Ted
Nm-Mt................... 90
Superb condition, this is bright white and perfectly clean.
Very impressive condition, this has the toe plate and stands
perfectly without assistance.
Baseball Memorabilia: General
1105
1864 Book Playground of Out-Door Games
		
for Boys				
Ex*.............. 150
Scarce children’s book has a chapter on baseball. Please note
this has been professionally rebound over its original cover.
1106
1890 Darktown Bank
.................. 1000
One of the most desirable and provocative mechanical
banks dating from the late nineteenth century, is this classic
circa 1890 Darktown Battery mechanical bank. Featuring
the battery consisting of a trio of African American baseball
players, in operation the pitcher pitches a coin to a swinging
batter (wearing jersey with the team name ‘Possums’) as
the catcher’s chest opens to catch the coin. Structurally and
graphically stunning with original painted finish, the condition is near Excellent.
1107
1890 Large Team Photo
.................... 100
Very attractive larger format earlier baseball image, this
circa 1890s antique baseball photograph pictures a handsome team wearing uniforms lettered W P I with several
pieces of glove equipment displayed including an early rendition of a padded catchers glove. The image itself is 13x10,
framed in a very sturdy and attractive period wooden frame.
Total size 26 x 21.
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Baseball Memorabilia: General

1108
1890 Large Team Photo
.................... 100
Offered is a very fine looking circa 1890s antique baseball
photograph, 10.5 x 13.5 mounted on a vintage style cabinet
mount. Framed to 16.5 x 20, this extremely high quality
photograph displays great clarity and contrast, picturing a
team in their uniforms lettered V. W. C. Of notable interest
is the younger boy team mascot, padded quilted pants and
one member wearing the high turtle neck warm-up sweater.
1109
1900 Dummy Hoy Original Team Photo........... 150
Offered is a highly evocative 12x8 original sepia toned photo
of the 1903 Los Angeles Pacific Coast League baseball team.
Identified on the back in period fountain pen, this image
offers 14 team members in uniform plus their manager. This
has several creases, but still presents very well. In addition
to Hoy, popular player Gavvy Cravath is likely in this image
as well. Hoy played an important role in early baseball
history; as he was hearing-impaired, he helped develop
the signals for safe and out calls that are such a vital part
of professional baseball. After his very production Major
League career, his final work in professional baseball was
with the 1903 Los Angeles PCL team, making the offered lot
especially interesting and desirable. Presented in a sturdy
double-sided frame, total size 16x12.

1110
1900 Harry Lord Original Cabinet Photo
		
+ His Personal T206 Card
.................... 150
Stunning 1907 cabinet card of 3rd baseman Harry Lord,
(Boston Red Sox 1907-1910, Chicago White Sox 1910 - 1914,
Buffalo Blues 1915) depicting him on his minor league,
Providence team of the Eastern League. Lord’s oval portrait
is, handsomely mounted onto a 6x9 ornately designed, cabinet mount. These quality cabinet cards of any Major League
player from, this period are highly desirable. Please note
also included is his T206 card from his personal collection
with a pedigree from SGC.

1111
Early Baseball Game
.................... 300
Early 1900’s table top penny mechanical baseball game. This
scarce game is well constructed of metal and hardwood with
intricate construction and detail - originally played with
hitting metal balls using a baseball bat shaped lever onto
a vertically angled playing field (16.5 x 10.5 x 9). Baseball
themed decals appear on either side of the game and a manufacturers decal from Tecumseh Sales, Cincinnati appears
on the verso. Excellent condition, this appears to be operational with original key intact.
1112
1909 Wageman’s Welcome Home
		
Cy Young Pin				
Ex............... 300
Great pin, offered is a wonderful 1 1/2 inch pinback from
1909. This has an attractive sepia background with a fine
image of Cy Young in his Red Sox uniform. This has the
original paper back but there is toning and one minute
scrape. There is no edge damage or foxing, some subtle
scratches can be seen under magnification, this displays
extremely well. Terrific early 20th century pin from one of
the great names in baseball history,

1113
1910-1919 Goldsmith Advertising Poster........... 100
Graphically stunning rare advertising poster for the Goldsmith Official League Baseball, this lists the details of how
they are made with colorful images of a two-color stitched
ball and its box with the ball labeled, Official League Ball
Guaranteed 18 Innings. This measures 16x22 as framed.
Ex condition with natural vertical and horizontal fold lines.
1114
Fine Early Baseball Fan w/HOFers .................... 400
This rare circa 1913 advertising baseball fan pictures the
portraits of all sixteen major league baseball team managers in the Major Leagues placed with humorous caricature
motifs. Team managers include Jennings, Griffith, Lajoie,
McGraw, Mack, Tinker, Evers, Chance, Clarke, and Huggins.
Complete with its original wooden handle, the fan remains
in Excellent to Mint condition, one of the finest that we have
ever seen.
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1115
Stuffy McInnis Glove In Original Box................. 100
Very good item, this is a handsome mid-grade glove from
this early Philadelphia A’s stalwart and member of the
famed $100,000 infield. The glove is still supple and retains
a fine period look and feel. The box is missing two side flaps
on the cover but retains vibrant original graphics. These
have sold for over $200 without the box, it will be interesting
to see what this brings.
1116
1916 Frank Chance Day Ribbon .................... 100
From Harry Lord’s estate, these were only given out to players and such from our understanding. The ribbon measures
5 x 2 1/2 and has a blue background. The printing is very,
very difficult to discern. We will have a normal scan and
also an enhanced scan for visibility on our web site.

1118
Harry Danning Granger Tobacco Sign VG-Ex... 100
1930’s Granger Tobacco Advertising Sign featuring Giants
catcher Harry the Horse Danning. He is holding a fancy
pipe and can of Granger tobacco with a banner which reads,
‘Granger keeps the pipe bowl cool the stem clean ... the
smoker happy’. The colorful 14x20 cardboard poster exhibits some wear and light stains particularly by the corners
where it appears attached to a red paper mat. Framed to
19x23.5, this is a classic.
1119
Collection of 17 Vintage Framed
			
Die-cut displays
Ex............... 200
Very interesting run of signs, these are all presented in identical 11.75 x 14.75 frames. Each has an approximately 9x6
black and white die-cut image of a player mounted in the
center, with MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL printed on the
top and side borders. The player name is in custom etched
blocked lettering by the bottom border. Clearly vintage, we
believe these to be circa 1935 as Rick Ferrell is pictured in
a Red Sox uniform, and Heinie Manush as a Senator. The
frames show general wear from aging and possible display,
these would make a stunning display if you have the wall
space. All HOFers and stars, we do not know the origin of
these and will post any additional information that becomes
available to our web site. Content, possibly a complete set,
is as follows: Bottomley, Coveleski, Cronin, Cuyler, Ferrell, Gomez, Hartnett, Hubbell, Klein, Manush, P. Martin,
Medwick, Meyers, O’Doul, Pennock, L. Waner and Wood.
Possibly a rare or unique offering with a tremendous value,
we are going to open this at a paltry $200 to make things
interesting!

1117
Joe Jackson Original Burke Photo Ex+............. 150
Very good piece, offered is a 1940s linen style original
George Burke photo of none other than Shoeless Joe Jackson. Extremely desirable, this is the first example that we
have seen. Renowned photographer Burke pictures Jackson
circa 1919, this is a fine looking image. The photo is quite
clean, with wear only visible at the upper right corner.
Unsigned of course, how many of you have a true vintage
Burke photo of Joe Jackson?
1120
1939 Large Coca Cola Sign
................... 150
This large two-sided poster measuring approx. 20 X 27 provides a busy, attractive display of printed information and
graphics including a color rendition of the famous Currier
& Ives American National Game of Base Ball lithograph.
Eight portrait photographs of “Baseball’s Immortals,” and
their career stats line each side of the poster, including:
Alexander Cartwright, Henry Chadwick, George Wright,
Honus Wagner, Cy Young, Christy Mathewson, Napoleon
Lajoie, Babe Ruth, Ty Cobb and Walter Johnson. A classic
rarity branded with one of America’s most historic companies from 1939 celebrating the Centennial of “America’s
Pastime.” GVG condition with minor wear and paper loss,
but still providing for a significant and lovely display.

1121
Quality Glove Collection w/boxes (10 pcs).......... 100
Fine collection of gloves, there are eight player model gloves
and four boxes. Everything will be pictured on our web site,
content includes: Joe DiMaggio Hutch, George Kell sonnett,
Mickey Mantle Cambridge, Phil Rizzuto (2: both Reach, one
right handed, one left handed), George Selkirk Kenwell w/
box (the box is very rough), Pie Traynor J.C. Higgins and
Dazzy Vance Marathon. Also included are three unmatched
glove boxes. The condition varies, four gloves are GVG and
four gloves are Ex-Mt, this is a solid lot of vintage gloves,
all HOFers.
1122
Vintage Baseball Pennant Lot (12 pcs)................ 150
Collection of vintage pennants, are all full size unless noted.
Condition is clean, most have slight pinholes. Content is as
follows: Brooklyn Dodgers, Milwaukee Braves, Cardinals
(2), Phillies, Reds, Senators, football Cardinals and Lions,
Hopalong Cassidy, Gene Autry and a very low grade 1940s
American League All Star Game pennant. The breakdown
value here should be substantial.
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1123
Vintage Pin Display (29 pcs)
			
w/good content
Ex-Mt......... 150
Mainly from the 1940s and the 1950s, this clean 16x12
butterfly box is filled with nice pins. Highlights include
Babe Ruth 1920s sheet music pin, PM10s of Joe Black (2
diff), Roy Campanella (2 diff), G. Coleman and R. Kiner.
The other pins and related items go back to the 1920s.
Nice lot, several have original ribbons and ornaments.
1124
Substantial World Series
		
& Related Ticket Collection (46 pcs) Ex........... 150
Fresh lot of tickets, the condition varies but is nice overall.
Smartly presented in sheets in a small binder, these better
tickets come in the lot (all World Series unless noted):
1944 Game 4 (2), 1948 Game 2, 5, 1949 Comiskey Park
7/11/49 Benefit Game, 1952 Game 3, 1954 WS Clubhouse
pass, 1957 Game 3 (Mantle HR), 1958 Game 3,5, 1959 Game
2, 1963 All Star Game (partial stub), 1970, 1977, 1964 Cardinals/Dodgers full (8/14), 1966 Dodgers/Giants full (6/19),
1970 Game 3, 1978 Game 3, 2001 SF Giants (9/16, Bonds
HR), 2013 Game 1, , Also included are these tickets from
other sports, Army Notre Dame 9/16/36, 1945 Illinois/Notre
Dame Serviceman ticket, 1953 Marciano/Walcott, 1956 NY
Giants Football Stadium Club (2), 1976 NBA All Star Game,
1983 USFL Championship. The balance of the lot are 18 assorted tickets and related flats that go back to the turn of the
century in various sports; these will all be pictured on our
web site. This lot likely has a very substantial breakdown
value with its quality content throughout.

1125 Collection of Four Key HOFer
		
1950s Calendar Displays
.................... 200
Featuring the recognizable sports calendar art of artist Bill
Medcalf, these impressive and highly evocative Norman
Rockwell-esque color posters are ideal for display. Presented
in charming period frames, the sizes range from 16x20 to
22x27 (before framing). Each colorful poster resembles a
painting on thick cardboard. The content is terrific here,
with Ty Cobb, Lou Gehrig, Connie Mack and Honus Wagner. These would look amazing displayed together. Some
have general wear from handling, these are bright, clean and
attractive overall.

1126
1953 Rare Undated Brooklyn Dodgers
		
Large Team Pinback
NM............. 200
Desirable pinback is in superb Near Mint or better condition. This is 3 1/2 inches in diameter and offers a charming
team image of the 1953 Brooklyn Dodgers. A scarce variation, this does not list the year as do all of the others that
trade.
1127
1954 Ticket World Series Game 1
		(Mays Catch)				
VG-Ex......... 400
One of the hottest tickets, this is an exceptionally fine Mays
catch ticket. The ticket has sharp edges and perfect color.
The back has wear on one edge by the separation, it is also
otherwise perfectly clean. Often found in terrible condition,
this is one of the nicest examples of this ticket that we have
seen or handled.
1128
Phillies Full Child’s Flannel Uniform in Box
									
Ex-Mt......... 150
Utterly charming piece, offered is an untouched 1950s era
Philadelphia Phillies flannel child’s uniform. This was
produced by a Post Company and is in the original box as
issued. The condition is superb. This is almost a must-have
for a big Phillies fan.

1129
1958 Large Format Yankee Panoramic Photo
		
from Yankee Stadium
.................... 400
This magnificent black & white team photograph of the
1958 World Championship New York Yankees team hung in
Yankees Stadium until its renovation in the 1970s. Printed
in an awesome size, this great stadium relic measures 36 x
20 as framed. An attached aluminum plaque on the frame
identifies the team as the 1958 World Champions. Taken
at Yankee Stadium, this photograph shows the entire team
posed in three rows including Mickey Mantle, Whitey
Ford, Elston Howard, Yogi Berra, Tony Kubek, Hank Bauer,
Moose Skowron, and manager Casey Stengel. The 1958
Yankees came back from 3-1 to defeat the defending champion Milwaukee Braves in the World Series to win their
eighteenth World Championship title. Ex/Mt condition with
some evidence of wear on the wooden frame.

Baseball Memorabilia

1130
1961 Roger Maris 61st
		
Home Run Ticket
Good.......... 300
Vital ticket from one of the most famous games in baseball
history, Roger Maris needed the last game of the 1961 season to break Babe Ruth’s monumental home run record. Offered is a colorful and crisp stub, this has staining from tape
by the top margin but otherwise looks really nice. The edges
are sharp, the back is perfectly clean. This frankly seems
undervalued given how hot tickets have been in recent years.
1131 1962 Safe At Home Lobby Card Set (8 pcs) Ex..... 250
Complete lobby card set from the famed 1962 film Safe at
Home, featuring Mickey Mantle and Roger Maris pictured
on 5 of the 8 cards included in this set. The Columbia Pictures film also starred William Brawley of I Love Lucy, fame
and the Luckiest Kid in the World, Bryan Russel. Always
popular, these are rarely offered complete as vendors most
often sell the cards picturing Mantle and Maris individually.

1132
1963 Jersey
		
Albie Pearson California Angels Road Ex.......... 150
Offered is an attractive original rare 1963 California Angels
home white uniform. This is chain stitched Pearson 38 63 on
the left front tail in green. There is a wash tag and attached
flag tag that reads Set 1 1963 on the inside of the tail. The
inside collar has the original Spalding manufacturer’s tag.
Angels is sewn on the front in red felt lettering outlined in
blue; the reverse has number 28. We believe this jersey has
had a number change (Pearson wore number 28 in 1963)
and some damage has been repaired in one spot by the center of the back. A real flannel, this displays well.
1133
1965 Scarce LA Dodgers
		
World Series Banner
Ex-Mt......... 150
Very good piece, this completely fun banner has sold for
$700 in recent years. Checking in at 17x28, this light cloth
banner is titled Murder the Minnesota Twins in the style of
a movie poster. The colors and iconography are wonderful,
this is practically begging to be framed.

125
125

1134
Esco Babe Ruth Large Statue
.................... 100
Standing 23 inches high, this is a fun plaster caricature style
statue of Babe Ruth in a Red Sox uniform. We are not sure
when this was produced. Condition is Very Good with some
minor chips in the painted finish, this displays very well
overall and is a conversation stopper. Please note the Red
Sox version of this is much scarcer than the Yankee version.
1136
Derek Jeter Game Used Batting Glove................. 150
Handsomely presented in a shadow box, offered is a fine
looking Derek Jeter game used batting glove. This is Jeter’s
personal model glove, and it shows lots of use. A Steiner
LOA card comes with the lot.

1135
1996 Atlanta Braves
		
World Series Ring (Gorgeous)
NM........... 1500
A great team that came off their first World Series win in
1995, the Braves went up 2-0 in a big way against the Yankees but Jim Leyritz’s clutch home run turned the momentum in the series, the Yankees ended up winning in six
games. Offered is a gorgeous and ornate ring, one would
think the Braves won the World Series that year given the
grand style of the ring. This was coach Bruce Dal Canton’s
ring. The condition is terrific, the front has over 30 small
diamonds, with the Braves logo in the center. Atlanta is
engraved at the top, NL CHAMPS the bottom. One shank
reads 1996 FIVE STRAIGHT LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIPS,
4 OUT OF 5 WORLD SERIES; the other reads DAL CANTON STAFF ATLANTA FULTON COUNTY STADIUM
1966-1996. This has a 10k inscription on the inset and two
holes. This is the first time that we have ever seen this beautiful ring.
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